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ABSTRACE AiU'CIENT EGYPTIAN RITUAL PRACTICE: 
U-ht AND nt-' 

PH-D. DISSERTATION 2ûûl 

CAROLYN DIANE ROUTLEDGE 

DEPARTMENT OF NEAR AND MIDDLE EASTERN CIVILIZATIONS 

I.INIWZRSITY OF TORONTO 

The ancient Egyptian terms ir+t and nt-' cornmonly are understood as king 

technical temis pertaining to the performance of cultic rituals. In using these temis to 

study ritual in ancient Egypt, a problem arises in that these temiç are not always 

translated as rihial when the context of their use is not cultic. A similar pattern is 

observed in the translation of the royal title nb irt-ht, whidi is derived from the term ir- 

kt. Cowequently, this thesis conducts a survey of the uses and contexts of the ternis ir- 

kt, nb ia-ht, and nt-' in order to map the semantic field of these words. 

Frorn this survey, it is possible to conclude that ir-ht and nt-' were technical terms 

in ancient Egyptian language. They referred to a distinct group of activities within 

ancient Egyptian cultural practice that induded cultic rites, funerary rites, aggressive 

actions, the performance of career duties, and customary behaviours. These activities 

had specifïc characteristics such as physical performance, formality, traditionalism, d e  

govemance, and sacral symbolism. Additionally, it was found that there was an 

intimate connection between the performance of these activities and the Egyptian 

concept of ma'at, especidy in relation to the preservation of order. 



In m a k g  condusions conceming the meaning of these technical temis, it is 

proposed that they did indeed refer to ritual and the semantic fields of these words 

could be used to reconstnict the ancient Egyptian cognitive category "ritual." In testing 

thiç theory, the acadernic analysis of ritual aaoss cultures was examuied. It was found 

that the activities and their characteristicsr which were outIined based on the analysis of 

ir-ht and nt-', were consistent with the kinds of activities and characteristics that other 

cultures understood as ritual. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Rihial in Ancient Egypt: A Word Shidy 

- "When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a 
s c o d  tone, "it means just what I choose it to mean-neither more nor less." 

"The question is," said Ahce, "whether you can make words mean so 
many different things." 

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which Ïs to be mas ter- 
that's d," 

Lewis Carroll: Z7rrmcgh the Looking Glass. 

This thesis represents an attempt to reconstruct the ancient Egyptim 

cognitive category, "ritual" during the classicd period of ancient Egyptian 

cdture - from the Old through to the end of the New Kingdom. When 

initiating such a study, it is diffidt  to know what is the best scholarly 

approach to the study of the bdiefs and activities of another culture as far 

separated in time and place from us as ancient Egypt This is particularly 

true for ritual, w M  academics in other disciplines most commonIy shidy 

through ethnographic accounts, participation, and active obse~ation (e-g., 

Grimes 1995: 5624-39). Theçe are methods that c m  be diffidt to adapt to 

the evidence available to Egyptologists. Additiondy, the term ritud has 

corne to be applied to a Iarge number of human activities from reIigious 



practices to d d y  habit within the academic study of specific human and 

animal activities (e.g, Huxley 1966; Moore & Myerhoff 1977; Zuesse 1987). 

What range of these activities were within the ancient Egyptian concept of 

ritual remains to be understood. An WaI strategy that could help scholars 

reconstruct the ancient Egyptian cognitive category rïtuaI, which currently is 

employed by a number of scholars of ritual and familiar to Egyptologists, is 

the investigation of indigenous tennin01ogy.l As of yet this approach has not 

been applied by Egyptologists to abstract terms for ritual. 

la The Word Study 

The term ritual is an abstraction and thuç presents a number of 

difficulties for any study of ancient Egyptian words for ritual. First, in aII 

cultures, ancient and modem, abstract tenns Like ritual are used infrequently 

in cornparison to concrete tenns. in addition, abstract terms tend to occur in 

Iimited contexts. An examination of the temple wall reliefs and textual 

descriptions of activities related to the temple reveds a preoccupation with 

concrete ternis and f o d a i c  scenes of rites.2 Urhile such scenes might 

provide scholars with a detailed description of behaviours that took place in a 

temple, the lack of absfract textual material does not d o w  for an 

understanding of whidi behaviours the ancient Egyptians thought were 

ritual. As a result, it shodd be expected that a limited number of examples of 

any word or expression that might mean ritual in ancient Egyptian can be 



found and that these words wodd appear in a Iimited variety of contexts. 

On the one hand, a limited sample size iç not ideal and could negatively affect 

any attempt to develop an understanding of an ancient Egyptian concept of 

ritual. On the other hand, the nature of the context and the relative rarity of 

the word rnight help to establish a positive identification. 

Second, the meaning of abstract temw can be modified through the .  

Given the length of thne covered by this shidy, specificalIy the Old Kingdom 

through to the end of the New Kingdom, minor shifts in meaning and usage 

shodd be expected. What is most important for this study is the broad 

category, ritual; therefore, minor shifts in meaning over time can be ignored if 

the generd meaning can be shown to remain constant over the docurnented 

use of any specific term. ConsequentIy, the focus of this word study wilI be 

on the characteristics of the contexts and uses that the words have in commun 

rather than tracking the individual nuances of meaning for each occurrence. 

Third, c o n c m  of modern cultural detenninism must be taken into 

account There are concems that abstractions like ritual may not have been 

part of ancient Egyptian thought and are valid only as acadernic tools used to 

understand other cultures by modem, western academicç. For example, 

Goody (1986: 4) certainly suggests that this rnight be the case when he states: 

But in African languages I finci no equivalent for the western 
word 'religion' (or indeed 'ritual'), and more importantly the 
actors do not appear to look upon religious beliefs and practices 
in the same way that we, whether M u s h ,  Jew, Hiridu, 
Buddhist, Christian or atheist, do - that is, as a distinct set 



Thomas (1991:3), however, suggests that this kind of approach to other 

cultures c m  obscure interpretation because the investigators expect that the 

other cultures must be vastly different fiom their own: 

There is thus =ope for slippage between the idea that others' 
narnes for beliefs and practices may be different and the 
discursive strategy which speQfies that they must be different. 

Given these observations, it is necessary not ody to examine words in 

contexts that fit the concept of n t ~ d  current within Egyptology, but also to 

consider the entire semantic field of words that, in specific situations, are 

translated as ritual. The original cognitive category of ritual shodd 

correspond to the semantic field of such words, and thus the problern of 

modem categories influencing our understanding of the ancient category 

l b  Ancient Egyptian Terms Meaning "Ritual" 

At the present time, there is no single word or expression that is 

exclusively or consistently transIated as "rituaI" fkom ancient Egyptian into 

modem Ianguages. Expressions or terms that cannot be considered as 

meaning ritual are words that describe ways of acting that can be part of a 

ritual corresponding to EngIish words like worship, praise, offer, or pray. 

These words describe concrete actions that lack the abstract and generd 

quality that is necessary in a term that would mean ritual. Therefore, ancient 



Egyptian words that were not considered as king expressions meaning 

ritual, although occasiondy trawlated as sudi. uidude words Like: hsi - "to 

praise" (Wb III. 154-5); wdn - "to offert' (Wb 1.391-2); and dW: - "to worship" 

(Wb VA26-8). For the purposes of this study, two terms that frequently are 

trandated as ritual and are more abstract and general were selected - Mt and 

nt-'. It is fortunate that there are two temw that fit the criteria for selection. 

This fab dows  for a test of the integrity of the results derived £rom the study 

of the first term through comparing its semantic fieId with the semantic field 

of the second t em.  

Ib-1 ir-ht 

The first expression that was selected as an object for the study of the 

cognitive category of ritual is ir-ht, which Iiterdy means "doing things" CWL, 

1: 124). Because the constituent words of this expression are exceedingly 

common, ir-ht has not been treated as  having a single, specific meaning. As a 

resdt, dictionaries provide a range of definitions from the generd, "to do 

something" to the specific, "to read the o f f e ~ g  list.""or the sarne reason, 

there has not been a comprehensive study of mt, but instead individual 

cases or specific kinds of contexts are diçcussed, often in the footnotes of a 

wider study.5 There has been a tendency to translate ir-ht based on its 

hunediate context rather than on the semantic field of this expression. This 



situation is most apparent in the case of the use of ir-ht in the royal title nb irt- 

kt. In Military contexts, nb i r t -  often is translated, "Lord of Action," while in 

religious contexts, the preference is for "Lord of Cdtic Rites" (see Chapter 4, 

section 4a). 

One issue in the analysis of ir-ht then, is whether the expression was used 

with enough specificity to indicate rituaI rather thm its being an expression 

that was so general as to designate an undefined concept. The resdt of the 

delineation of the semantic field of ir-ht, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

demonstrates that Ir-@ does have a defined reference. Consequently, it is 

possible to compare its deluied semantic field with cross-cultural d y s i s  of 

ritual (Chapter 2). It is assumed in this work that the semantic field of ir-ht 

will represent a picture of the ancient Egyptian cognitive category "ritual" if: 

the range of meaning of ir-ht is defined; the activities indude behaviour that 

clearly is ritual by modem scholady understanding; and on the whole it does 

not contradict schoIarIy analysis of what constitutes ritual. 

The second term that was seIected for anaIysis, which often is 

translated as ritual, is nt-'. Unlike ir-ht, nt-' usually is considered to be a 

defined term, albeit somewhat difficuit to transIate (cf. Kruchten 1986: 143- 

144). 'Mrhile widely understood to have a Iiteral meaning of "£rom the 



document," translations Vary based on contefi including regdation, custom, 

treaty, to organise, and ritud6 Studies of nt-' have more depth than in the 

case of ir-ht, however, they stilI tend to be rdated to speüfic contexts rather 

than the consideration of the Iarger semantic field of ntc.? Such a n  extended 

study may have been planned by Schott, but never finished. Many of the 

known occurrences of nt-' were collected by çdiott (1990: 117-126) and 

pubfished posthumousIy as part of a corpus of words related to books and 

libraries. 

The combination of the previous shidies and the stronger definitive 

nature of nt-' make it an excellent term to compare to ir-ht. If the semantic 

field of nt-' and ir-@ are compared and they overlap considerably, it can be 

conduded that the cognitive category for ritual in ancient Egypt can be 

described based on the major categories of use of these two tenns. 

i c  Research Design 

In the chapters that follow, what constituted rihial to the amient 

Egyptians from the OId through New Kingd.orns wiU be reconstnicted 

through the analysis of the ternis ir-kt and nt-'. Before the presentation of the 

results of thiç analysis, it is necessary to survey bridy Egyptological 

approaches to ritual. Most research of ancient Egyptian ritual has focused on 

cultic and funerary practice. This focus expIains, to a large degree, difficulties 



in the translation of the terms Mt, nb irt-ht, and nt-', which refer to activïties 

beyond cultic and funerary rites. Thus, such a review is foundational to an 

analysis of these t e m .  This m e y  f ~ r m s  the first part of Chapter 2. It will 

be followed in the second part of -ter 2 by a brief discussion of cross- 

cultural approaches to ritual. This discussion accompllshes two primary 

purposes. First, a theoretical view of ritual provides a broader interpretation 

of the idea of ritual. This broader interpretation c m  be used to test that the 

semantic field of Egyptian terms are within the accepted ideâ of ritual 

without imposing a too resb5ctive culturally specific interpretation. This 

cross-cuItural method of analysis should provide a baIance between the 

concems expressed by Goody, that we impose our view on another, different 

culture, and the concern of Thomas, h t  we assume that another culture 

rnust be radically different. Second, a review of the work of schoIars of ritual 

studies provides a methodological framework for an approach to the ancient 

Egyptian material. In particdar, the work of Catherine Beli (1992,1997, 

suggests a way of approachïng the subject that is suitable to a word study of 

ancient Egyptian terms for ritual and avoids methods related to observation 

or participation. Bell suggests that there is a clustering of ways of acting that 

c m  be ritual and what constitutes ritud fiom arnong these choices is 

culturdy speàfic (e-g, BelI 1992: 220-222; 1997: 251-252). This suggestion 

hims the attention of the investigator to looking at what the ancient 

Egyptians might have defined as ritual and why. 



Chapter 3 begins the investigation into an Egyptian definition of ritual 

through the shidy of the term ir-ht. This *ter demonstrates, through the 

andysis of the words that form this expression and the specialised use of the 

term, that it does conform to the basic constituents of ritual within an ancient 

Egyptian cultural context. 

Throughout this work, ir-kt WU be translated as "perfomiing rites." 

This is to diçtinguish ir-kt h m  nt-', whidi wiU be translated as "ritual." 

These differences in translation are solely for the purpose of allowing the 

reader to determine which term was used in the origind text and thus does 

not indicate any underlying Merence in meaning.8 Additiondy, it should 

be noted that ir-ht wiU be translated rather mecha~cdy  throughout as 

"performing rites," regardess of the resulting Iack of artistry in the find . 
translation. This method was foIIowed in order to reflet the under1ying 

unity of meaning for this term. The issue of transIation in individual cases 

wiLl be addressed in Chapter 6. 

AIl occurrences of the constituent words (ir and ht) and the terni ir-kt 

that were analysed in this study are presented in charts at the end of the 

relevant sections of Chapter 3. These charts present the corpus in 

chronologicd order by dynasty (noted in the final column). Each entry in the 

chart has a reference number (column 1) that is composed of a letter (for the 

chart) and an ordinai number based on itç chronological position in the 

corpus. The source for each occurrence is given in coIumn 2r using the author 



date system except in the case of weII known collected works such as the 

Urkunden (Urk - Steindorff 1906-) and Ramesside Inscriptions (KRI- Kitchen 

1975-) series, which are indicated by widely used abbreviations. In coIumn 3, 

the text containing the word or term is trançliterated providing enough text to 

uidicate the immediate context needed for understanding. Thiç text is then 

translated in column 4. Finally, if needed, a column noting meaning or 

category of usage is included. 

Chapter 4 investigates the royal title nb irt-kt in light of the uses of Mt 

presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter it is ronsidered that the context of the 

title - namely, the titles used in conjunction with nb irt-&, the accompanyïng 

images, and the identity and purpose of the object canying the titIe - can 

indicate the meaning this title held for the ancient Egyptianç. It was found 

that the title nb irt-hi parallels the use of ir-@, but contains some specific royd 

references. Consequently, the study of this titIe not only supports the overd 

findings of Chapter 3, but it also provides an indication of the king's 

relationship to ritual during the pharaonic penod. The corpus of occurrences 

of the titIe nb irt-ht were presented in chart form at the end of the chapter. 

These charts M e r  fiom the other charts in th& study, thereforq. their specific 

design is discussed within Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents the analysis of the ancient E,ayptian term nt-' as a 

test of the resdts of the analysis of ir-bt as an expression meaning ritual. As 



in the case of M t ,  the origins of the word were explored and the major 

categories of use were examined. In general, the two terms were found to 

have substantidy overlapping semantic fields. As in the presentation of the 

occurrences of the term ir-ht, the translation of nt-' as "ritual" was followed 

consistently to indicate the underlying integriq of the meaning of th& term. 

Additiondy, the occurrences of nt-' were presented in a chart at the end d 

the chapter following the same design as the charts for ir-hl. 

Since the semantic fields of ir-ht and nt-' overlap to a large degree and 

conform to the basic understanding of ritual, it was possible to propose an 

ancient Egyptian concept of ritual. The ancient Egyptian cognitive category 

of ritual is outlined in Chapter 6 dong with an evaluation of how rihial as a 

concept is integrateci into ancient Egyptian society and worldview. In 

addition, a discussion of how these words might be trandated in the future is 

presented. 

1 For ritual stuciies using investigation stressing indigenous terms and interpretation see for 
example, Lewis 1980: 2-4, ch. 3; Lane 1981: 15; Bell 1997: 147. For Egyptologicd studies of 
tenninology see for example, Hoffmeier 1985 - &r (holy) and Ritner 1995 - m3 (magic). 
For example, see ritual scenes in the second court at Mechet Habu where each scene is 

captioned with the particular rite being perfonned rather Uian a general staternent 
concerning the performance of fitual - Medinet Habu V: pL 262-290- E-g., "elevaüng t h g s  
to his father" (pl. 262A), " presenting Ma'at to his father" @L 262B), "presenting wine to his 
father" @1.264A), "perfonnùig censing and libaüng to his father" (PL 265A), perfonning 
anointhg to his hther" (pl, 268A)- 
3 For hsi tramlated as ritual see Faulkner 1981 a: 177. 
For example, The Worfmhclz translates the p h x e  irt-ht as "to do sornething, to work, to 

offer" (Wb I: 124) with the related fonn irt-ht np as "to perfonn rituai" (Wb 1: 125). Faulkner, 
for Middle Egyptian, provides the translation of ir-kt as  "do things" (Faulkner 198la: 182). 
k k o ,  for Late Egyptian, translates irt-kt as "action, ritual, offerkg" (Lesko 1: 45). Findy, 
Hannig gives iri kt as "to read the offering List" (Hannig 1995: 98), and imv ht as "those who 
perfonn the rites" (Hannig 1995: 98). 



- - - - - - 

SFor examples of such studies see: çchott 1963: 103; Caminos 1964: 74,77; Goedicke 1967%: 27 
(8), 74 (44); Bakry 1970: 339; Redford lm: 84 n 32; Barta 1975: 26 n5; Kaplony 1977: 75 n151; 
Vernus 2978: 125 IL (a)); Ritner 1995: 217 nlol l ,  230. 

For example, çee: Worf&dr (Wb 1: 156, II= 197); Redford 197& 43, n1; 19û6: 219, IL 61; 
Schmidt 1973: 124-125, #5; Smith 1977: 133, n b); Spahger 1981: 303,322; Kruchkn 1981: 166- 
168; 1986: 143-144; Harari 1990: 423; Godet and Levine 1998: 263-264- 
T o r  recenf, extended studieç see: Redford 1986: 219; Lorton 1974: 114-115,162-163; Kruchten 
198k 112 166468,177,183,190; 1986: 143-144; Harari 1990: 422-428; Goelet and Levine 1998: 
262-265. 
8 This method is used to address the issues raised by Solberger (1973: 159-160) of behg m e  
that the reader knows which word was used in the original ancient Egyptian text This does 
not add.ress the gap between the semantic field of these expressions in Egyptian and the 
semantic fieici of the Engliçh tenn ritu& The other issue he raises m tenns of translation, the 
problem of penetrating the modes of thinking of an &en and dead dture  (1973: 158) and 
then translating it h t o  our Ianguage and mode of thinkingi Ïs the main focus of thïs work 



Theories of Ritual 

"No time to play today," said Amah, opening the h e d  jacket 
"Your mother has made you new tiger dothes for the Moon FestnraL,.," 
She iifkd me into the pants. "Very important day, and now you are a 
big glrI,  so you can go to the ceremony." 

"What is a ceremony?" 1 asked as Arnah siipped the jadcet over 
m y  Cotton undergarrnents. 

"It is a proper way to behave- You do this and that, so the go& 
do not punish you," said Amah as she fistened my frog dasps. 

" What kind of punishment?" 1 asked boldly-. 
"Too many questions?" cried Amah, "You do not need to 

understand. Just k&ave, f o h  your mother's example. Light the 
incense, make an offering to the moon, bow your head- Do not shame me, 
Ymg-ying." 

Amy Tan: The Jay Luck Club. "The Mmn Lady" 

Ritual is not a new study within EgyptoIogy or the wider world of the 

modem academic disciplines of humanities or social science. Within 

Egyptology one thinkç of Moretrs 1902 work, Le Rifuel du culte divin jozirnnlier 

en Égypte as an early example, while Robertson Smith's 1889 work, rite 

Religion of the Sernites, is considered a significant early contribution to 

disciplines such as Religious Studies, Anthropology, and Near Eastern 

Studies (cf. Bell 1997: 45). This having been said, there is a feehg among 

those who study ritual that there has k e n  a significant reorientation in the 

study of rituaI in recent times. Not to over simpLify a compIex issue, this 

reonentation tends to focus on seeing ritual not simply as a subset of religion, 

but as an human activity with wide application across society (see for 



exanple, Podemann Seremen 1993: 16-24; Grimes 1987: 422-423). Given this 

attention to change in the discipline, it is important for thiç study to review 

briefiy the m e n t  state of ritud studies withui EgyptoIogy in order to 

understand both its relationship to the primary data and to theoretical 

approaches from the w-ider fidd of ritual studies. 

2a Egyptology and Ritual 

RituaI has been an important object of study within Egyptology in 

recent years. There are severd characteristics of the research that stand out 

when this body of work is examined. In generd, the study of ritual by 

EgyptoIogists can be said to be pragmatic rather than theoretical. While 

exceptions to this statement exist (eg., Podemann S@re.nsen 19931), the 

majority of works examining ritual centre on specific examples of ritual in 

ancient Egyptian history rather than the theoretical constnict of ntud itseIf.2 

Additionally, temple ritual predominates among research subjects (e-g. David 

1973)? foIIowed by funerary ritual (e-g., ALtenrnulIer 1972), with some 

attention given to religious rituals involving the king (eg., Barta 1975). 

Hel& (1984) wrote an exceIIent review of ancient Egyptian ritual for 

the Lexikon der ~gyptologie. This article provides a snapshot of areas of 

current research interest and thus can be seen as an appropriate gauge of 

m e n t  approaches to ritual within the field. Helck (1984: 271) emphasizes 

the role ritud had in ancient Egyptian thought - it comected the present with 



primeval times. He dso points to three functions for ritual in ancient Egypt: 

it intensifies significant actions, espeQalIy when carried out by someone in a 

position of power; it heIps reduce concem over the world becoming chaotic, 

often with partidar reference to the leader fighting the forces of chaos; and it 

participates in the separation of humans hom the animal world (19û4: 271). 

Helck's article shows a strong concern for trachg the origins of rituals in 

generd and for specific rituals. He suggests that rituals began as a set of 

vignettes recorded first visudy and then in writïng (19û4: 271-272). From 

this recording of ritual in writing came combinations of actions with spells 

and then the s p d s  became myths that supported the rituds. Hel& (1984: 

272) is careful to point out that while myth and action reinforce each other, 

they were not permanently bound together. Myth and action could be 

reinterpreted and recombined over tirne. 

In the second haIf of Helck's article, he lis6 a selection of rituals in 

order to provide an impression of the range of ritual in amient Egypt (1984: 

273-282). While it is not important to k t  these rituals here, it is relevant to 

consider the major types and characteristics of rituals that Helck catalogues. 

First, rituals were performed in relation to the temple cd t  (eg., manufacture 

of cult statues and their daily care - 1984: 273,281). Second, rituals were 

perfonned in relation to the funerary cdt, both private and royal (e.g., 

opening of the mouth and transport of the sarcophagus rituals - 1984: 273, 

278). Third, rituals were performed in relation to the naturd world, for both 



wild and domesticated plants and animais (e-g., preparing the land for 

plantkg and harvesting and the sporthg activities of fishing and fowling - 

1984: 276277,280). These activities were related dosely to the preparation of 

offeruigs to the gods and funerary offerings and thus often were portrayed as 

k ing  performed by the king. FinalIy, there were rituds perfonned in 

relation to the king (e-g., the Sed festival and the coronation rituds - 1984: 

274,279-280). 

There are several characteristics that unite these types of rituals that 

are mentioned repeatedly in Helck's descriptions of the various rïtuals. 

While the rituals were performed in the world of the present on earth, the 

myths comected to the rituals often referred to the events and personalities of 

the divine world (e-g., animds slaughtered for offerings could be connected 

with the slaughter of enemies of OsVis - 1984: 273-274). AIso, there is a 

tendency for rituals to unite the major groupings through their various 

references outside rnyths. For example, Helck often descnbes rituds as 

irtcorporating royal activity, divine activity, and the naturd world. This 

connection is evident in the rituals swrounding the Apis bull where the b d  

(naturd world) is connected to divinity (special seIection and appearance 

signifies the divine status) and the king participated in the rituals related to 

the bull(1984: 274-275). Findy, in Hdck's description there is an emphasis 

on the performative quality of ritual, evident in references to actions, rituaI 

plays, processions, and destructive rituals (19W- 273,275,277). 



In reviewing the major ekments in Helck's article, several conclusions 

cm be drawn conceming modem impressions of ancient Egyptian ritual. 

First, ritual was a performance that incorporated actions with words &en 

having a strong mythic base. Second, ritual had a strong reference to 

primordial times, especidy in relation to the repdsing of chaos. Third, ritual 

was related intimately to the leader of society, in most cases the king. Fourth, 

rituals tended to be performed in cuItic, funerary, or royal contexts. Findy, 

ritual had a fundion in incorporating different levels of the organisation of 

the world (i.e., divine, human, natural). 

While this summary based on HeIdc's article represents a general 

ovemiew of a complex area of acadernic inquixy, it does conform to 

subsequent discussions of ancient Egyptian ritual (for example, cf. Troy 1986: 

91-102; Frandsen 1989: 98-105; Podemann Sjrensen 1989: 42-53; Tobin 1989: 

27-31; Assmann 1990: 218-222; Homung 1992: 156-164; Teeter 1997a: 82-90, 

199%: 148-165). Consequently, it shodd be concluded that any expression 

that designated ritual in ancient Egyptian generally would have to conform to 

these ideas. AdditionalIy, it is now possible to relate this infornation to 

similar generaüsations of ritual from a cross-culturaI perspective. Such a 

cornparison should suggest M e r  avenues for shidy and provide a broader 

context in which to situate ancient Egyptian ritual. 



2b Cross-Cultural Ritual Studies 

The fact that much of the Egyptological study of ritual is prapatic 

rather than theoretical suggests that new avenues of research concerning 

ancient Egyptian ritual codd corne from the findings of theoretical studies of 

ritual. While it is clear that not all aspects of ritual studies based on cross- 

cdhira l  studies are relevant to ancient Egyptian culture, specific ideas rnight 

be adopted for Egyptological study. For example, major categories of ritual 

missing from Egyptian ritual, whîch are present in other cultures and 

theoretical approaches to ritual not yet utilked to study Egyptian ritual such 

as secdar ritual, codd be examined for theV suitability for application to 

ancient Egyptian ritual. 

When the general description of ancient Egyptian ritua1 is compared 

with corresponding descriptions of ritual based on crosscultural studies, 

there are a large number of significant simüarities. For example, arnong 

commonly mentioned characteristics of ritual is performative action (e-g., 

Grimes 1995: xvii; J. Watson 1988: 11-15), often having the purpose of 

promoting order over chaos (e-g., Zuesse 1987: 408-410; Moore & Myerhoff 

1977: 3,16-17). Rihids that are objectç of research often relate to refigious 

rites, funerary rites, and rituals conneded to relationships of power (e.g., 

Middleton 1977: 73; Watson 1988: 8-10). Additiondy, ritual has been 

descnbed as having an integrative function (e.g., Zuesse 1987: 410-414; R. 

Watson 1988: 203-204). 



Nso, there are some characteristics that are Iess commonly mentioned, 

but sunilar to descriptions of Egyptian ritual. For example, ritual is desaibed 

as king related to primeval times (e.g, Zuesse 1987: 406-407,410). 

AdditionalIy, the fact that violence is common in ritual performance has been 

noted (eg., Grimes 1995: =~iii). Findy, the issue of the relation between 

myth and ritual is discussed. It should be noted, however, that this is a very 

active and controversid area within academic andysis of ritual theory. While 

many scholars see an important connection between myth and ritual (cf., 

Zuesse 1987: 407), a significant number privilege performance and bodily 

experience of ritual over mythic interpretation (e-g., Lewis 1980: 11-19; 

Grimes 1995: 65-66; Bell 1997: 3-22,252). 

There are several aspects of ritual that are of interest to scholars of 

ritual, which may broaden what receives attention from Egyptdogists. For 

example, one broad and controversid area of study is the nature of secular 

ritualisation in reIation to or opposed to sacred rituaI (e-g., Moore & Myerhoff 

1977: 3-4,11-12). A concem with how ritual action relates to both the 

physicd body and the social body is likewise of significance (eg., Lane 1981: 

14-16; Bell 1992: 179-181). AIso reiated to the concept of the body is research 

into relationships between ritual and individiial identity (e.g., Zuesse 1987: 

4064W). Because identity and the social body are important components in 

power rdationships, ritual is studied as a significant dement in the 



construction and maintenance of power in human interaction (e-g., Bell 1992: 

171-223). 

One of the primary concems of scholars researdUng ritual from a 

theoretical and crosscultural perspective, which is not represented as a 

significant element in Egyptological writing about ritual, is the definition of 

the tenn ritual. Since the l%Ofs definitions of ritual have ranged from being 

narrowly focused on formal, religious actions (Le., liturgy) (Zuesse 1987: 405- 

6), to encompassing aII repetitive, pattemed activity including animal 

behaviours (Huxley 1966: 258-9). In fact, the range of behaviours cded  ritual 

in academic studies caused Goody (1977: 25) to c d  the term "vagueness 

itself." QearIy, a definition can be very influentid in what is selected for 

study and cm define a discipline; therefore, this issue continues to receive 

significant attention and debate among scholars. 

Bell (1992: 69) suggests that one of the primary problems sch01ars have 

faced in trying to define the term ritual is that they are Iooking for a universal 

phenornenon that can be described using a single definition. Whïie 

uncornfortable with imposing a category that may represent a Western, 

academic construct on particular activities, she sees its utility in analysing 

foreign cultures in order to promote academic understanding (Bell 1997: 266- 

267). In fact, one of the significant problems Bell notes with approaches to 

ritual employing a universal definition has particulas relevance for the study 

of ancient Egyptian ritual. Bell suggests that in scholars' analyses of ritual in 



foreign cultures this universal definition ovemdes any cnteria for ritual used 

in that d t u r e  (Le., cultural detemiinism): 

The categories of activity so defined tend to override and 
undermine the significance of indigenous distinctions 
among ways of acting- At best, d t u r d y  specific 
distinctions may be noted in the attempt to discem the 
nuances of some particular expression of the universal 
phenomenon, but the 'universal' always impoverishes 
the 'partidar". In this way, the definitional approach to 
ritual loses sight of what may be the more useful 
questions that cm be brought to bear on ritual activities 
of various kinds: Under what circumçtances are such 
activities distinguiçhed from other f o m  of activity? 
How and why are they distinguished? What do these 
activities do that other activities cannot or WU not do? 
(Bell 1992: 70). 

As an alternative approach to a universal d a t i o n ,  Bell proposes that the 

most effective approach to ritual is to see such activity as irnbedded in a 

culture and thus what is "ritual" is culturdy specific (Bell 1992: 92-3; 1997: 

81-82). She argues that the context of rihial is "the multitude of ways of 

acting in a particuhr culture," thus ritual is "that way of acting that sets itseLf 

off from other ways of acting by vïrtue of the way in whïch it dws what it 

does" (Bell 1992: 140, emphasis mine). Bell situates this form of analysis 

withïn practice theory, suggesting that this approach to ritual depends Iess on 

definitions and instead focuses on what distinguishes actions as ntualised 

and to what degree they are ritualised (Bell 1992: 74; 1997: 82). 

Bell also provides a Est of quallties of ritual that are found commonly 

in behaviours categorised as ritual. Unüke a definition, these qualities are not 



required and c m  appear in combination and in vaxious ranges of degree. She 

proposes this list as "an initial lexicon for andyzing how cultures ntualize or 

deritualize s d a I  activities" (Bell 1997: 138). Because of theçe factors, this kt 

of qualities is very useful in mapping an approach to rihial within ancient 

Egyptian culture. Consequently, it is essential to review these qualities here. 

The fhst quaIity of ritual in BelI's list is what she c d s  "formalism" 

(Bell 1997: 139). Formakm describes the performance of activities in a 

"forrnal" manner. Bell (1997: 139) defines it as "the use of a more limited and 

ngidly organized set of expressions and gestures." This fomalism comected 

to ritual can be considered in a positive or negative manner as can be 

observed in the descriptive temis Bell (1997: 139-142) uses in relation to these 

activities (e-g., "polite, formula, cliché, conventiond, manners, etiquette, 

civilized"). Social greetings and table manners are examples of activities that 

can be formal and represent types that cari be performed with varying 

degrees of formalism (Bell 1997: 141-144). Additionally, it can be noted that 

the description of the Moon Festival quoted at the beginnu.ig of this chapter 

reflects the character of formalism in ritual. 

Second is the quality of traditionalism. This is the idea that many 

ritual behaviours are said to be perfonned in confodty with the practices of 

an earlier time (Bell 1997: 145). Such rituds c m  be desdbed as appeahg to 

tradition or custom. Bell (1997: 149-150) is car& to point out that ritual 

behaviours having the quaIity of traditionalism do not actudy need to be 



old, however. Traditions can be built up through repeated performance or 

vague references to a past tune (Bell 1997: 148). Examples of activities that 

have strong elements of traditionalism include calendricd rituals Iike Bastille 

Day and often repeated activities Like sayÏng the Pledge of AUegiance (Bell 

1997: 149). 

The third possible quality of ritual is hvaxiance. Bell (1997: 150) 

describes invariance as, "a disciplined set of actions marked by precise 

repetition and physical control." Bell notes that repetition in and of itself is 

not enough to create ritual, but that "close attention to detail, discipline and 

self control" must accompany the actions king performed repeatedly (Bell 

1997: 151). An example of a ritual having the quaIity of invariance is the 

practice by the inhabitants of monasteries of perfomüng the daily persond 

routines in a precïse, methodical, and identical manner each day (Bell 1997: 

151). 

RuIe governance is the fourth quaüty of ritual activity. Behaviours 

açsociated with rituals &en are performed according to socially sanctioned 

d e s  that often can be quite elaborate. While rule governance is common to a 

variety of Ends of activities, Bell (1997: 153-154) notes that this quality is 

particularly prominent in relation to violent and disorderly rituds such as 

sports and warfare. In these cases, the rules "define, regdate, and Iegitimise" 

the ritual activity (Bell 1997: 154-155). 



The fifth quality of ritual activity is what Bell (1997: 155) c d s  "saaal 

symboIism." Bell meam "sacral" in a very broad sense; she not only indudes 

religious symbolism in this term, but also indudes people, places, or things 

that have "a quality of specialness, not the sarne as other thuigs" (Bell 1997: 

157). Bell explains this quality of 'speciahess' in more detail as: "the way 

they [ritual activities]differentiate some places h m  others by means of 

distinctive acts and responses and the way they evoke experiences of a 

greater, higher, or more universalized reality - the group, the nation, 

humankind, the power of God, or the baiance of the cosmos" (Bell 1997: 159). 

Consequently, both sacred and secular rituals c m  employ sacral symbolism. 

Examples of behaviours having a strong appeal to sacral symbolism are those 

surroundhg national flags and royal palaces - a thing and a place around 

which people modify how they do things (Bell 1997: 156-159). 

The final quality of ritual activity listed by Bell is that of performance. 

Perfonnative action has already been noted in relation to Helck's description 

of Egyptian ritual and cross-cultural studies of ritual. Bell (1997: 159-160) 

notes that some of what distinguishes a performance as ritualistic is "the 

deliberate, seLf-conscious "doing" of highIy symbolic actions in public." Bell 

(1997: 161) aiso notes that public performance has the abiiity to engage 

multiple senses and can thus produce a world in microcosm. As a result, 

ritual performance can give a sense of b ~ g i n g  order to chaos through the 

production of another reality. Bell (1997: 162) suggests that Hitler's 



Nuremberg rallies are typicd of perfonnative rïtuals in their emphasis on 

bringing a message of order and power through carefully choreographed 

performance, 

In reviewing these qudities of ritual, it is dear that some of the 

characteristics of ancient Egyptian ritual, as described by Helck, correspond 

to aspects of Bell's description. For example, the mention of ancïent Egyptian 

ritual being connected to primeval times c m  be understood as sharing in the 

quality of traditionalism, Bell's second qu&ty. Also comparable is the 

comection Helck makes between ritual and the divine world, which 

corresponds to Bell's fifth quality, sacral symbolism. These correspondences 

suggest that Bers qualities provide a viable avenue of approach to the study 

of ancient Egyptian ritual. Additiondy, by considering a constellation of 

qualities that are typicaI and the degree to which they are present or 

emphasized within ancient Egyptian dture, the ancient Egyptian concept of 

ritual should be deheated. Using the qualÏties suggested by Bell also should 

provide a description of ritual that can be compared to ritual in other cultues 

and to the theoretical analysis of the scholar~y construct, "ritual." Another 

benefit of using this style of andysis over a definition is that it should speak 

to the concems of Goody and Thomas discussed in Chapter 1. By referring to 

the qualities of ritual and their degree of intensity as Bell describes, the 

polarking effect of either fitting behaviours to modem cultural definitions or 

opposing such behaviours to western definitions can be less invasive. 



Bell's emphasis on ritual king d t u r d y  specific and her kt of 

qualities of ritual suggest a methodological approach to new investigations of 

ancient Egyptian ritual. Qearly, a study of the cognitive category ritual, 

through the analysis of words for ritual, shodd provide a picture of what was 

considered ritud within the ancient Egyptian culture. Two expressions in 

ancient Egyptian are regulady translated as rihial by Egyptologists, ir-kt and 

nt-'; however, the translation of these expressions as ritual has not been 

universal for all occurrences. This situation suggests that there is scope for a 

broader interpretation of ritual in &nt Egyptian terms than is currently 

understood. The determination of whether these expressions can mean ritual 

in ancient Egyptian will be guided by previous study of ritual by 

Egyptologists and cross-cultural analysis of the characteristics of ritual. The 

understanding of why certain activities were identified as rituaI wiII be 

determined, in part, by the Iist of qualities of ritual as presented by Bell. The 

qudities in th% Iist also will need to be set into the context of ancient 

Egyptian culturd practices and beiiefs in order to understand the complex 

context of ritud within their society. From this combination of approaches, a 

dearer understanding of the cultural context of ritual in ancient Egypt can be 

achieved. 

This article is meant to address the wider field of religious studies, but uses Egyptological 
exampIes as illustrations. 

For example, see the series edited by Derchain, Rites é'tiens; Derchain 1962, Kurth 1975, 
Derchah-Urtel1981, Ryhiner 1995. &O se, Egberts 1995, Teeter 1997a. 



ThÏs trend in emphaslzing temple ritual has eariy origins considering Moret's work 
mentioned earlier and continues through to today. For the primacy of temple d t  in 
understanding ritud and the discussions of funerary and royd ritual in earLier studies see for 
example, WiIson 1946: 80-84; AIliot 1946,1949; Nelson 1949; Bonnet 1952; Fairman 1954,1958; 
Otto 1958; Morenz 1973: 81-109; I3Iackma.n 1998. 



Therefore doth heaven divide 
The state of man in &ers functions, 
Setting endeavor in continual motion; 
Tu whicfi is fixed, as an aim or butt, 
Obedience: for so work the honeybees, 
Creatures that by a d e  in nature teach 
The act of order to a peopled kingdom. 

&znj V: Act 1 scene IL- 1&189 

The ancient Egyptian expression most commonly considered to mean 

ritual, ir-ht, has the literal meanuig, "to do things" (Wb. 1: 124). In order to 

understand how this compound word codd carry the seme of rihial, the two 

elements, ir and ht, will be analyzed inavidudy. M e r  the use of these 

components is understood, then the uses of ir-kt in Egyptian texts wilI be 

surveyed and analyzed. 

3a The Verb ir 

The first element in the expression ir-kt is the comrnon verb ir (Wb 1: 

112) with the basic meaning "to do." Given the general nature of this verb it 

might seem that there is little to be learned about the meaning or use of ir-ht 



hom an analysis of the verbal element in this compound. It must be 

remembered, however, that one significant element in most definitions of 

ritual is the emphasis on bodily action (see Chapter 2, p.19). An investigation 

of the use of this verb in relation to concepts Like performative action 

elucidates the ancient Egyptian conception of thiç kind of behaviour. The 

Egyptians use ir to describe severd disaeet areas of activity: physical 

performance; the perfonnmce of job activities (performing an office); 

performance of aggressive behaviour; and religious performance. 

Another use of the verb ir that is significant to the connection of this 

word to ritual activity, is the use of nominal forms like inv and ia to describe 

the performance of rites (Anthes 1969: 26-33). The basic meanuig of these 

forms is "what is done," or "activity" (Wb.1: 113). The words irw and irt are 

sometimes transIated as ritual (Hannig 1995: 91; Meeks 1981: 42-3), though 

more commonly as performance or ceremony (Hannig 1995: 91-92; Wa.1: 113). 

When these nominal f o m  carry the latter rneaning they normdy are found 

accompanied by another form of the verb ir (e-g., "admitting children of the 

great.. .gold nemset - ewers and electrum libation flasks in their hands in 

order to p e r f m  perfvrmnnces of the Sed festival" chart #1, a.52; for a 

discussion see section 3a.5). This combination of words is of most interest 

because it stresses the performative nature of these activities. 



3a.l Physical Performance 

The use of the verb ir to describe the performance of physical action is 

common in Egyptian texts. It is probable that this aspect of the verb is 

responsibIe for its use as an a d a r y  for verbs of motion in Middle Egyptian 

(Gardiner 1957: 5 485; Callender 1975: 41-42) and possibly is a factor in the 

development of the use of ir as a perïphrastic auxiliary in Iater forms of 

Egyptian (Loprieno 1995: 220-225; Neveu 1996: 4546). 

First, it is cIear that the verb ir describes bodily actions that could be 

related to public performance. In the story of Sinuhe, the act of dancing is 

modified by the verb ir: "the dance of the Mu dancers is perfmed at the door 

of your tomb" (chart # I f  a.20). A s i d a r  exampIe of this use of ir occurs in 

the Westcar Papyrus. The servant of Reddjeciet hears sounds she believes 

relate to the performance of music and dance: "then she heard noise of 

singing, music, dancing, and shouting - everything that is performed for a 

king - in the roomff (chart #1, a.41). Later references to this event also employ 

this verb to describe the event "she could not find the place where it was 

being perfmed" (chart #1, a.42) and: "she found it was pefomed within itrf 

(chart #1, a.43). FinalIy, the performance of a funerary procession is 

described using ir: "a funeral procession is perfomed for you on the day of 

interment" (chart #1, a.19). 



The verb ir is uçea to describe violent physical acti0n.l In Sinuhe, 

Senwosret 1 is desaibed as: "a strong nian who perfoms with his strong arm" 

(chart #1 a.17). In shooting an arrow, Senwosret IIX's action is descnbed: "as 

Sekhmet performs" (chart #1, a.23). Similady, the act of severing a head is 

described with this verb: "look, one never commands peqfbrming the Iike to 

the nobIe herd" (chart #1 a.37). As might be expected in this context, the 

exceptiond physical exploits of Amenhotep II are described using the verb ir. 

When Amenhotep displayed his great skiIl in rowing: "faces brightened 

when they saw him perform this" (chart #1, a.48) and when he shot an arrow 

through a copper target, it was described as: "a display like never yet 

perfomed" (chart #1, a.49). Finally, Ramesses II's mifitary activities also are 

described using the verb ir. After describing Ramesses' lone personal attack 

against the enemy at Kadesh, he says: "as for every pIan that my majesty said, 

I pprfonned it in tnith" (chart #1, a.82; also see charî #1, a.79, a.84, a.85). 

The comection between ir and strong physid action also is evident in 

the non-royal epithets of the Middle Kingdom. Ewamples couected by Doxey 

(1998: 269-273) that potentidy indicate such action indude: "one who 

p e r f m  with his strong arm" (chart #1, a.29); "one who perfoms strongly" 

(chart #1, a.30); "one who pe$orrned control" (chart #1, a.06); "one who 

perfoms all that is said, the whole land shaking in fear of his wrath" (chart #1, 

a.07). 



3a.2 Work-Related Activiw 

Less violent physical action also can be indicated through the verb ir. 

The most apparent kind of action described in this way is physical work. A 

common dement of spells £rom the Book of the Dead and the inscriptions on 

ushabti is: "speIl for not performing work in the necropolis" (chart #If a.55) 

and "to perform any work that is to be perfomed in the necropolis" (chart #If 

a.75). Sidarly, the activity of a servant is indicated ushg the word ir: "in 

order to perfom his service" (chart #1, a.81; also see chart #If a.21). FinaIIy, 

the performance of physicd activity like building and rowing can be 

indicated in this way: "it is in every respect that 1 perfomed this" (rebuilding 

of a diapel) (chart #1, a.05; dso see chart #If a.28) and: "certainly, 1 wilI 

perfomr my water-procession" (chart #If a.36). 

Royal and non-royal epithets employ the verb ir to indicate the 

performance of work or similar activities. For example, in royal epithets the 

king is described as: "he who knows about the performance of aIl work more 

than a god who is in his hou" (chart #If a.64) and: "one who performs with 

his two amis" (chart #1, a.65). In non-royal epithets, performance of duties 

for the king or a superior is often descnbed using ir. Examples of such 

occurrences indude: "one who pefonned what His Majesty commanded" 

(chart #1, a.08); "one who perfomed according to what is in his (Iord's) heart" 

(chart #If a.16); "one who p o f o m  for his lo rd  (chart #If a.31); "one who 

p e r f m s  what his lord favours" (chart #1, a.32), and its variants (Doxey 1998: 



270-2); "one who perfomed his lord's business without ceasing" (chart #1, 

a-11)- 

Rdated to the use of ir describing work activities, it is common to 

describe the performance of one's job or the hilfilLing of an office using this 

word. n i e  kind of omce being perforrned can be Ieft stated generdy: "one 

who pefomzed an office according to its purpose" (chart #1, a.33). More often, 

the office is specified. The office indicated can be mtlitary: "one who performs 

as general in every place" (chart #1, a.13); bureaucratie: "it was during the 

reign of Unas that I perfrmed as senior administrator" (chart #1, a.01; dso see 

chart #1, a.04, a.10, a.78); priestly: "the eldest among them will be perfOrming 

as Greatest of Seers in Heliopolis" (chart #la.39; also see chart #Ir a.24); and 

royaI: "perfrming kingship" (chart #1 a.90, also see chart #1, a.34, a.38). 

3a.3 m e s s i v e  Behaviour 

Not all activity to which ir refers is positive or Iaudable. For example, 

the performance of beating a semant was referred to using this verb: "see, it is 

what they perfomi against their peasants" (chart #1,2.22). Many examples 

corne from funerary contexts, particularly hom the negative confession (see 

Lichtheim 1992: 103-144). For example, in the tomb biography of Nesumontu 

he states: "1 never perfonned an act of rebellion" (chart #1, a.27). The 

chamberlain Henun says of himçelf: "there was no falseness that came from 

my mouth, no evil that was performed by my hands" (chart #1, a.14). In 



chapter 172 of the Book of the Dead the dead person is toId to fight those who 

act against II% interests: "scribe Nebseni rise up against them, agauist those 

males who perfom against him and those females who perfonn against him" 

(chart #If a.63). 

3a.4 Reliaous - and Ceremonid Activities 

The final category of activity that is designated by ir is activity related 

to the practice of religion and related ceremonid activities like the royal Sed 

festival. The performance of o f f e ~ g s  and temple rites comnonly is referred 

to using the verb ir. The use cari be general in refexence, for exampIe, "that 

which is perfomed by the Iector pnestfr (chart #1, a.35) and "they found hun 

white performing in the shrine in the house of h m f f  (chart #1, a.66; dso see 

chart #1, a.77). In other situations, ir can refer specifically to certain practices 

such as offerings or ritual actions. For example, Sehetepibre refers to the 

performance of specific rituaI actions in his stele, "1 perfomed the haker for its 

lord" (chart #If a.25). Similarly, Thutmoses III states, "my rnajesty instituted 

for him divine offerings of b d e y  in order to perfOnn praise with it at the feast 

of the new moon, the sixth day feast and as a d d y  offering Iike the 

performances in HeIiapoIis" (chart #1, a.46; also see chart #If  a.86, a.91). Seti 1 

also refers to a specific rituai action by using the verb ir, "in order to per-rm 

(the ceremony of) "Opening the Facetr for the fatherrf (chart #1, a.68). 

Funerary offerings often are referred to in a simiIar way as in this exampIe 



from the Book of the Dead, "dong with those who p o j o r m  offesings" (chart 

#Ir a.60; &O see chart #1, a.87). Findy, the performance of offerings is 

dexribed in personal epithets. ExampIes indude: "one who pgfomzs 

offerings to every god of the o r y x  nome" (chart #1, a.12) and: "one who 

perfwmed it as a bumt offering for the ka of Thot.?Yt (chart # I f  a.09). 

The celebrations connected with festivals commonly are referred to 

using the verb ir. In the biographical inscription of Nekhebu, he says that he 

was praised for m a h g  offering, "at every good feast that is perfomzed at any 

fime of year" (chart #1, a.02). The Abydos stele of Sehetepibre asks the 

readers of the stde to Say a voice offering as they love Osiris and as "you 

repeat p@rming his festivds" (chart #1, a.26). The ceIebration of the royal 

Sed festival is described in the same manner as these divine festivals. It is 

wished for the king, "may he perform d o n s  of Sed-festivds" (chart #Ir 

a.67). Similady, in the Great Harris Papyrus, Rarnesses III states, "1 pe+fomd 

for you the f h t  Sed festivaI of my reign" (chart #I f  a.100; also see chart # I f  

a.88, a.101). 

Also described using the verb ir are actions that are margindy 

ceremmial and have a physicd component. Perfonning magic (bisyt) in the 

Westcar Papyrus is described in this way: "without pwforming wonders for 

the children" (chart #If a.40). The act of taking an oath is similarly expressed: 

"perfoming an oath to the lord" (chart #1, a.74). The physical aspect of 

greeting someone also can be expressed using ir: "your mother Nut makes 



her two anns toward you in perfoming a greetingf' (chart #1, a.76). FinalIy, 

the creation of a state of peace between the Hittites and the Egyptians is 

conveyed in a like manner: "there is no bIame in peace when you perfonn itf' 

(chart #1, a.80). 

3a.5 'Ir +'Ir 

A relatively cornmon phrase related to performance involves the 

combination, ir + ir. Ofien, this combination takes the form of a nominal fom 

of ir preceded by the verbal form (i.e., "to do what is done" or more sfmply, 

"to perform a performancerf), thereby emphasizing the nominal character of 

the second element. Additionally, the combination of ir + ir gives the sense of 

perforrning traditional activities, Le., do what is <normally> done. It is this 

aspect of the combination of these verbs that Ieads Hannig (1995: 91-2) to give 

the meaning of in irwt as "the hilfiIlment of one's duty according to 

regulations." h addition, it should be noted that the use of this compound 

pardels many of the uses seen in the exampIes presented earIier that 

Uustrate the use of ir in relation to performative activity. 

An early use of this compound form to desaibe activities in the 

afterlife occurs in the Pyramid Texts. In SpelI 517 the ferryman is asked to 

ferry the king over to the Field so that the kingcan participate in the activities 

performed there: "so that he might p o f o m  performances in it among the 



revered ones, ferry N to the Field, the good seat of the great g o d  (chart #If  

a.03). A similar example occurs in SpeIl665 of the Co& Texts, "he will 

p e r f o m  perfomurnces and perform nile" (chart #1, a.34). The same 

phraseology is continued in the Book of the Dead where there is a strong 

concern with the dead taking part in activities in the afterlife that pardel 

activities they performed on earth. For example, in Chapter 64 it is said of the 

dead: "he perfoms aII the performances of the living" (chart #1, a.56) and in 

Chapter 118: "perfonning a.U that one peq6mzs on earth" (diart #If a.58; also 

see chart #1, a.57, a.61). Funerary rites also are referred to using ir + ir in 

Chapter 113 of the Book of the Dead: "they perfirm for them what was 

peomzed for those who are in Nekhenf' (chart #1, a.59). 

Temple rites also are indicated usirig the combination of ir + ir. A dear 

example is found in the contracts of Djefaihapi where he instnicts the pnests 

to deliver three wicks after "he perfoms what he will perform with it in the 

temple" (chart #I f  a.15). In Thutrnoses III's building inscription conceming 

the Ptah temple, he completes his description of the temple arrangements that 

he has made by saying, "my majesty commands that every p e j 0 m n c e  be 

perfomzed in this temple" (chut #1, a.47; also see chart #1, a.95, a.98, a.99). 

WhiIe these examples are general in reference, it is common to use similar 

expressions to describe specific performances. For exampIe, in the tomb 

chape1 of Tjunuroy is found the text: "he said, you perfOrm your perfomnnces 

of Çokar who is in his cavem" (chart #1, a.93). Similar tefaunoIogy is used of 



the practices reIated to the god Thoth: "you performed alI performances of the 

god Thoth" (chart #1, a.96). 

Another common use of the combination ir + ir is found in descriptions 

of the performance of activities related to royal ceremony and practice. The 

Theban tomb of Kheruef con- several examples of the use of ir + ir to 

describe specific activities hom royal ceremony, particdarly of the Sed 

festival. Accompanmg a scene of royd women perforrning ritual oblations 

to the king during his Sed festival is a text that reads: "admitting children of 

the great ..... gold nemset-ewers and elechun Libation flash in the2 hands in 

order to p o f o m  perfomnces of the Sed festival" (chart #1, a.52). A similar 

text accompanies a scene of women dancing: "admitting women More the 

king in order to pofomz p o f o m c e s  of the Sed festival in hont of the 

baldachin" (chart #1, a.51). FÏndy, a description of the ceremony of raising 

of the Djed pillar contains the same phraseology: "giving doth, cau-sing their 

feet to mount the steps of the throne in order to per fom perfommlces of the 

raising of the Djed pillar before the king" (chart #1, a.50). 

Royal activities not immediately reIated to high ceremonid also are 

referred to by ushg ir + ir. For example, it is said of Ramesses II: "there are 

none who have performed what he perfomd in any foreign l a n d  (chart #1, 

a.83). In quarrying graffiti at the Wadi SiIsila the quarrying activities are 

described using ir + ir: "the coming, perfoming for him performances of the 

great and important monument work of his rnajesty" (chart #1, a.97). The 



generd works of the h g  often are desaibed using this verb combination. 

Horemheb describes his reasons for E s  building abivities for the gods as: 

"one perfoms for those who perfmzed" (chart #1, a.54). Horemheb also 

describes the nature of his general govername as: "one perfomed all 

perfommzces upon command" (chart #1, a. 53; dso see chart #1, a.69, a.70, 

a.71, a.72, a.73). 

Findy, ir + ir can be used to describe aggressive behaviour. In chapter 

166 of the Book of the Dead, it states: "it is commanded to perfom against 

what is performed against you" (chart #1, a.62). The Westcar Papyrus provides 

a non-funerary example of ir used of aggressive behaviour. Reddjedet's 

servant goes to her brother to cornplain of a beating she has received and her 

brother angrily responds: "indeed, is the performance something to perfom, 

coming in front of me?" (chart #1, a.44). A sirniIar example occurs in one of 

the Deir el-Medina letters, where an m&ry correspondent writes: "look, do 

not perfom the perfomnce of an evil person" (chart #1, a.94). 

3a.6 Interpretation 

After this brief survey of the uses of ir in reIation to the idea of 

performance, it is clear that this verb can refer to a variety of kinds of physicd 

action that goes beyond what is required for ir-ht to carry the meaning of 

ritual. What is of most interest is the ability of the verb ir to carry the 

meaning of p hysical and performative action. 



The physical nature of the action descnbed by ir is most dear in its use 

with actions involving military activity (see chart #1, a.17, a.23, a.27, a.48, 

a.83). EqualIy significant in indicating physicality are the uses relating to 

buiIding and quarrying activities (see chart #1, a.05, a.10, a.78, a.97). Finally, 

the stated contraçt between the spoken and the acted made by the ancient 

Egyptians as seen in the negative confession: "there was no fdseness that 

came from my mouth, no evil that was peformed by my hands" (chart #1, 

a.14; dso see chart #I f  a.92) and the royal prodamation: "1 am a king who 

speaks and perfms" (chart #1, a.28) iridicate the connection made between 

the verb ir and physical action. 

The performative nature of the action described by ir is equally dear. 

As has been reviewed above, thiç verb can describe several types of action 

commonly connected to performance Iike dance, music, water and funerary 

processions (chart #1, a.19, a.20, a.36, a.41). It dso is possible to place under 

performative the uses of the verb ir in describing activities that wodd have 

involved a performative component. These activities include performing 

oaths (chart #1, a.74) and greetuigs (chart #1, a.76). 

Given that the verb ir c m  combine the qualities of physicd action and 

perfomative action, it is not surprising that religious rituah and secular 

ceremonies are described using this word. It is this situation that has led 

handators to use words like rite and ceremony when trardating ir and 



especidy ir + ir.2 A Iarge number of the exampIes discussed in this section 

f d  into the category of religious rituals or secular ceremonies (e.g., see chart 

#1, a.03, a.15, a.35, a.41, a.46, a.47, a.50, a.51, a.52, a.66, a.67, a.91, a.93, a.96, 

a.98, a.99, a.100). Given the qualities of physical performance connected to 

the verb ir, among this verb's other uses, it is reasonabIe to condude that part 

of the reason it is used of negative behaviour and work related activities is 

because they have a strong physical andfor performative aspect. 

It cari be conduded that the verb ir has the abiLity to refer to physical 

performative action and therefore can carry the meanhg of performing 

required if ir-ht means '* perfonning rites." It now remains to determine the 

meaning of the word ht in this compound phrase. 

1 Blumenthal(1970: 217-218) notes this use of ù, but translates it using the verb "handeln" 
which emphasizes action rather ttian performance, 
For example, see W i n  1955: 21; Simpson 2972: 68; Lesko 1982 26; Grandet 1994a: 289. 









Chart # 1 
ir (a references) 

Sethe 1928: 68.7 
(Sehetepibre - 
Cairo 20538) 
Sethe 1928: 70.7 
(Ikhernofret - 
Berlin 1204) - 
Sethe 1928: 82.2 
(Nesumontu - 
Louvre C.1) 
Sethe 1928: 83.23 
(Semna - Berlin 
1157) 
Blackman 1953: 
pl.13 
Blackman 1953: 
~1.13 
Newberry 1895: (1) 
p1.5 
(XXX) 
Gardiner, Peet and 
Eernf 1952: pl. 36 
(Sinai 1181 

ink nswt ddw irw 

1 performed the Haker for its lord 

you repeat performing his festivals 

1 never performed an act of rebellion 

1 am a king who speaks and performs 

one who performs with h i ~  strong arm 

one who performs strongly 

one who perforrns for his lord 

one who performs what his lord favours 

12th D yn. 

12th Dyn. 

12'11 Dyn. 

12th Dyn. 

12th Dyn. 

12t11 Dyn. 

12th Dyn. 









Chart # 1 
(a references) 

BD: Ch. 147.11.9 rnJ irryw htp along with those who perform offerings 
BD: Ch. 153A.33 1ry.i m irrwtsn hnw in h n w m  n 1 perform in what they perform, praising as 

they praise my ka 
18th Dyn. 

BD: Ch. 166.4 19th Dyn. it is commanded to perform against what is 
~erformed aeainst vou 

!sw n.sw SB nbsny r irryw r.f irryt 
r,f 

BD: Ch. 172.8-9 scribe Nebseni rise up against them, against 
those males who perform against him and 
tliose females who ~erform aeainst them 

18th Dyn. 

rh-sw r irrt k:wt nbt r nir imy Rondot 1997: 130 
(Karnak, Hypostyle 
Hall) 

he who knows about the performance of al1 
work more than a god who is in his hour 

19th Dyn. 

Rondot 1997: 131 
(Karnak, Hypostyle 
Hall) 
Gardiner 1932: 94.4 

one who performs with his two arms 19th Dyn. 

iw.sn hr gm.tw,f iw 1.irt.f n~ hwt- 
np nt pr-'hm 
Imi iry.f hhw n hb-sdw 

they found him while performing in the shrine 
of the house of Alnun 

Gardiner 1937: 62.4- 
5 
KR1 1: 48.11 

may he perform millions of Scd-festivals 19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. in order to perform (the ceremony of) 
"O~enine the Face" for the father 

twt swt irt n h s t  it is pleasing to perform for the one who has 
performed it 

19th Dyn. 



Chart # 1 
ir (a references) 

KRI 1: 118.5 hsiw.f kbw hr irrt.f ir n.f s: r' his praise is doubled on account of what he has 
performed: what was perforrned for him by 
the son of Re 

19th Dyn. 

twt swt irt n irw :b ir :b ir,n hn-r,f it is pleasing what is performed by a beneficent 
performer who performs such beneficence as 
his Maiestv has performed 

19th Dyn. 

wnn irrwt.k as long; as vour performances last 19th Dvn. 
ir irr.tw hr wcJ np 
hr irt 'nb n nb 
r Ir kgt nbt i rr~ m hrt-n\r r.s 

if one performs at the cornrnand of a god 
performing an oath to the lord 19th Dyn. 
to perform any work that is to be performed 
in the necro~olis 

19th Dyn. 

iri n.k mwt.k nwt 'wys m Irt 

nYnY 
bw w?h.i nfr h3 drt r tm irwt m 
p5y.k wb3 
iw ink irr rns Inr 

your mother Nut inakes her two arms toward 
you in performing a greeting 
I ignored no good deed to guard from not 
performing them in your open court 

19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. KR1 II: 37.11 

KR1 II: 38.6 
KR1 II: 76.1 

I performed as stone carrier 
ntkd Imn irw m 'wy.fy you are a son of Amun wlio performs with his 

two arms 
19th Dyn. 

19 th  Dyn. KR1 II: 97.13 n wn t'y m htp iw.k hr i1t.f there is no blame in peace when you perform 
it 

KR1 II: 104.12 we will perform servitude 
KR1 II: 124.1-2 as for every plan that my majesty said, 1 19th Dvn. 







The second element in the expression M t  is another common word, ht 

(Wb 1: 124) with the basic meanhg "things." Again, it would appear that the 

generd nature of this word is not promising in an attempt to understand the 

meaning of ir-ht. An andysis of the uses of the word in Egyptian tex& 

often has more specificity than is usual with the EngIish word "thuigs." The 

Egyptians used @ to describe property, offerings, d t i c  rites, and various 

concepts. This section dso wilI examine the possibility that ht can take on 

specific meanings when combined with other words. 

3b.l Properv 

One of the most hequent uses of the word ht in ancient Egyptian is t~ 

denote property. This sense of property is presented cIearIy in a nurnber of 

sources. For example, when the belongings of the Eloquent Peasant are stolen 

he prays: "Lord of Quiet, give to me my property" (chart #2, b.44). In the 

tomb biography of Nekhebu he says of his work for his brother, "1 set in 

order alI his possessions (i$wt.f) for him so that his property was greater in his 

house than the house of any noble" (chart #2, b.15; aIso see b.39, b.46). In 

chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, the dead in their own defense said: "1 

have not made great my possessions (mi) except by means of my properhj" 

(chart #2, b.106; also see b.105). Sidarly, discussions concerning property in 



the wisdom texts fÏequentIy make use of the word @: "he was a wedthy man, 

his properfy was greatf' (chart #2, b.34; also see b.35, b.37, b.38, b.120). The 

same impression of the meanhg of ht as property is given in Seti I's 

description of his triumph over the Libyans where Amun-re tells Seti that he 

caused the conquered Libyans to come to Seti, "under d their properfijf 

loaded upon thek backs" (chart #2, b.122). Similady, the Hittite king, when 

presenting his daughter to Ramesses II in marriage is recorded as saying, " 1 

have presented all my properfrj, with my eldest daughter at their £iontf' (chart 

#2, b.143; also see b.140). Findy, when Ramesses II finds himself abandoned 

by his soldiers at the Battle of Kadesh, he shames his soldiers by t e h g  them 

what he did for them. Among Ramesses' good works was: "1 pIaced a son 

over his father's properfy" (chart # 2  b.142; also see b.130). This statement 

wodd have been extremely potent to the ancient Egyptians. It echoed the 

important concept of father-to-son inherïtance expressed in the declaration of 

innocence in tomb biographies and the Book of the Dead and in Wtuous 

behaviour as expressed in the wisdom literature (see chart #2, b.90; also see 

b.102, b.115)? 

This last example also carries a second nuance to the idea of property, 

that of inheritance. W i t h  the Egyptian texts there are numerous examples 

of ht referring to what someone would inherit This use is clearly seen in an 

ostracon from Deir &Medina (ODM 108). The workman Pashedu c d s  it. 



"this day of giving his pr0perti-y'' (chart #2, b.139; aIso see 6.69, b.141). M e r  

indicating that he wanted hiç property divided among his chikiren, he gives a 

Est of that property, which indudes copper tools, baskets, a festival-portion, 

the grain dowance, mooring posts, a minor, frying-pan, and stone vessels 

(KRI 1: 409.5-9). It is dear hom this kt that ht includes both concrete objects 

and what rnight be called legacies (festival portion and grain allowance). This 

source also indicates that ht codd be used to indicate property in Iegal texts (a 

wilI). This use is seen dearly in the will found at Kahun where the bequest iç 

described as u: "d my properg in country and town s h d  belong to my 

brother" (diart #2, b.31). 

A more complex example of a type of will that uses ht to hdicate 

property is provided in the contracts of Djefaihapi. When Djefaihapi 

indicates the source of the material he is allocating to his temple c d t  he points 

out  "look you, it is my properfy £rom rny fatherfs house" (chart #2, b.30). . 

Djefaihapi admonishes the ka-priests: "you stand over alI my property that 1 

placed under your control, look it is before you in writingf' (chart b.28; 

also see b.27). 

Not surprisingly, @ is used in other kinds of legal texts to indicate 

property. The royal decrees of the OId Kingdom make extensive use of & to 

indicate property. In a decree of Pepy II from Coptos, the king indicated 

conceming a fieId and its produce: "His Majesty commanded their exemption 



like the property of Min of Coptos" (chart #2, b.18; dso see b.19, b.20, b.22, 

b.127, b.129). 

From the examples fÏom the royal decrees, it is dear that the propeq 

referred to in these decrees can desaibe the property of a deity. That this is 

true is dernonstrated by a Iarge number of occurrences of ht describing either 

the property of the god and/or the property of a temple. Adding nE to @ 

indicates the property of a deify An early example occurs in the Abusir 

papyri (Posener-Kriéger and de Cenival 1968). A few of the papyri that are 

accounts of materials contain the heading ht nn (Posener-Kriéger and de 

Cenival 1968: 47A.lr47B.1). Under this heading are several h d s  of fabric,? 

presumably fabric for the use of the god. 

God's property also appears in statements conceming mord 

behaviour. In asserting proper behaviour, an Egyptian said: "1 am devoid 

from contentiousness concerning god's property" (chart #2, b.52). Similarly, in 

the dedaration of innocence of chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, there are 

a coupIe of statements concerning kt ng: "1 did not repulse the cattle fiom the 

god's properfi' (chart #2, b.103) and "1 have not stolen the god's property" 

(chart #2, b.l04).j 

Pictorial evidence provides further indication of what might be 

considered god's property. A number of types of objects are IabeIed as ht np 

in temple equipment pictured on the walls at Karnak: "silver necessaries of 



god's pruperfy" (chart #2, b.62); "natron necessaries of god's properfy" (chart 

#2, b.63); "alabaster filIed fiom the pure estate of the god's p'operfy" (chart #2, 

b.64); "unguents of the god's pruperhj for perfonnhng his praiçes in festivals" 

(chart #2, b.67; dso see, b.84, b.148). 

Often the tenn ht is used for materiai that might be considered to 

belong to a god, but is not modified by the word nE. This property can be 

considered as temple property and is often described in this marner. In a 

letter acknowIedging the receipt of materials ht is used with hwt-nu: "because 

we received al1 the equipment of the temple, aII the properky being safe and 

sound (chart #2, b.45; also see b.57). Huy, Viceroy of Kush, desciibed one of 

his roIes in the temple through the title "scribe who reckons alI good properhj 

in the temple of Nebmaatre" (chart #2, b.83). Seti 1, in the royal decree 

concerning his temple at Abydos, uses ht to refer to temple property. The 

overd purpose of the decree is stated: "to not cause that one transgress 

against any property beIongÏng to this house (the temple), which is in the 

whole land" (chart #2, b.125, also see b.128). Similarly, when describing 

specific =es of interference, the decree employs ht: "as for anyone who wiII 

be found seizing any property cf the temple of Men-maat-re" (chart #2, b.126). 

Frorn Seti Ifs decree it is clear that the property of a temple included a wide 

range of types of things including fields, ships, and raw materials (KR1 1: 51- 

58)3 This impression of the breadth of things included in the category of 



temple property is confirmed in the Great Harris Papyrus where Ramesses III 

specifies what he gave to the god Amun for his temples and lists as ht items 

such as cattIe, gardens, lands, galleys, workshops and towns (chart # 2  6.153; 

also see b.154). 

The fina1 kind of property described as ht in Egyptian tex& is the 

property of the tomb or the dead. In the tomb of Nekhebu, he curses the 

visitor to the tomb, "who will destroy any properfy from this tomb of mine" 

(chart #2, b.16; also see b.05, b.91, b.97, b.110, b.118, b.123). A related use is 

seen when the 'successful' residents of the land of the dead are called nbw ht, 

lords @ossessors) of propertij. For example, in chapter 99 of the Book of the 

Dead the newIy dead person greets the residents of the west saying: "hail to 

you beautiful ones, divine kas, Iords of properhjfr (chart #2, b.99; also see b.73, 

b.77, b.81, b.98, b.112). 

3b.2 Offerings 

The use of the word ht for offerings is relatively common. This 

extension of the meaning of @ to offerings can be understood through the 

application of ht to temple and tomb property. The standard request for 

invocation offerings uses to indicate any offerings not listed specificdy in 

the inscription: "for voice offerings to him there consisting of bread, beer, 

beef, fowl, and ail of f ings  of every day" (chart # 2  b.04; also see b.42, b.71). 



The phrase, ht nbt nfrt wcbt, became a stock phrase in Egyptian texts. For 

example, it was used to indicate funerary offerings: "perfonning 'an offering 

that the king gives' with aII good and pure offeriirgs" (chart #2, b.145);' and 

the king used the same phrase to describe the endowment of temple 

offerings: "three tirnes pure is the setting down of alI good and pure offeringsrr 

(chart #2, b.144). 

Beyond the offering formulas, @ appears meaning offerings in temple 

texts. For example, a text on the statue of the high steward Amenhotep from 

Memphis, says: "to the gods of this temple that is  provided with ofkings for 

eternity" (chart #2, b.76). Similady, when desaibing Seti I's works of the 

temple at Abydos, the goddess Seshat says: "<you> estabIish for them 

offerings of bread and cakes for them in your templeff (chart # 2  b.135; also see 

b.21, b.133, b. 136, b.137 [from an offering Est]). 

Funerary o f f e ~ g s  also are designated as ht. Chapter 172 of the Book 

of the Dead states: "who themselves eIevate o f f i s  to you" (chart #2, b.113; 

also see b. 114, b.116). Similarly, an inscription on a statue of Thoth from the 

vicinity of Deir el Bahri includes: "may they give aII offerings upon the altar" 

(chart #2, b.60; also see b.09, b.79). Another example of kt in a funerary 

context is found in the tomb of Piay: "your Ka priest wiU receive oferingsf' 

(chart #2, b.146). 



Çometimes it is di£ficu.lt to differentiate between the meanings of 

property and offerings based on context It is undear in the stele of 

Sobeknakht whether offerings or property are king designated: "may they 

give all that goes forth upon their table of offerings after the god is satisfied 

with his offér-ngs {alternately : his properfy)" (chart # 2  b.80; aIso see 6.68, b.134, 

b.138). In the Book of the Dead, the dead person says: "1 am the custodian 

who conducts the offerings (properhj} of Homs to Osiris in the Duatf' (chart #2, 

b.96). A similar situation is presented by a passage in chapter 189: "WU you 

live on anotheis offerings (properfy} every day?" (chart #2, b.119). The 

diffidty in translation of these cases arises £rom the fact that the semantic 

field of the Egyptian word ht is broader than the English word property. 

3b.3 Cultic Rites 

The word ht dso appears in contexts that suggest that it means rites. 

An early use of ht for rites occurs in the Abusir papyn. The recto (frame 7) of 

B.M. 10735 (Fosener-Kriéger and de Cenival 1968: pl. III) contains several 

occurrences of in different contexts that suggest that the word refers to rites 

rather than physical offerings thvnseIves or tempIe property. In column b, 

ht is part of a heading in red ink that reads: "rites of the morning" and "rites of 

the evening" (chart #2, b.10).8 Below the heading are lists of priests who WU 

participate in the rites. That these priests are participating in the rites and not 



mereIy responsible for the tempIe property used in these rites is indicated by 

the heading immediately above the heading in red, whkh reads, "those who 

have perfonned rites at the pyramid (chart #3, c.31). The heading of the 

next column indicates the preference for rites over offerings as a translation 

for M. Normally ht is used in Egyptian tex& to indicate physicd objects whiIe 

this heading indicates that reading or direction from a written source was 

involved in the performance of ht. The heading reads: "the one who receives 

the book roll after perfoTfning rites " (chart #3, c.32). The rites of the night 

remained a common festival through the New Kingdom, appearing in Iists of 

festivals regularly (chart #2, b.49, b.55, b.61, b.72, b.87, b.147). The mentions 

of the rites of the night in the Book of the Dead indicate a comection with the 

joumey to the West and possibly to the judgement. For exarnpIe, a passage in 

chapter 18 states: "O Thoth, who caused Osiris Ani, the justified, to be 

justified against his enemies with the great magistrates who are in Khem the 

night of the rites of the night in Khem (chart #2, b.88) ... as to this night of rites 

of the night festival day, it is the d a m  on the CO& of Osiris" (chart #2, b.89; 

also see chart #2, b.108). 

There are a number of examples of ht meaning rites that are not 

connected to rites of the moming or evening. For example, in chapter 108 of 

the Book of the Dead is the staternent: " I know how to conduct rites of driving 

away Apep fiom it" (chart # 2  b.100; dso see b.53,6.54, b.74, b.75, b.85). Seti 



1, in the Nauri decree establishing the cult at his Abydos temple, enurnerates 

the animais for offering and uidicates they are to be offered "by the niles of 

the god's rites" (chart #2,b.124; aIso see 6-01, b.107). Also possibly referrÏng 

to rites is the statement conceming mining activity: "scribes who know the 

rifes of the house of life, in order to make this monument of the seat of 

forever" (chart #2, b.151). 

In these examples of the use of ht to designate rites, this meaning 

largely is determined by the context In most cases the same passage could be 

uiterpreted to refer to property or offerings. For exampie, in chapter 147 of 

the Book of the Dead, the dead person says: "1 having endowed kt in Abydos" 

(chart #Zf b.111; aIso see chart #Zr b.101). Qearly this could be read as the 

dead person having endowed riteslo, offerings, or even property (in a tomb). 

The context wiihin the Book of the Dead, particdarly in chapter 117 @.101), 

wodd suit rites far better than offerings or property since it refers to clothing 

standards, healuig pains of Osiris, and the preparation of the way in the 

vdey  and on the water (Book of the Dead, ch. 117,I. 2-3). These activities 

sound Iike rites rather than a reference to the property of the tomb or the 

offerings presented by a ka-priest for the dead person. Qearly, the tomb 

property and the offerings wodd have been essential for the pleasant M e  of 

the dead in the West, but far more important wodd be the cornplex of 



activities and physical objectç that made up the entire funerary package - the 

rites- 

3b.4 Concepts 

The Iast category of use for the word ht is what c m  be termed 

concepts. The Egyptianç designated as & a proceeding, eviI event, and with 

the addition of nb, the concept of alI that exists (Le., everything). 

There are a number of examples of ht referring to a proceeding or set of 

events. Çometimes the proceeding is cIearIy defined, as in the inscription of 

Weni where he is describing sensitive Iegd proceedings: "1 heard proceedings 

alone" (diart #2, b.11; dso see diart #2, b.12, b.17, b.93). Another example of 

a refaence to formal proceedings is indicated in an earIy text from a tomb of 

an oficial of the Fourth Dynasty. When he sets up his endowment, the 

official states: "as for any ka priest of eternity who wilI institute proceedings 

againçt his brothers, he should make a record (') of his exclusion from the ka 

priests" (chart #2,b.02; dso see chart #2, b.40, b.95). 

Other tirnes not aU of the proceedings to which ht refers are defined. 

For example, in the inscription of Shepsesptah, he says: "then His Majesty 

praised him conceming the proceeding" (chart #2, b.06; also see chart # 2  b.43, 

b.86). SimilarIy, the official Pahery describes: "aII proceedings of the pdace, 

1.p.b" (chart #2,6.56, also see chart #2, b.117). The royal steward of 



Çenwosret 1, Intef, described himseIf as: "one whose sküI is ready in every 

proceeding" (chart #2, b.33). 

A concept that the Egyptians commordy designated using the word & 

is that of evil. Çpeaking eviI yourseIf or against someone else was considered 

a parficuIarIy immoral act by the ancient Egyptians.11 One common denid in 

tomb inscriptions was: "it never occurred that I said any evil thing against any 

person to the majesty of my Lord" (chart #2, b.07; aIso see chart #2, b.14; to a 

supenor see b.13). A slightly different example occurs at Deir eI Bahri where 

Thutmoses 1 urges Ioyalty to Hatshepsut by saying: "he who wiII speak eviI 

things as conspiracy against Her Majesty, he is dead  (chart #2, b.58). 

The word ht connected with evil is aIso referred to as a force outside 

speech- A rubric of chapter 18 of the Book of the Dead assures the dead: "A 

evil tlzings shalI not pervade him" (chart #2, b.92; aIso see chark #2, b.109). 

The king can be seen as a force against evil things,* as can be seen in a royal 

epithet used by Ramesses II and III: "Ramesses, protector hom aU eviI things" 

(chart #2, b.149). 

The final use of ht to be examined here is to describe totality or a 

hypotheticd grouping. This concept is expressed in Egyptian by ht nbt and is 

used to describe either a cornparison, 'more than anythingr, or a large 

coIIective, 'everything' . 



The cornparison using ht, r ht nbt, is a common, relativdy fixed 

expression in Egyptian texts. This phrase is used in relation to a wide range 

of concepts. In the Shipwrecked Sailor, the giant snake teus the s d o r  that he 

 dl see hiç home and famüy again and says: "it is better than mzything" (chart 

# 2  b.23; also see 6-25, b.50). The same phrase appears in relation to the 

results of an inspection of capturing animds: "redy, they were much more 

numerous than anyfhingrr (chart #2, b.24). h Louvre Cl2 r ht nbt carries the 

sense of 'a lot': "then he praïsed god for me greatly more than anything" 

(chart #2, b.47; also see chart #2, b.48, b.51). 

The use of ht nbt, meaning everything, varies far more than r ht nbt. In 

some exampies ht nbt appears to descsibe aII that exists. For exarnpIe, during 

the Amarna period, d that exists is described as "ever-yflring that Aten 

creates" (chart #2, b.82; also see chart # 2  b.78). SimiIarIy, in Cairo 20540, alI 

that exkts is described in a standard formula as: "mmjfhing good and pure, 

given of heaven, created of earth, brought by the innundationrr (chart #2,6.41; 

aIso see chart #2, b.08). The phrase @ nbt also c m  refer to a part of the whole 

as in the idea of rernoving something from a defined grouping. For example, 

in the Hermopolis decree of Seti 1, it promises penalties against temple 

personnel: "who s h d  remove anything" (chart #2, b.132; dso see chart #2, 

b.121, b.132, b.152). 



The opposite of everything, nothing is expressed by the negation of 

this phrase. For example, in medical discussion it is stated: "if nothing 

descends for her" (diart #2, b.26; &O see diart # 2  b.94). h other examples ht 

nbt cari be understood as 'in every way'. In the &dom of Ptahhotep, old age 

is described as: "evil in every 7u11y'~ (chart # 2  b.36). The pharaoh is descrïbed 

as: "Thoth in every 7vmJ (chart #2, b.70). Findy, @ nbt can desaibe a 

partidar grouping of things. For example, the reception of goods is 

described using th& phrase: umenjthing that my brother gave to me" (chart 

#2, b.32) and ''merything good of His Majesty's receiving" (chart #2, b.65; dso 

see chart # 2  b.03, b.29). A group of products from a partidar area dso c m  

be described in the same marner: "redy, aII ports were suppIied with 

everything good" (chart #2, b.66) and "everyfhing good of the Divine Land for 

which (Yom) Majesty sends them" (chart #2, b.59). 

3b.5 Interpretation 

In considering the occurrences of the word ht Ïn Egyptian texts, which 

have been reviewed here, it is clear that there are several different uses of this 

word. The core meaning of @ shouId be considered to be a description of the 

personal property of a hurnan, a deity, or an institution. Many of the other 

uses codd be understood as being extensions of this basic meaning. For 

example, offerings, rites, and proceedings could be a category of property if 



they are understood as simiIar to endowrnents owned by a human, deity or 

institution. This kind of extended meaning of property is seen in the wills of 

Pashedu (see chart #2, b.141) and Djefaihapi (see chart #2, b.28). The 

examples involving eviI wodd fi t  into this same category if they were 

considered to refer to concrete rites or proceedings. The nominal forms of 

these adjectives can indicate both good and eviI;* therefore, it can be 

conduded that the addition of ht refers to a more concrete or sp&c idea. 

Findy, & can be used with nbt to describe a collective or, if negated, as the 

absence of a collective (everything and n o m g ) .  On the one hand, some 

examples could be interpreted as being grouped with the examples meaning 

property. Example b.32 could be translated as "al1 the property, which my 

brother gave me." Un the other hand, Ï n  many cases the examples of 

references to collectives can be seen as concrete groups. For exarnple, ht nbt 

in number b.08 refers to products of a foreign land and in number b.82 it 

refers to what Aten creates. If a generd totality needed to be expressed by the 

Egyptians, they wodd employ the word tm (Wb. V: 305). 

Overd, ht should be understood as having a broader meaning than is 

usual for the English word " property" and a more limited meaning than the 

English word "things." It is this mismatch in semantic fieIds that creates the 

contexhial or înterpretative translation seen in chart #2. In most cases it is the 

context that indicates that what is referred to are offerïngs, rites, proceedings, 



or a grouping. As has been noted previousIy concemuig example b.32 the 

translation is based on a translater's interpretation of the context What is 

dear, however, is that there is a core meaning to ht that is more specific than 

the English word "things." Normally "things" in EngIish Iacks the specificity 

required for use in Iegal texts, yet ht is used fiequently in Egyptian Iegal texts, 

specificdy in relation to inheritance of property. It is th& specificity that 

makes it a suitable word to refer to rites and proceedings. It c m  be concluded 

then that ht can refer to a varïety of f o m  of property both as physicd objects 

and as activities, and to specific groups of such things. 

3b.6 ht in Compounds 

What remains to be discussed is the use of ht in combination with 

another word, or as a compound phrase. It is recognized that ht, when 

combined with another word, can take on a more specific meaning.14 %me 

of these compounds are connected closely with religious practice. For 

example, Bi ht, elevatuig offerings (Wb 1: 573; see chart #2, b.113), w:h ht, Iay 

down o f f e ~ g s  (Wb 1: 257), sm: ht, make ready offerings (Wb III: 447; see chart 

#2, b.79), 1s ht, arrange offerings (Wb V: 399; see chart #2, b.134, b.135, b.136) 

are used hequently in labels accompanying offering scenes in temples. 

Religious practitioners (priests) were descnbed as rb ht, one who knows 

things (Wb. II: 443; Edel1979: 113), although this description was common for 



oficids who had received education (Doxey 1998: 47-8; Lichtheim 1997: 4-8; 

Gardiner 1957: 578). 

It is this tendency of the word ht to take on a technical meaning in a 

compound with another word that has Ied scholars to propose that the 

compound ir(t)-ht refers to performing rites. In this case kt, in the compound 

ir(t)-ht, is understood to refer to cultic objects (Carninos 1964: 77; Redford 

1973: û4, n. 32; Vemus 1978: 125, n.(a)). From the preceding discussion it is 

dear that thiç understanding of ht as referring to cultic objects is attested by 

Ïndependent usage (chart #2, b.62, b.63, b.64); however, it is not a necessary 

rendering of this word. If the range of independent use of the word ht, as 

presented here, is considered there are a number of alternative readings 

possible for in ir-ht; propeq, rites, offerings, or proceedings. Given that it 

has aIready been determuied that the verb ir can mean performuig, it is 

equally possible that ir-kt can mean performing (with) property, perf o&g 

rites, performuig offerings, or performing proceedings. In order to determine 

which of these understandings is most appropriate, the use of ir-ht in 

Egyptian texts must be surveyed and analyzed. 

2See Edd 1955-1964 5 301 where he indicab that iS-f is the plural form of ht. 
3 For examples not using bt , but expressing similar ideas see Urk 1: 123.3-4 and 133.4-5: "1 
never judged between two brothers in such a way as to deprive a son of his father's 
possessions (ipt)"; Urk N: 1045: 13 "he placed children on their father's seat"; and from 
wisdom üterature Ptahhotep maxirn 5: "it is the property of my father" (%ba 1956: 1.98); 
Merikace: " do not take a man fiom his father's propertf' (Quack 1992: 1-47); and Neferti 



@es the opposite as a sign of chaos: "a man's property is taken from him and given to an 
outnder" (Hel& 1970: Lw- 
4 The interpretation of ht np in these accounts is not straightforward. Posener-Kriéger (1976: 
344-345, 350-351), Ï n  her commentary on these tex& has difficulty in detennuiing to what the 
heading refers, Part of the difficuIty cornes from a desire to choose between the meanings 
property and rites. Posener-Eiéger translates the term as %en du dieu" but mg,-& it 
might be "rite divin" (344, n 8)- 
= It shouid'be noted that king's property aiso can be des ip t ed  as ht, as is clear f?om an 
offering kt from Karnak, see chart #2, b.150, 
6 It shodd be noted that in this decree Seti 1 rnakes a dear distinction between the property of 
the temple (ht) and the personnel of the bemple, People clearly are not considered kt of the 
temple, although the decree protects their personal property horn seizure- 
7 For a discussion of the offerhg formda see for example, Hoch 1995: 5 197; Gardiner 1955: 
excursus B. 
* There has ken a lot of discussion concerning the rites of the morning and the rites of the 
evening. Such practices are connected to funerary rites and are often considered to represent 
offerings of food that consist of a morning and evening meal, See M u e  1935-382395-6, 
Hornung 1959: 106. Posener-Krikger (1976: 16, ml) comects the morning and evening me& 
to offerings of haunches of beef. See section 3c.2 for the roIe of the Iector priest in relation to 
the offering of beef in the funerary c u l t  
9 Posener-Krieger (1976: 157) suggests that there is another occurrence of ht meaning rites in 
the Abusir papyri, but the context is too broken to determine the meaning of the heading in 
this text 
10 In this case, 1 am thinking of the possibiiity that the rites being endowed do not necessarily 
involve physicaf objects sudi as offerkg, but might be Limited to ceremonies involving 
actions and words only such as wodd be the case with prayers or hymns. An example of 
such a practice wodd be the mvocation offering (cf., Hetepherakhet, Urk E 49). 
11 See Lichtheim 1997: 19-21; for the importance of the opposite, speaking m:'t 
see Doxey 1998: 41-2,554. 

For a discussion of the king as a force against eviI (dw) see for example, Grimai 1986: 305- 
306, #973. 
13 See Hoch 1995: 521. 
14 See Leprohon 1994: 46, note #49; Redford 1973: 84, note #32 













Chart # 2 
ht (b references) 

6.280 
(Djefaihapi) 

b.30 Griffith 1889: pl. 
7,1.288 
(Djefaihapi) 

b.31 Griffith 1898: pl. 
12 1.4 
(Djefaihapi) 

b.32 Griffith 1898: pl. 
12 1.8 
(Djefaihapi) 

b.33 Simpson 1974: 
ANOC 4.1,1.X+6 
Golenischeff 
1913: 1116 recto, 

Neferti 

bt nbt ddt sr nb nds nb r hwt-nir everything that any officia1 
or any commoner places in 
the temvle 
look you, it is my property 
from my father's house 

fit.i nbt m 3: m niwt n m i  al1 rny property in country 
and town shall belong to 
mv brother 

ht  nbt rdiw.n n.1 p:y.i sn everything that my brother 
gave to me 

I one whose ski11 is ready in 
everv ~ r o c e e d i n ~  

Spss pw ': n.f ht he was a wealthy man, his 
property was great 

property 12th 
D yn. 

property 1 2 t h  
D yn. 

property 12 'h  
D yn. 

concept l Z t h  

Dyn. 

proceeding 1 1 2 t h  
Dvn, 

property 12'h 
Dyn. ? 















Chart # 2 
ht (b references) 

1 b.78 ( Urk IV: 1815.19 1 tp hsb n ht nb 

b.79 

b.80 

(Amenhotep son 
of Hapu) 
Urk IV: 1848.19 

b.81 

smg ht hft imyw b:h 

Urk IV: 1887.1 
(Nekhetsobek) 

b.82 

b.83 

chief accountant of 
every thing 

di.sn pnwt nbt hr wclhw.sn hft htp 
n p  m bt.f 

Urk IV: 1932.5 
(Khaemwase t) 

who make ready offerings 
in front of those who were 
bef ore 

Ssp snw pr blh hr wdhw n nbw bt 

Urk IV: 1990.3 
(Akhenaten 
Boundary Stele) 
Urk IV: 2077.7 
(Weserha t) 

ibr n bt np b.84 

may tliey give al1 that goes 
forth upon their table of 
offerings after the god is 
satisfied with his offerinns 

m ht nbt nty p5 itn hr sbpr st 

sS hsb ht nbt nfrt m hwt nb-m?t-r' 

Gaballa 1977: pl. 
XXIIA. X-#-8 

reGiving offerings that go 
forth from upon the table of 
offerings of the lords of 
property 
with everything that Aten 
creates 

scribe who reckons al1 good 
property in the temple of 
Nebmaatre 
ladanum of the god's 
t x o ~ e r  tv 

property 18ti1 
Dyn. 

offerings 18th I DYn* 

offerings 18th 
Dyn. 

property 18th I Dyne 

property 18th 
Dy n. 







ht (b references) 

BD: Ch. 64y~5-6 

BD: Ch. 78.22 

BD: Ch, 85.5-6 

BD: Ch. 97.3 

BD: Ch. 99.30-31 

BD: Ch, 108.14- 
15 

sdmyw ht m nsw sSmyw mni r who hear proceedings from concept 
M y t  the tongue and who 

conduct the dead to the 
secret dace 

Ink iry I!t hi hr n wsir r dw3 1 I am the custodian who ( property 
conducts the property of 
Horus to Osiris in the Duat 

shtp.n.i ib n iinyw ht 1 satisfied the hearts of property 

1 -  - 1 those who are among 
proper ty 

imyw Jms n nb l ~ t  those who are among the property 
followers of the lord of 
y roperty 

Ind-hr in nfrw k:w npw nbw bt hail to you beautiful ones, property 
divine kas, lords of 
property 

fw.i rb.kwi sSm ht hsf n Spp h r s  I know how to conduct rites rites 
of driving away Apep froin 
it 









Chart # 2 
tjt (b references) 

KR1 1: 51.4-5 
(Nauri Decree) 

im rdit thi.tw r ht nbt n pr pn nty m 
t: dr 

to not cause that one 
transgress against any 
property belonging to this 
house, which is in the whole 
land 

19th 
D yn. 

property 

KR1 1: 54.8 
(Nauri Decree) 

19th 
Dyn. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - -- - 

as for anyone who will be 
found seizing any property 
of the temple of Men-ma'at- 
r ' 

{ ir rm! nb gmlt }!$wt bt nbt n tl 
fiwt inn-mWrC 

property 

KR1 1: 56.1-2 
(Nauri Decree) 

hn' m-' !:w hmt.f hrdw.f ht.f nb r 
t: hwt 

along with seizing his wife, 
his children, and al1 his 
property for the temple 
they answer for (their) 
~rotiertv 

property 19th 
Dyn. 

KR1 1: 69.4 
(Kanais temple) 
KR1 1: 69.15-70.1 

19th 
Dyn. 
19th 
Dyn. 

property 
- - -- -- 

p: wn (wn) St nb.i m imyt-pr hr ail iny property exists as a 
testament under their feet 
eternally and forever 
one who gives property to 
he who is without friends 

property 
(Kanais temple) rdwy.sn nhh hn' dt 

rdiw bt n Iwty n.f hnrns.f property 19th 
Dvn. (Aswan stele) 

KR1 1: 125.15 nty 1w.f r Sd bt nbt who shall remove anything concept 19th 
Dyn. (Hermopolis 

decrce) 
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Chart # 2 
ht (b references) 

Erichsen 1933; 
10.1 
(Great Harris) 

Erichsen 1933: 
29.8 
(Great Harris) 

shwy ht Kwt k$mw 3hwt mn8 
wbrwt dmi i.diw pr-'3 '.w.s. r-pr 
1t.f Spss imn-rC-nsw-n!rw mwt 
bnsw npw nbw wht m imyt-pr r 
nhh bt 

summary of property, 
herds, orchards, fields, 
ships, workshops, and 
towns that Pharaoh, L.P.H., 
gave to the chape1 of his 
noble father, Amun-re, king 
of the gods, Mut, Khonsu, 
and al1 the gods of Thebes, 
as a testament forever and 
ever 
1 equipped it with people 
and with property in order 
to bring to your house an 
orchard containing flowers 
for vour courtvard 

property 

property 

D yn. 

20th 
Dyn. 



From the preceding discussion of the semantic field of the word ht, it is 

evident that the expression ir-@ can carry the sense of ritual through the 

meaning "performing cultic rites." This same discussion also demonstrated 

that the word @ can refer to a broader range of fhuigs than cultic objects and, 

therefore, it is possible that ir+t dso might have a broader meaning. A 

survey of the uses of u t  confirms that it describes activities beyond cdtic 

rites. The Egyptians used ir-ht to describe the performance of d t i c  rites, 

funerary.Btes, negative or evil behaviour, and work. 

3c.l Cultic Rites 

It is clear that the performance of cultic rites, or what scholars 

comrnody consider ritual, is designated by the Egyptians as ir-B. For the 

purposes of this discussion, ritual activity that is directed to deities and/or 

takes place in a temple is considered as king cuItic rites. Also included in 

the category of cultic rites is the ritual activity performed at royal funerary 

establishments because it had an official public aspect and was more closely 

comected to divinity than other f unerary establishments.'~ 

The first definitive element in rites k ing  cultic is that they were 

directed to deities. It was cornmon for the ancient Egyptians to indicate that 

they were performing god's rites (ir-bt n ~ ) ?  For example, in the inscription 



of Sabu-Tjety, he described the duties assigned to him by the king as: "d 

god's rifes and every performance that two high priests of Ptah at Memphis 

(usudy) pe*rmedfr (chart #3, c.38). Similarly, the stated function of the 

decree of Pepy 1 was to ensure that "godfs rifes are perfiormed in the city of 

these two pyramids" (chart #3, c.46). Thutmoses III, in his Festival H d  at 

Karnak, descnbed among his efforts for Amun: "perfDming for him godfs 

rites" (chart #3, c.116). 

As is indicated in the previous example, the ancient Egyptians were 

M o u s  to indicate that they performed rites for gods. This desire was 

present in the private citizen as w d  as in the ruler. For example, 

Amenemhat, a prophet of Amun under Thutmoses III, described W e I f  as: 

"the one ?Xe of hands, 7 u h  pefoms rites to Amun" (chart #3, c.123; also see 

chart #3, c.117). Ramesses III described his establishment of new offerings 

as: "by the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Wosermaatre-meriamun, for 

pefomzing rites to his father Amunff (chart #3, c.149; also see chart #3, c.114, 

c.142, c.151). Similady, Hatshpesut described her devotion on her chape1 at 

Karnak as: "it is for the gods that 1 peflomzed des, so that they might ff ourish 1 

took their hands" (chart #3, c.126).17 Legal documents also could refer to rites 

performed for gods. An early decree of King Neferirkare for the pries& of 

Abydos defined appropriate pnestly duties saying: "together with all work of 

the nome in addition to perfoning rites to his god in the temple in whidi he 

is" (chart #3, c.23). 



From the example of the decree of Neferirkare, it is evident that actions 

indicated using the word ir-ht sometimes took place in temples. There are a 

number of other examples that indicate that rites were performed in a temple 

or this location was implied through the context. For example in the Abusir 

Papyri, one of the earliest appearances of Mt in reference to cultic rites, a list 

of people had the heading: "those who have peormed rites at the pyramid 

(chart #3, c.31); while another Iist was headed: "the one who receives the 

book-roll after pe@mzing rites" (chart #3, c.32). The location in which these 

rites were performed is understood to be the funerary tempIe of Neferirkare 

because they belong to the archive of that temple (Posener-Kriéger 1976: ix-2). 

The instructions Djefaihapi made for his funerary cdt  were more specific in 

its definitions of location providing a clear example of ir-& taking place in 

temples: "perfoming rites in the temple every day" (chart #3, c.109). 

Thutmoses III, in reIating his devout activities at a temple during his 

campaigning, indicated that he suppfied offerings for the feasts of the 

beginning of the year and the appearance of the god's statue after he "found 

that rites were performed therein, consisting of libating, censhg ..." (chart #3, 

c.115). In the text of the Ritual of Amenhotep 1, the primary ritual of the state 

temples in ancient Egypt,lg the expression ir-ht indicated the actions of the 

officiating pnest When the priest entered the sacred area of the temple, he 

said: "1 am the prophet, it is in order to perfonn rites that are done for Amun 

that 1 have corne" (chart #3, c.139). Similady, Rarnesses III said of the 



practices and offerings he instituted at Medinet Habu that "1 perfOrm its rites 

as is Wnttenf' (chart #3, c.148). Findy, connections between priests and their 

practices irt temples are made dear in a Ramesside inscription on the base- 

bIodc of an Apis-bull Statue hom the Serapeum. Ramesses II's son, 

Khaemwaset says: "Oh, d prophets and lector priests who perfom rites in the 

temple of Apis every moming, Libate and cense for me, offer to me from your 

arms, and remernber my name with an offering-that-the-king-gives upon the 

altar of the temple" (chart #3, c.143). From these examples, it should be noted 

that there is no distinction in terminology between rites performed in temples 

by kings (see example c.148; also see chart #3, c.67, c.141) or by priests (see 

examples c.31, c.32 c.109, c.115, c.139, c.143; dso see chart #3, c.118, c.124, 

c.127, c.128, c.140). 

In a number of examples aIready examined, it can be noted that the 

expression Mt had a strong connection to physical action in temple cult. In 

particdar, the involvement of the hands or arms was referred to in examples 

c.123, c.126, and c.143. The biographical inscription of Pepiankh the Middle 

demonstrated a s M a r  connection where Pepiankh descnbed his job as 

overseer of prophets of Hathor of Kusae. Pepiankh said: "it is as an overseer 

of prophets of Hathor, lady of Kusae, that I spent a great part of this t h e  

passing and entering before Hathor, lady of Kusae, upon seeing her and 

performing rites for her with my two hands" (chart #3, c.62). Pepiankh is 

stressing that he performed the rites himçelf, but it dso is evident that the 



rites involved the use of hands (bodily action). Amenemhet made the 

importance of hands in the act of performing rites and the importance of a 

state of purity very cIear when he said: "for the Ka of the one who is pure of 

hands when pqbrming rites" (chart #3, c.122; also see diart #3, c.117). The 

Coptos decree of Pepy II used the expression ir-ht to refer to the physical, and 

necessarily bodily, act of ritual slaughter: "offering to Homs of the slaughter 

house in perfomzing rites consisting of d a u g h t e ~ g "  (chart #3, c.56).I9 

When taken together, the examples exarnined here provide evidence 

for a number of significant characteristics for cdtic rites referred to as ir-ht. 

First, some cultic rites were modified by the adjective nB -- god's rites or 

divine ri te9 - indicating that the ancient Egyptians did separate rites 

directed to deities from other rites. The existence of this distinction counters 

any suggestion that the ancient Egyptians failed to distinguish between the 

sacred and the secular in relation to ritual ac tivities? 

Second, a number of examples suggest that cultic rites had a basis in 

custom or writing. The customary nature of perforrning rites is evident in 

exampIe c.38 where Sabu-Tjety wanted to indicate that he was doing the 

priestly work customarily performed by two men. Part of the customary 

nature of such performances of rites may relate to the fact that some elements 

of these performances were connected to written instructions. This situation 

is indicated in c.32 where a book roll was part of the performance of rites at 

the funerary temple of Neferirkare. Presumably, the book roll contained 



either the speIIs recited during the performance or instructions for the actions 

performed or possiblv both.22 Example c.148 confirms that it was desirable to 

perform rites in accordance with such written instructions. In this text 

Ramesses III affirmed that he performed the temple rites according to what 

was requiied in writing. It can safeIy be assumed that these written texts took 

a number of forms. Frorn the texts that are extant today, it is possible that 

texts listing appropnate quantities of offerings for specific festivak Iike the 

Medinet Habu Calendar (Nelson 1931-33: 1-63), magical spells linking words 

with actions like the s p d  in chapter 89 of the Book of the Dead (BD 89: 

rubric) or the pictures of appropriate actions like the raising of the Djed pillar 

(Sethe 1928b) codd be the kinds of texts employed to indicate how to perform 

ir-ht. 

Third, these examples provide a picture, if somewhat vague, of what 

kinds of performance were induded in ancient Egyptian cultic rites. Example 

c.115, unfortunately broken in mid-kt, indicates that Iibating and censing 

were components of ir-kt. A similar text described a bumt offering as being 

ir-kt : " you perform rites; bread, ber,  and incense upon the fi ame" (chart #3, 

c.107). The inclusion of presentation of offerings among these components is 

equdy clear given the content of c.143. Beside being instructed to Iibate and 

cense, the priests were told to offer from their arms and perform the btp-di- 

nsw on the temple altar. As can be seen in this example, the reference to 

hands or arms being conneded to Mt was often in relation to the actions 



Ïnvolved in presenting offerings. It shodd be noted, however, that at times 

the reference to hands codd also refer to other bodily actions Iike the one 

Hatshepsut clahned to have performed in c.126. Findy, as Amenemhet 

stated in c.123, purïty was an important element in proper performance of 

cultic rites. 

When these characteristics are taken together, it is dear that many of 

the major eIements identified by Egyptologists as important to ritual (see 

Chapter 2a) - temple practice, dedication to deities, and d t i c  action - are aU 

indicated by the expression Wt. 

3c.2 Funerarv Rites 

Equdy important to indude in the category of ritual are the practices 

surrounding the burial and reverence of the dead in ancient Egypt. Included 

among funerary rites are practices ïnvolved with the preparation for burial 

and the burial itself, activities conducted by the living for the dead, and 

performances the dead must compIete to reach or perpetuate a happy state in 

the after life according to ancient Egyptian belief. 

A significant number of examples of ir-ht in a funerary context are 

generalised thereby providing little information about what they sigmfied, 

but they do c o n h  that practices comected with death were cded  ir-hi. It 

was common in ancient Egyptian tombs and tomb chapels to request the 

performance of rites from the living. Tomb owners assured the visitors that 



they would receive benefits if they would "perform rites" for them (chart #3, 

c.1523; &O see chart #3, c.22). SimüarIy, speII 397 in the Coffin Tex& stated: 

"performing rites Ïs what you did for her" (chart #3, c.91; also see chart #3, 

c.97, c.108). 

S rne  of these generd examples do provide an indication of who were 

performing these rites. As in exampIes c.10, c.15, and c.22, already discussed, 

the appeds for rites could be addressed to a generd public. In the s p d s  of 

the Co& Texts it is assumed that one group of practitioners would be the 

f d y  and friends of the deceased. S p d  146 contained several references to 

this group of performers: "he seeks out his cornpanions and his loved ones 

who perform rites24 for this N on earth" (chart #3, c.77; also see chart #3, c.78, 

c.79, c.80). From these examples, it is evident that non-specialists were able to 

perform the activities to which ir-kt refer. 

Priests, as might be expected, dso are said to perform rites. In a royal 

decree of Neferkauhor, which set up the funerary c d t  for a vizier, the 

provisions included: "His Majesty commanded the Ievy for you of 10 

inspectors of ka priests in order to perform rites for you" (chart #3, c.57; aIso 

see chart #3, c.29). More common was the performance of rites by the lector 

priest, partïcuIarIy in inscriptions £rom the Old Kingdom." An inscription in 

the tomb of Kakherptah stated: "the lector priest who will perjom for me rites 

of empowement of an  empowered spirit according to that secret writing of 

the craft of the lector priest" (diart #3, c.26; also see chart #3, c.27, c.42). A 



simiIar staternent was part of an apped to the visitor in the tonnb of 

Ankhmahor: "O Iector priest who wiu come to this tomb to perrform 

e m p o w e ~ g  rites according to that secret writing of the craft o f  the Iector 

priest" (chart #3, c.45; also see chart #3, c.43). 

One of the activities of the Iector priest rnust have been comected with 

the ritual preparation and/or offering of cuts of beeP  This fact is Wcated 

by the captions over scenes of men s l augh te~g  cattle where ithe men urged 

each other to work faster saying: "hurry! the lector priest is c-ming to p e r f m  

n'tes" (chart #3, c.60) or: " get it done! look, the Iector priest is perfonning rites" 

(chart #3, c.61). Labels frorn the tombs at Beni Hasan sugges-t that recitation 

before offerings made up part of the lector's performance in f i e  Middle 

Kingdom. In these tomb paintings lector priests were shown ïn the attitude 

of reciting and holding a book roII before offerings placed in front of the 

deceased. The labels read: "pe@mzing rites" (chart #3, c.105) or: "perfoming 

rites by the lector priest" (chart #3, c.106). This attitude of reetation before 

offerings is suggestive of part of the content of the writings ref erred to as 

secret in the tomb inscriptions of examples c.26, c.42, c.43, c.455. 

The reference to the connection between writing and peerforming rites 

shifted after the Old Kingdom to emphasize the importance oz€ the writings of . 
730th for the good of the deceased. For example, in tomb #2 éat Meir, the 

inscriptions wishes: "may they p e @ m  rites for you in accordance with this 

writing that Thoth placed in the house of god's book" (chart C3, c.70). 



SMarIy, in spelI 894 of the Co& Tex6 it states: "nfes are performed for you 

in accordance with this writing that Thoth made for Osiris in the god's house 

of books" (chart #3, c.100). An echo of this idea rem- in chapter 144 of the 

Book of the Dead: "among those who know proceedings, among those who 

perform rites to the Osiris, overseer of the house, to the overseer of seaI 

bearers, Nu, beside Thoth among those who perform offerings" (chart #3, 

c.136)Y The importance of the coupling of ir-kt with these dusions to the 

written word - the ledor priest, the writing of Thoth, the secret or sacred 

book - is that it establishes the presence of writing as a significant eIernent in 

the ancient Egyptian concept of what constituted ir-l~t. 

The extant tex6 reIated to funerary beliefs provide evidence of an 

interesthg set of practices associated with the expression ir-ht. Given the 

importance of offerings to the funerary cult, it is not surprishg that references 

to offering rites escurred in comection to this expression. For exampIe, in the 

tomb of Nika-ankh an inscription over a depiction of children states: "may 

they perfonn rites of bread and beer in the role of this xny heir as they 

performed for themseIves" (chart #3, c.07; aIso see chart #3, c.09). This 

reference to ir-Qt applied to the perpetuation of the offering cult to the dead 

ancesior by the f a d y  provides a connection to both the activities of the Iector 

priest performing recitations over the offerings and the general references of 

family and Ioved ones performing rites for the dead. 



&O induded in the practices described as ir-@ are those that the 

Eunerary texts contained to aid the dead in reaching and succeeding in the 

afterlife. %me of these practices seem to be ones that were performed on 

earth for the benefit of the dead, while sorne seem to be perfonned in the 

afterIife by the deceased thmeIves or by deities on their behalf. The esoteric 

nature of the funerary texts (Lesko 1991: 88-90) makes the identification and 

interpretation of many of these practices problematic. 

Frequently, the references to the performance of rites involved a 

precise number. This fact indicates that the activities that were refened to by 

ir-ht were not global in nature, but could be a defined set of actions. In Spell 

187 of the Coffin Texts the deceased said: "1 live on those 3 rites that u~ere 

performed for Osiris" (chart #3, c.83; also see chart #3, c.88, c.96). SpelI 220 

contained a s W a r  statement, but this t h e  the deceased claimed to have 

performed the ntes: "because 1 have perfonned nt 4 Rtes upon this great altar of 

Osiris" (chart #3, c.86). SpeII 191 indicated that the rites codd be performed 

for the benefit of the deceased, but not be directed to them or the deities of the 

funerary world: "pprfom 5 rites to the earth and sky" (chart #3, c.84). 

Some of the funerary tex& combined the performance of ntes with 

objectç. SpeIIs in the Coffin Texts contained references to such practices. In 

Spell186 the dead was described as: "for whom were per fomd  9 n'tes with 

amulets of Osiris" (chart #3, c.81). SpeII 187 states: "one pe>fonns rites for it 



there with red emmer" (chart #3, c.82). Spell234 suggests: "perfomzing rites 

with 4 basinç of Khepn and Heketf' (chart #3, c.87). 

Other rites were named or compared to rites of a speafic type. For 

example, one cornmon rite that benefited the dead waç the performance of the 

rites of the night. SpeU 439 of the Co& Tex& suggested that others beyond 

the deceased performed this activity on behalf of the deceased: "one performs 

for you the rites of the night in Khemrf (chart #3, c.92). This same idea 

continued into the New Kingdom appearing in the Book of the Dead: "who 

have perforrrzedfor Irim rites of the night in Khem" (chart #3, c.147). In chapter 

182 of the Book of the Dead the deceased identified himseIf with the god of 

writing and said that he had performed these rites himseIf: "1 am Thoth, I 

perfomd rites of the night in Khemrf (chart #3, c.152)P 

Beyond the rites of the night in Khem, there were a number of other 

rites that benefited the dead. For example, there were the rites that were 

compared to practices on the island of Serser. These rites induded the 

judgement of the dead and the transformation into an empowered spirit 

(Demarée 1983: 224). In the Co& Texts, SpelI 465 states: "he perfoms evenj 

rite in it just as is performed on the idand of Serser" (chart #3, c.93). 

Similarly, Book of the Dead chapter 110 states: "he peqonns evey rite there 

like what is performed on the idand of Serser" (chart #3, c.133). Chapter 178 

of the Book of the Dead mentions a series of rites connected to the burial 

itself: "may they pe@m every good rite for him this good day; rites of 



guidance in travel, rites of the eye of Horus, rites of every enh-y to see the 

god" (chart #3, c.138). In S p d  1100 of the Co& Texts the deceased was safe 

because they expressed the wish: "may rites be perfmed for him inside the 

slaughter house of the protector" (chart #3, c.103). 

As described for the cultic rites, funerary rites were carrïed out 

through speech and action, and at least in some cases, a state of purity was 

desiraHe. The earliest exampIe of the use of Mt, on a seal fiom a funerary 

context, referred to speedi: "one who says any rite and it is perfomed for her" 

(chart #3, c.01)? As in cultic rites, the use of hands in the performance of 

funerary rites was indicated. Spell545 of the Coffin Texts stated: "both hands 

are performing rites" (chart #3, c.94). Also £rom the Co& Tex& were requests 

for purity: "pure is every rite that is perfomed for mer' (chart #3, c.98; also see 

chart #3, c.99). 

WhiIe it can be assumed that the entTy and success of the deceased in 

the afterIife were at Ieast partially determined by the proper performance of 

rites, there were two stated outcomes of b e r a r y  rites in the ancient Egyptian 

texts, protection (rnkt) and empowerment (:h).M In the tomb of the nomarch 

Inti, inscriptions address, "he who wilI perfom numerous protection rites of one 

who has gone to his ka" (chart #3, c.35) . The most common stated outcome, 

however, was in connection with the Egyptian term nkk. Rites themselves 

could be described as king empowering: "the lector priest who will perform 

rites of emporuennent of an ernpowered spirit according to that secret writing of 



the crafi of the Iector priestrf (chart #3, c.26; also see chart #3, c.42, c.45, ~.52).~l 

The rites also codd cause the deceased to become an empowered spint "it is 

upon perfoming rites by the Iector priest that he made the bank so that he 

might become empowered" (chart #3, c.27; also see chart #3, c.145). 

When examined as a group, the uses of ir-& provide an interesthg 

picture of what performing funerary rites meant to the ancient Egyptians. 

The activities referred to as ir+t included a range of practices from simple 

offering rites to complex secret rites performed to ensure passage to the 

afterLife such as are found in the Book of the Dead. Simüarly, those who 

codd perform funerary rites seem to have ranged from the loved ones of the 

deceased to specialized priests. In the Old Kingdom and eady Middle 

Kingdom the performance of rites by the lector priest seems to have been an 

important eIement in the funerary cult and in funerary beliefs. The Iector 

priest was involved in the presentation of offerings, particularly those 

including slaughtered cattle. The lector priest had the special responsibiIity 

of ensuring that the dead became an empowered spirit (;h) through the 

performance of appropriate rites. These rites wouId have induded the 

recitation of spelIs (chart #3, c.105, c.106; Demarée 1983: 205-8), but were not 

limited to this, given the scenes comectuig the iector pnest to the offering of 

food and drink (chart #3, c.60, c.61). 

The references to the role of the Iector priest in the funerary cdt  fade 

after the earIy Middle Kingdom. This change most likely was due to a rise in 



Iiteracy and the wider use of Coffin Texts and later the Book of the Dead to 

aid the deceased in readiing the afterlife and prospering there. From the 

evidence surveyed here, it can be conduded that the performing of funerary 

rites included three elements: spoken words, bodily actions, and physical 

objects. For example, fmm the evidence of the funerary scenes at Beni Hasan 

(chart #3, c. 105, c. 106) the lector priest would recite speb  over offerings 

using appropriate actions. This conclusion also is supported by the 

descriptions of rites in the speLls of the Coffin Texts and the Book of the Dead 

(chart #3, c.81, c.82 c.85, c.87, c.94, c.138). As noted previousIy, these same 

three elements were important to temple cult activities desaibed as ir-kt. As 

Ritner (1995: 35-67) has dernonstrated, in magic the combination of these 

three things was considered by the Egyptians to be necessary for magic to be 

effective. Given this situation for magic, which was cIoseIy rdated to ritual, it 

should be considered that the efficacy of cultic or hinerary rites also would 

have been enhanced if these three elements were present. 

FinalIy, the outcome of perfonning funerary rites clearly was related to 

the central desire of the funerary c d t  in ancient Egypt - the successfd 

transition to the afterlife through becoming an empowered spirit. There are 

several areas where the performance of ntes addressed these desires. First, 

the Egyptiariç credited rites with k ing able to tum the deceased into an 

empowered spirit. Second, the Egyptians believed ntes could protect the 

tomb and its contents, which were necessary to an empowered spirit in the 



afterMe, h m  damage. Third, rites c a d d  be enhanced through attention to 

purity and thereby would have been m e  effective in providing for the 

deceased in the afterlife, 

As was noted for the performamce of cultic rites, the performance of 

funerary rites as indicated by ir-ht f d s  within the expeded characteristics of 

ritual as identüied by Egyptologists. I t  involved perfonnative action directed 

to the land of the dead for the benefït af the deceased and secondariIy the 

deities who lived there. This performance was based on written texts and 

thus had a traditional character. 

3c.3 m e s s i v e  Rites 

It is clear fiom numerous examples of the use of the expression ir-ht 

that î t  codd refer to activities which were  violent or whose end product was 

negative rather than beneficial as has Ebeen examined for the cuItic and 

funerary rites. Aggressive iituals, for the purposes of this discussion, are 

activities whose outcome was considered by the ancient Egyptians to be eviI, 

bad, or harm.ful. Also included in this category are rites that involved 

violence or that were described as beimig performed against someone or 

something even if the result was bendcial such as the rites against evil 

spirits. 

The majority of references to the  performance of aggressive rites 

described as Mt were generd in character. One pIace where it is comrnon to 



find such a reference is in the negative confeçsion in tomb biographies. The 

deceased decIared: "1 never perfOmd d rites against any person" (chart #3, 

c.08). This statement was formuhic in the OId Kingdom and varied Iittle 

hom tomb to tomb (chart #3, cll, c33, c.37, c.51, c-6632). In the inscription of 

Merisuadch the negative modifier was not uiduded in this statement: "1 s h d  

never perform rites against any person" (chart #3, c.30). Such an omission, if 

not an error, suggests that performing rites against someone codd be 

assumed to be negative by the ancient Egyptians. As a resdt it should be 

assumed that the expression ir-@ did not refer exdusiveIy to beneficid 

The basic statement of not performing eviI rites against any person 

sometimes was modified to give more detailed information. For example, in 

his tomb inscription, Hetepherakhet stated: "1 never perfomd nny rires by my 

power againçt ar~y person" (chart #3, c.16). In the tomb inscription of 

Pehenwikai, he stated: "I never perfornzed any euil rites whiIe perfomüng rites 

for any person" (chart #3, c.1333). These exampIes provide the interesting 

information that wMe performing rites a person may have been in a specid 

position to perfonn rites that had either benefiad or harmfd results. By the 

New Kingdom this kind of statement was seen as being suitable for the 

deceased to prodaim at the final judgement before Osiris: "there is none 

againçt whom I pe~fonned rites " (chart #3, c.134). 



Also extremely common were general references to other people 

performing rites against someone or against someone's tomb. Such 

references occurred in all periods, from the Old Kuigdom to the New 

Kingdom. During the Old Kingdom it was common to indude in the address 

to the living a waming against performing rites that wodd harm the tomb.3 

These statements tended to lx f o d a i c  and varied Little between tombs. 

The standard waming said: "as for m y  person who wilI perfom euil rites 

against this [tomb]" (chart #3, c.1815; also see chart #3, c.14, c.15, c.17, c.48, 

c.49). The tomb of Inti from Deshasheh extended this basic statement to cover 

two types of ha& rites: "certainly, as to a.Il people who will perfonn mil 

rites agauist this, or those who wïLI perfonn any destructive rites against this" 

(chart #3, c.34). The basic statement also appeared without the word evil in a 

sunilar m m e r  to the example of the general denial of performing evil rites 

discussed previously (chart #3, c.30). For example, an inscription on a false 

door in the British Museum stated: "he who wüI perform rites against this, the 

crocodile will be against him in the water, the snake will be against him on 

land" (chart #3, c.50; also see chart #3, c. 06). In the tomb of Ankhmahor, the 

waming specified the tomb: "if there is any rite that you peflorm against this 

tomb" (chart #3, c.44). Findy, in Cairo 1650 the tomb-owner warned the 

reader of the tomb inscription: "as for any person who will perform nfes  

against my chiIdren, 1 wiU be judged with him by the great god" (chart #3, 

c.41). Given the context and the similar examples examined here, it is 



probable that the tomb-owner was warning against the performance of rites 

against hk chiIdren in  the^ role as inheritors and practitioners of his funeraxy 

cUlt.= 

A similar kind of fear was expressed in relation to the funerary cult of 

officids that were not limited to their tombs.37 The royal decree establishing 

the funerary cult for the Vizier Idi provided punishments for people who 

performed rites that would harm funerary cult activities in tempIes or 

shrines. The decree specifies: "those who will p e r f o m  destncctiue eoil rites 

agaiwt any of your statues, your offerings, your ka houses, your furniture, or 

your monuments that are in any temple or shrine" (chart #3, c.58).38 

The hinerary inscriptions aIso expressed a concem that rites might be 

performed against the tomb owner. There were a number of spelIs in the 

Coffin Texts that confkonted the possibility that rites might be performed 

against the deceased. The most common expression of tlùs fear was: "one 

shalI never performfor me rites consisting of this which the gods abominate" 

(chart #3, c.89; also see chart #3, c.90, c.130, c.137). The concem about 

harmful rites also was expressed more simply: "those who wiU peqorm any 

etes evilly against this N (chart #3, c.71; also see chart #3, c.24, c.72, c.95, 

c.lO2,39 c.104, c.135). In Spell17 this idea was amplified by the addition of 

speech to performance: "as for those who will Say or those who will perform 

rites evilly against you" (chart #3,c.73). This example indicates, as was tnie 

for cultic and funerary rites, that eviI rites could have been performed and 



recited. SpeII 205 confimm the fact that recitation could have been part of 

W rites. After listing a number of negative actions, such as eating faeces 

and w e g  upside down, the deceased said: "1 did not p e j o r m  for you 

words spoken at any (of these) rites" (chart #3, c.85). During the New 

Kingdom, there was continuity of the idea that rites might be perfomed 

against the deceased. The Book of the Dead contained several references to 

such actions. For example, chapter 69 addresses: "my enexnies, who perfom 

every evil ritef' (chart #3, c.131). In chapter 138 the deceased warned against 

perfonning ha& rites because: "rites pass to them which they perform 

against mef' (chart #3, c.135). 

It also was common for the ancient Egyptians to express a concem that 

rites wodd be perforrned against the gods. In SpeU 952 of the CoEn Texts, 

the deceased claimed identity with one "who saves the gods from those who 

p o f o m  ?-ifes against them" (chart #3, c.101). It is clear that the actions 

involved in the attack of Seth on Osiris and the response of Homs were 

described as ir-ht. In chapter 9 of the Book of the Dead thedeceased claimed 

identity with Homs by saying that he would punish Seth, ,, 1 cut out this 

heart of Seth who p @ m  rites againçt my father O s W  (chart #3, c.129). 

SpeI149 of the Coffin Texts referred to the behaviour d Seth toward Osiris in 

a similar marner: "by perfmzing rites agaïnst him" (chart #3, c.75; also see 

chart #3, c.76). SpeII 37 dso may have referred to this conflict, but described 

the retaliation on behalf of Osiris as rites: "when you cornplain, he is 



punished for you in order to perfonn rites in accordance with alI that you said" 

(chart #3, c.74). The rituai actions feared by the deceased desaibed in chapter 

93 of the Book of the Dead also seemed to refer to this mythic cyde: "if any 

eviI or bad rite of the festival of the rebels be perfomd against me" (chart #3, 

c.132). 

Similady, the mythic act of repelling the snake that attacks the solar 

boat was described as ir-ht. This activity was so described on a statue of 

Horemheb: "you open the way to the seat in the boat, you p e r f o m  fifes against 

that rebeI serpent, you sever his head  (chart #3, c.125). In the Book of the 

Dead, chapter 40, the deceased claimed to have performed the same rite: "1 

perfonned nll fites for you which were spoken against you by the Ennead 

concerning the performance of your being cut off" (chart #3, c.146). While 

not as clear as the exampIes fsom the Book of the Dead, Spell 1100 in the 

Co£fin Texts seemed to refer to this mythc event, mentioning Apep before it 

stated: "may rites be p e m e d  for him (Apep) inside the slaughterhouse of the 

protector" (chart #3, c.103). 

There is an interesthg example of the negative use of ir-l~t that does not 

fit with the examples so far examined in that it does not relate to a funerary or 

religious context Among the admonitions of Ipuwer was the statement: 

"look here, rites are peflormed that never happened before, the king has been 

removed by the rabbIefr (chart #3, c.64). It is the context, rather than the 

syntax that determines that this statement involved a case of the performance 



of aggressive rites. Given this example, it is possible to Say that the ancient 

Egyptians saw the rernovd of the king as partaking in sorne aspect of the 

performance of rites as described by ir-ht. It can be suggested that, by using 

the expression ir-ht, the author of the text was putting the act in the same 

category as the mythic actions of Seth and Apep? Such a reference was 

present in chapter 93 of the Book of the Dead: "if any evil or bad rite of the 

festival of the rebels be p e r f m d  against me" (chart #3, c. 132). It is equdy 

possible that the act of making or unmaking a king was considered as being a 

performance of rites. This idea will be considered in section 3c.5. 

There are a number of interesting observations that can be made 

concerning these exampIes of ir-ht. First, it is dear that the category ir-ht 

included both positive and negative rites. Aggressive rites included both 

rites that had a harmful effect and rites that were violent, but some could be 

perceived as being ultimately beneficial, like the slaying of Apep. AIthough 

the aggressive uses of ir-ht have rareIy been understood as referring to ritual, 

it is not surprising that the ancient Egyptian concept of performing rites 

wodd have embraced both negative and positive behaviour. Ritrier (1995: 

28-33) has demonstrated that the ancient Egyptian conception of what 

constituted magic was complex, inchding both positive and negative 

practices. The same conception must have been hue for what constituted ir- 

ht, given the dose connections between magic and ritual in Egyptian dture .  



This idea wodd exp1ai.n why the Egyptians did not dways indicate that rites 

were evil. It wodd have been understood that rites agauist someone couId be 

harmful. It c m  be concluded, therefore, that the beneficial nature of the rites 

was not a defining dement of ir-ht for the ancient Egyptianç. 

Second, within the exampIes of funerary practice, negative examples of 

performing rites appear to have been the opposite of the positive examples 

examined in section 3c.2, except for the violent rites aimed at controhg the 

forces of disorder. Within the former examples are a similar range of 

activities that were labelled as ir-ht for funerary rites, but these activities had a 

negative aspect. Just as one purpose of the spells and actions described in the 

Co& Tex& and Book of the Dead was to ritually aid the deceased in the 

joumey to the West and to aid in the successful completion of the trial before 

Osuis, these sources envisioned the existence of the performance of rites that 

could hinder or stop the deceased in this process and thus tried to provide 

protection against these rites. For example, the recitation of speIIs that 

caused the dweIIers in the afterlife to eat faeces (c.85) would be included in 

this category. The rites that the Egyptians thought might be performed 

against the tomb owner would have induded this kind of activity. Similarly, 

just as the positive funerd rites cded  ir-ht incIuded offering rites and rites 

performed by the f d y  at the tomb, the Egyptians sometimes described as 

ir-& rites that aimed at dismpting these activities. Aggressive rites were 

directed againçt: the children of the deceased; the tomb of the deceased; and, 



in the case of Vizier Idi, the statues, offerings, shrines, fumiture, and 

monuments of the deceased. The aggressive rites directed at the funerary c d t  

could be divided into rites that affected the world of the dead and ntes that 

affected the world of the Iiving. 

Generally, what constituted such rites was Ieft vague in these 

inscriptions. The example fiom the inscription setting up the funerary cult of 

the Vizier Idi separated rites into eviI and destructive, providing a due as to 

what these rites might have been EviI rites would have induded recitations 

and ceremonies designed to bring about a negative diange in state for the 

deceased in the afterlife Like wallllng upside down. Evil rites also wodd have 

included performing rites incorrectIy, for example offering at a tomb in a state 

of impurity-41 Such a state would make the rite ineffective thus cuttuig off the 

deceased from the offerings that were essential to survivd in the West. It 

already has been noted that punty was closely connected to performing rites 

in a cdtic and funerary context. WhiIe not as cIoseIy comected to negative 

ntes, performing rites in impurity is stated as one of the negative things that 

could be done to a statue or tomb in close proxirnity to statements conceming 

the performance of negative ntes (cf. c.13, c.14 - Urk 1: 49.1-11; c. 16, c.17 - 

50.16-17; c.44 - 202: 1-3). 

Destructive rites cari be recognized as ones that physicdy damage or 

destro y objects necessary to the funerary cult Iike statues, reIiefs, texts, or 

other mortuary monuments. For example, this type of destruction is 



mentioned in the Co& Texts where bowls, offering tabIes and water pots are 

mentioned as being broken, srnashed, and scattered (CT VI: 295, spell667). 

Such destruction was not random, but was part of a recognized ritual 

activityP2 Evidence of ritual destruction is weU docurnented in ancient Egypt 

(Ritner 1995: 136-153). In relation to these negative texts the destruction 

feared in the tombs also could describe the ritual defacing of all identifying 

tex& and figures occasiondy found in tombs throughout the Phaii10n.i~ 

penod in Egypt (Ritner 1995: 148-149). This kind of destruction denied the 

tomb owner the ability to be remembered and thus receive offerings. 

Third, given that the aggressive rites rdated to the funerary cult were 

the opposite of the positive rites, it is fair to assume that the generaked 

statements conceming performing eviI rites related to the opposite of 

performing rites generdy. If this was the case, when a deceased person 

daimed to have never performed evil rites against any person, this was not 

confined to rites that prevented a dead person fiom becorning an empowered 

spirit Instead, the person was claiming a much broader range of good 

behaviour that covered ail areas of performing rites. This understanding of 

what aggressive rites referred to also allows for a clearer pictue of why the 

rabble removing a king might be described as performing rites. As will be 

seen in the next section, perfonning royal work or ceremony was considered 

as ir-ht so aggressive rites wodd constitute the opposite of the nom. 



WhiIe not normalIy considered as part of the performance of rites by 

Egyptologists, the performance of activities that were similar to d t ï c  and 

funerary rites, but had the opposite resdts, were included among what the 

ancient Egyptians considered as ir-kt. AIso induded among ritual activities 

were violent acts that brought about or maintained order through the 

overthrow of the forces of chaos as represented by the mythic characters Seth 

and Apep. 

3c.4 Work 

The finaIf and possibly least expected, category of activity to which the 

ancient Egyptians applied the expression ir-ht was work This category 

ÏncIuded what can be terrned court ceremonid, work originating from a royd 

source, and regdar work. 

If the term rituai were extended to acüvities beyond cdtic and 

funerary rites, given the findings of schoIars studying ritual (see Ch. 2b.l), it 

wodd not be surprising that the ancient Egyptians rnight have inchded royal 

ceremony in the category of ritual. M'hen relevant tex@ are examined, the 

expression ir-ht does appear referring to court ceremonid. For example, in the 

inscription of Washptah the king was recorded as saying: 'lit was in 

accordance with my desire that he perfomd mmj rite whenever he came to 

the Privy-Chamber" * (chart #3, c.12). Another early example may be found 

in the inscription of Weta. Weta said of himseIf that he was one "who 



habitually pofonned rites concerning the throne of the kingfr (chart #3, c.05); 

"who habitudy perfomzed Rtes conceming the king's sandals" (chart #3, c.04); 

and "who habitudy perfomed rites according to the wish of his Iord being the 

work of the craftsman, Weta" (chart #3, c.03). Whüe Weta might have been 

dehb ing  hiç performance of work for the king, the symbolic importance of 

the throne and the king's sandds44 suggest that these references also may 

have had a ceremonial component. FinaIIy, it is possible that the ancient 

Egyptians refened to the activities surrounding the Sed festival using the 

term Mt. Unfortunately, the text is broken where this expression is Linked to 

the Çed festival: ".. .sanctuaq for worship of the retainers in order to perform 

rites ///sed festival" (chart #3, c.150). 

From royal ceremonid it is ody a step to include royal decrees and 

commissions. In two of the Coptos decrees of Pepy II (B and D), the carryirig 

out of the activities indicated in the decree was described using the 

expression ir-ht. The decree stated: "as for every overseer of Upper Egypt, 

every magistrate, every agent, every scribe ///who [wilI not] pe+nn rites 

according to the words of this command, o f f e ~ g  to Horus of the slaughter 

house in performing rites consisting of slaughtering" (chart #3, c.56; also see 

chart #3, c.53, c.55).6 Interestingly, there are a number of exampIes of the use 

of ir-ht that refer to work originating from the king. Senedjemib included a 

Ietter wrïtten to him from King IzeP concerning a royal commission in his 

tomb. The king praised Senedjemib's work on royal constnictions and 



described this work as M t :  "it is concerning it that you are perfming rites 

very excelIently" (chart #3, c.19). Although the broken context makes it 

diffidt to be certainf the son of Izezi, Kaemtjenennet, probabiy described his 

work in relation to the king: "consisting of performing menj rite for you that is 

performed by a servant whom his Iord loves" (chart #3, c.25). 

The majority of examples of Wt referring to work did not make 

specific referme to the royd connection of work, but spoke more generdy 

of performing work for an unnmed person or perforniing work weII. The 

work may have been performed for the b g ,  but the emphasis in these 

examples was placed on performance of work based on the duties of a career. 

The most significant examples of the use of 2-@ in relation to job activities are 

found in the tomb of Rekhmire. In relation to the Iegd aspects of his job as 

vizier, the king insiructs Rekhmire: "then you see for yourself that every rite 

is perfomed like that which pertains to th2 law, perfoming m q  rite exactly 

rightrr (chart #3, c.119). In the same inscription Rekhmire desaibed the duties 

of the magistrate (sr)46 as iT-t~t: "then one is not ignorant of his deeds, look it is 

the sheIter of a magistrate to perfom rites according to instructions" (chart #3, 

c.120). Findy, Rekhmire used this expression Iess specifÏcaIIy to describe the 

activities invoIved in any offiuaI's job: "look, a man exïsts in his o&ce when 

he perfonns rites according to what is given to him" (chart #3,121). 

Other tomb owners of Iesser rank used the expression -t to describe 

their own fulfilment of career duties. For example, in the tomb of Tepemankh 



it is said that the tomb owner was one: "who perfonns euey rite that one 

commands of hïm as chief scribe" (chart #3, c.28; also see chart #3, c.21, c.40, 

c.111). In the tomb of Nekhebu, M t  was used to describe the work involved 

in governing a town: "1 perfonned e v e y  rite exceIlently in it for him" (chart #3, 

c.47). Another tomb owner bolstered his reputation by cIaiming that he did 

work, in the form of ir-ht, for the nomarch: "1 did not perfOrm rites for any 

s m d  man, but 1 perfomed rites for the nomarch" (chart #3, c.63). 

One interesting kind of work the ancient Egyptians referred to using ir- 

ht was work at sea. In the tomb of Çenedjemib, he commended the saiIors 

who worked for him saying: " e v q  rite ruas pofonned b y  these sailors as was 

commanded" (chart #3, c.20). In the Middle Kingdom one ship captain was 

memorialiçed as being a good captain: "more than any of his friends who 

pefomed rites upon the seau (chart #3, c.110). 

A nurnber of uses of the expression ir-& were not specific, but the 

context might suggest a reference to work. Among the Middle Kingdom 

epithets were a couple that contain ir-ht. These epithets referred to enhanced 

ab2it-y in performing rites: "one who perfoms rites knowuigly" (chart #3, c .65) 

and "one who perfonns rites successfuIIy" (chart #3, c.68; also see chart #3, 

c.69). A similar type of c l a h  was made in the tomb of Inti: "perfoming rites 

rightly is what the god loves" (chart #3, c.36). In these cases the context of the 

epithets and the mord statement do not suggest a cultic or funerary meankg, 



but rather a secdar m e h g  most IogicaIIy rdated to work expenence. 

FÎnaIly, in an ostracon from Deir el-Medina, the expression ir-& was used to 

refer to what would be done with tax (wages) that may have referred to work: 

"let me perfomz mery rite with the remainder of their tax" (chart #3, c.144). 

When examined as a group, these examples of ir-ht referring to work 

d o w  for some condusions concerning the use of thiç expression in this 

context Fïrst, it is evident that royaI connections, both in the performance of 

court ceremonid and in the performance of royal decrees and commissions, 

were a significant part of the kind of work that rnight be described as ir-ht. 

There are enough examples, however, to suggest that non-royal work would 

have been referred to as ir-ht as weU, 

Second, the work cded  Mt often was modified in these inscriptions 

by an indication that it was performed according to instnictions or a written 

guide (chart #3, c.20, c.21, c.28, c.53, c.55, c.56, c.111, c.119, c.120, c.121). It is 

possibIe that the examples of royal ceremonid that were said to have been 

performed by the desire of the king (chart #3, c.03, c.12) should be included in 

this group if the 'desire' of the king was considered as a formaI statement or 

written command. Some-g of this idea was present in the statement in 

Sabu-Tjety's inscription: *"Io, the wish of his majesty is stronger than any rite 

that is perfomed there" (chart #3, c.39). A similar expression of the king's 

position in reIations to rites was expressed for Hatshepsut when her work 

was desu-ibed by saying: "as a god, she perfi>nned evmj rite " (chart #3, c.112). 



From the prevalence of statements that appealed to commands related 

to ir-kt in a work context, it can be conduded that one important element of 

work described as ir-ht was such a formahed setting forth of activities. These 

activities were to be performed either as an expression of the royal f l 4 7  or as 

the fuTfïIment of a f o d  job description. The text in Rekhmire's tomb that 

described the duties of the vizier is an example of such a formal job 

description." 

Third, given the connection of ir-ht to work orïginating in a royal 

context and the connection of ir-kt to traditional or written work descriptions, 

it can be asserted that the work described by this expression was formal and 

cuIturalIy proscribed. As a group, the examples discussed in this category 

describe not a single activity, but rather an entire set of activities defined as a 

job or project. The expression ir-ht referred to the idea of what is involved in 

performing the duties of a particular career rather than being limited to the 

physical aspect of work or the performance of a singIe task for which the 

ancient Egyptians used words like 1Zt (Wb V: 98) and b?k (Wb 1: 426). As a 

resdt, ir-ht codd have induded duties of work Iüce rnanual labour, ability to 

follow instnictions, ability to work with superiors and inferiors, leadership 

skills, speaking and writing ability, and abiïty to use special technology or 

knowledge. It is this clustering of activities and skilIs that made the 

expression ir-kt particularly suited to descnbing the carrying out of a royal 



commission or the career duties involved in king a sailor, magistrate, or 

vizier. 

At this point it is appropriate to discuss the OId Kingdom title @-ht- 

nswt (see chart #3, c.02, c.59), an alternate reading proposed for rh-nswt (HeIck 

1954: 26-28), in dation to the use of the expression ir-@ as revealed in this 

andysis. While Ir-kt codd have referred to cdtic and funerary practices, as 

demonstrated above, it was commonly empIoyed to refer to work that was 

connected to royalty. This work not only surrounded royal court ceremonid 

(see chart #3, c.03, c.04, c.05, c.12, c.150), but aIso described work that was 

ordered by the king either as part of a royal work project or as part of a 

beneficence for a loyal officid (see chart #3, c.19, c. 36, c.53, c.55, c.56). One of 

the problems that has been connected with reading thiç t i t le as iry-bt-nswt is 

the understanding of ht? This diffidty is resolved if &-nswt was connected 

with the meaning of the expression ir-M as work rites. This understanding 

also wodd bring the titIe in h e  with other titles formed with iry-ht known to 

d e r  to royal establishments and rites (Leprohon 1994: 46). The relationship 

between j.-ht and ir-kt is dso suggested by the fa& that the shift in meaning 

of the title to rh-nswt and the reduction in use of ir-ht occurred at the sarne 

time (end of the Old Kingdom)? It is clear that the use of ir-ht to refer to 

court ceremonial and work requested by the king paralleled the suggested 



meaning of jr-ht-nswt as "one connected to royal rites" (Helck 1954: 28,1958: 

279-280; Leprohon 1994: 47; Doxey 1998: 125). 

While seemingly outside the basic idea of what might constitute ritual 

as the term is normally understood, there are a number of characteristics of 

work designated by the ancient Egyptians as ir-ht that were shared with culoc 

rites, h e r a r y  rites, and negative rites. Perfonning work rites hvolved 

performative action based on traditiond or WTLtten texts. in addition, while 

not stated explicitly, the performance of career duties would have 

encompassed the elements of action, speech, and physical objects previously 

noted as being part of performing rites in the other categories (see 3c.2). It 

can be concluded, therefore, that the performance of work, in the sense of ail 

the duties involved in a career or commission, was induded in the category of 

performing rites by the ancient Egyptians. 

3c.5 Interpretation 

Now that the survey of the uses of ir-ht in ancient texts is complete, it is 

possible to consider the semantic field for this expression. Indeed, it is dear 

that there were some over-arching concepts that constituted ir-ht. These 

concepts can be divided into two groups: the actions involved; and the 

expected outcome of those actions. 



The fust, and most obvious aspect of ir-ht is that it referred to physicd 

action. This aspect was present in alI four categories of uses: cultic, funerary, 

negative, and work. In cultic and funerary rites, the physicd aspect of ir-ht 

was evident in the mention of the use of hands when these activities were 

described (e-g., chart #3, c.62, c.94). The method for perfomiing evil rites was 

intentiondy left vague by the ancient Egyptians, but the references to 

destructive rites against physicd objects and to the vioIent acts againçt Apep 

(e.g., chart #3, c.58, c.125) also suggest a strong physical component Finally, 

Ï n  the description of work, the physical actions irivolved in the duties of a 

career are indicated by the actions referred to in relation to the job. For 

example, the activities of sailors at sea, the buiIdÏng of royal monuments, and 

the actions specified in the Coptos decrees (chart #3, c.19, c.20, c.55, c.56) refer 

to physical actions. 

It is equdy dear, however, that these physical actions were not the 

ody aspect of performing rttes. ui many cases the physicd actions were 

performed with objects, accompanied by recitation. In cultic and funerary 

rites, offerings of objects were made presumably while spells were recited 

(e-g., chart #3, c.143, c.105). There are similar indications, although not as 

clearIy stated, that aggressive rites contained these three eIements. Certainly, 

the recitations of spells were significant in the performance of aggressive rites 

(e-g., chart #3, c.73, c.85). The evidence for the perfomance of rites with 

objects is extenial to the references exarnined in this study; however, given 



the physical evidence of cursing individuds using figurines (Ritner 1995: 

113), it cari be assumed that objects &O were significant to the performance 

of evil rites. Findy, it is this conbination of things, action, object, and word, 

that partidarly suits the references to work as overd job duties more than 

the physicd action aspect. As was noted previously (p. 109), this combination 

of activities in ancient Egyptian thought was particdarly powerhil and thus 

assured success for the performer. 

E q u d y  significant to d the categories of things referred to by ir-ht was 

the basis of the performance of rites on tradition or custom and the written 

text One indication of the importance of performing rites according to 

instructions was that in severd cases the performance of rites according to a 

set pattern was emphasised through the use of the emphatic3 (e-g., chart #3, 

c.93, c.111). Another indication is provided by the connection of rites to 

written texts, which was very strong in aII categories except the negative rites. 

In cdtic rites, huierary rites, and work rites, it is cIear that an oves-riding 

concem of the ancient Egyptians was to perform the rites as written (e.g., 

chart #3, c.26, c.56, c.148). This connection explains the strong identification 

of Thoth with ir-@ (Schott 1963: 103,105.II) noted previously. That the 

Egyptians did not refer to writtm aggressive rites is not surprising 

considering their belief in the magical power of writing (Nordh 1996: 190-191) 

and, whiIe such written tex& probably existed (Ritner 1995: 213), it codd 

have been perceived as dangerous to refer to them iri contexts such as 



furerary inscriptions. There were hints wïthin the texts containing references 

to negative rites that the rites were based on tradition or spoken Ïnstnictions. 

Co& Text speII205 referred to words spoken at negative rites as if there 

were a body of known spells for accompkhing these actions (chart #3, c.85). 

SimiIarIy, in the descriptions of the punishment of Apep, the action was 

described as being according to what was spoken by the Ennead (chart #3, 

c.146). 

The ancient Egyptians were not as clear writing about what they 

thought was the outcome of performing rites compared to how they thought 

rites were performed. O d y  in rare instances was the expected outcome 

particuIarIy indicated. In relation to the expected result of cultic rites, 

Hatshepsut indicated that she performed rites for the gods so that they rnight 

flourish (chart #3, c.126). The stated purpose of some of the funerary rites was 

to ensure that the deceased became an empowered spirit or one who 

flourished in the West (e-g., chart #3, c.27), wMe many of the negative rites 

sought to disrupt this transformation (see p. 118). Similady, clearly the rites 

conducted against Apep (eg,  chart #3, c.125) were believed to produce the 

opposite results of d t i c  rites by stopping the snake from Rourishing through 

cutting. The results of work rites dso codd be described as causing the 

worker to flourish as was indicated in the tomb of Rekhmire where he 

indicated that performing rites according to instructions caused an official to 

keep his office (chart #3, c.121). This situation casts light on one reason why 



the removal of the king by the rabbIe might be called performing rites 

grouped with the negative rites (chart #3, c.64). CIearIy, the overthrow of the 

king was similar to the overthrow of Seth and Apep desaibed in the negative 

rites and thus wodd have caused the king not to flourish. 

In the Iast example, where the king was overthrom, a theme in 

ancient Egyptian thought can be recognised: the theme of order vs. chaos. 

This exampIe is Iocated in a string of chaotic events warned agaïnst by 

Ipuwer (Helck 1995: 27-33,848-C12). The point of thiç piece of fiterature was 

to urge the ancient Egyptians to keep the ordained order (Helck 1995: 49-52, 

FLF9; 60-62, Hl-Hg) or this kind of chaos wodd result.52 DirectIy following 

on the chaos comected to the overthrow of kingship, Ipuwer described the 

chaos that resulted if the rest of the popdation failed to perfonn their 

appointed tasks (HeIck 1995: 33-44, C13-C50)." Thiç thinking aIso was 

behind the concem of the performance of proper work rites by o&cids. The 

ancient Egyptians placed the highest value on the performance of duty 

according to recognized standards of behavioux (Doxey 1998: 28-9; Lichtheim 

1992: 54-59). Adherence to these d e s  ensured the maintenance of ma'at. 

Indications of connections between ir-ht and ma'at are demonstrated in 

another way bey0r.d the example just noted £rom the Admonitions. As 

Lichtheirn (1992: 9-19) has demonstrated, segments of tomb biographies were 

devoted to describing how the tomb owner had behaved according to ma'at. 

A nurnber of the examples of ir-kt examined in this study corne £rom this 



context (chart #3, c.15, c.16, c.17, c.28, c.34, c.35, c.36, c.42, c.43). The clearest 

statement £rom this type of text is from'the tomb of Inti where it was stated: 

"performuig rites rightly (mgc) is what the god Ioves" (chart #3, c.36). The 

relation of ma'at to the performance of ritual in ancient Egypt will be 

considered f d y  in Chapter 6. 

3c.6 Chronological Anas is  

In this andysis of the uses of Mt, the chronoIogicaI development of 

this expression has not been emphasized. Thiç Iack of emphasis is not 

because there was no chronoIogicaI development, but rather because the 

development that is apparent is not related to the basic uses of ir-ht. AU four 

major categories of use - cultic, funerary, aggressive behaviour, and work - 

are represented throughout the period under shidy. This fact testifies to the 

stabiIity of the concept at the basis of this expression in ancient Egyptian 

thought and practice. 

What does change over time is the frequency of use of ir-ht. Such 

measurements of frequency are difficult to make due to the nature of the 

preservation of ancient Egyptian materials. The pattern that is evident in the 

corpus of examples of ir-ht is that this expression appears more commonly in 

the OId Kingdom tex& than in texts of later periods. This pattern is 

significant because far fewer texts are presemed from the OId Kingdom than 

kom later periods, in particular fiom the New Kingdom. The explanation for 



thiç reduction in the use of W t  is rdated, in part, to the use of the expression 

nt-' and thus thiç discussion wiu be resumed in Chapter 5. 

Conclusion 

It can be conduded at this point that ir-kt did mean performing &tic 

rites, but that it referred to a range of rites that went beyond cdtic rites. This 

range of rites induded fmerary rites, aggressive rites, and work rites, in 

addition to cultic rites. What tied these activities together was: an emphasis 

on physicd performance, usually accompanied by the manipulation of objects 

and speech; an apped to the origin of these activities in traditiond or written 

instructions; an expected outcome that the beneficiaries and performers of the 

rites would flourish; and that the proper performance of rites was in 

conformance with ma'at thereby bringing order in the cosmos, while negative 

rites were againçt ma'at and thus their performance contributed to chaos. 

When considering the reIationship of M t  to its component elements, it 

is obvious, on the one hand, that ir should be understood as rneaning 

performing given the shong emphasis on physicd activity connected with ir- 

ht. The component ht, on the other hand, should not be understood to refer to 

d t i c  objects or cultic rites given the breadth of rites referred to by ir-ht. The 

best understanding of ir-ht is derived from kt referring to proceedings. The 

expression ir-ht, however, did not simpIy mean performing proceedings, but 



was more specialised as to what proceedings were described as ir-kt. Just as 

other c o m p o d  with ht codd have special limited derence, ir-ht referred to 

activities that had the characteristics noted previously, j u s m g  the 

translation "perfoffning rites." Before considering the implications of this 

study of ir-ht for the understanding of ancient Egyptian fitual it ïs necessary 

to consider the use of Mt in the royal epithet nb irt-ht and to verïfy these 

findings by examinhg a second expression used to describe ritual, nt-'. 

-- -- 

fi See discussions of the probIems of categorising royal funerary establishments in Arnold 
1997: 31-32; Haeny 1997: 86-90. 
16 It is this expression that the editors of the WOrferbuch beiieved to mean rituai (Wb VI: 125). 
1 have chosen to translate it as a direct genitive (Hoch 1995: Q2), "performing rites of the 
god," but it aIso can be transIated as a nisbe adjective (Hoch 1995: 554; Homung 1982: 63-64), 
"performing divine rites." 
17 This Sentence codd be understood as a reciprocd sentence (Hoch 1995: §152), "juçt when I 
perfonned rites to the go&, is when 1 took their han& Lhat they might flourish"; however, it 
is more likely that this phrase should be understood as €wo parael sentences in poetic 
apposition. In this way, this senfxnce would be simiIar to the example quoted by Hoch (1995: 
223) as being"two complete explicatory sentences loosely bound by meaning and fonn." 
1s See Gardiner 1935 for commentç on ritual of Amenhotep. 
19 Nordh (1996: 210-211) notes the cornedion of slaughtering to ritual s1aughtering of animals 
with the aid of a priest following strict regdations that were written down, the mythic 
overthrow of the enemies of Osiris by Horus, and the maintenance of ma-at Also see below 
in section 3c.5 where these actions are connected to the wider connections of ritual and ma'at. 
For the reconstruction of nfi in this passage, see Ede1 1955: 51137- 
20 See Homung 1982: 63-65 where he discusses the concrete nature of the adjectival form of 
np- 
21 While Egyptian life has been described as religion, with no separation between the sacred 
and the secular (Tobin 1989: 3), it wodd be a mistake to explain the various activfties cailed 
ir-ht as k i n g  grouped together because they were ail sacred to the ancient Egyptians- This 
understanding obscures the main characteristics that bind activities cded  ir-ht together and 
distinguishes thern from other activities- 

Posener-Krïéger (1976: 17-18) notes üiat the content of the book mentioned in this text is 
unknown, but suggests, given the context, that it refers to the offering rite connected to the 
rites of the moming and evening. 
23 This example is ùiteresting in that the participial fonn wnw, while rare, suggests habitua1 
and repeated action that is typical of rituid. See Gardiner 1957: 5474 and Ede1 1955: Q650. 
24 See Faulkner's (1973: VOL 1,123) translation where he translates ir-ht in this passage as 
work and compare with section 3c-4 below where examples of this expression referring to 
work are discussed, 



25 For a discussion of the Iector priest as a member of the staff of the House of Life m relation 
to ritual and magic see Nordh 1996: 209-UO- 
26 For a comection between offerings of cuts of beef with the rites of moming and night see 
note #8 above and see Nordh 1996: UO-UI for additional evidence of the role of the lector 
pries t in ritual sIaughter. 
27 For a study of the writings of Thoth related to o f f e ~ g s  s e  Schott 1963; for a study 
connecting Thoth with books, Ieaming, and ritual see Nordh 1996: 213-214- 
28 For rites of the night in Khem see Altenmiiiler 1980: 42 and Junker 2953: 202 
29 See Troy 1986: 88,190, where she associates this phrase with the efficacy of speech of the 
royd wornen in ancient Egypt, particularly in relation to cultic rites. 
3~ For the sake of consistency, 1 am translattng 25 based on the EngIish word empower 
because it avoids the positive connotations of the English words glorified, benefiad, and 
effectnre inconsistent with the destructive nature &O comected with this tenn (Ritner 1995: 
33). Based on severd stuciies of 3~ it is dear that the tem iç not e d y  translated into a single 
Engkh word (Ritner 1995: 30-35; Demarée 1983: 189-195; Englund 1978: 14-20), therefore the 
word empower captures the elements of power as a potentidy positive or negative force and 
the change in state connected with becoming an akh in one, identifiable word. 
31 Çee Demarée 1983- 208-9,1184 for a different translation 
3~ Thiç is a Ione Middle Kingdom example. 
33 This transhtion foilows Sethe's (Urk I: 49, note b) reconstruction. 

For this threat formula see Morsdiauser 1991: 3 W .  
For the reading of the seated man hieroglyph (Gardiner Sign Ljst Al) as m i r  (person) rather 

than s (man), se@ Ede1 1955-: $53. 
36 For threats against the M y  see Morschauser 1991: 122-129. 
37 For threats agauist the mortuary cult see Morsdiauser 1991: '117-120. 
38 WhiIe it is possible to undersiand this passage as referring to generai destruction of 
property, such an understanding does not account for the use of a tenn (ir ht) elsewhere 
dearly comected to ritual a& in temple and funerary cult It has to be asked why such 
property would be destroyed rather than taken for use by others unless it was to ritually 
impact the funerary d t  of the official m question, The Egyptians couId and did use other 
ways of descn'bing pratices that would adversdy impact on the funerary cuit that were not 
ritualistic, such as removal of objects for others' use. For example, see the passage in the 
Ietter in the dead, Cairo 25975, where the cornplaint is made that "she took aU property that 
was m it" (Gardiner & Sethe 1928: pL IA-5) in relation to an inheritance. Additiondy, the 
Letters to the Dead provide exampIes of how non-ritualistic negative activities were 
descriid. In Leyden Papym 371, the writer accosts the dead relative saying, "but 1 having 
done nothing evil against you" [iw bw ir-i bt2w r.t] (Gardiner & Sethe 1928: pL VII.3). Given 
these alternatives, it must be assumed that the anaent author intentionaiiy chose to use ir-ht. 
Thus it rernains for us b understand what characteristics are shared m common among the 
activities cded  ir-kt by the ancient Egyp5ans. At this point the Engiish tenn "performing 
rites" is used to translate the anaent Egyptian concept referred to as ir-kt, although the 
semantic fields of the EngLish and Egyptian terms do not match exactly- For futther 
discussion of these ideas see note # 8 m Chapber 1 and the disassion on translation in the 
conciuding chapter of this work 
39 This intqretation of this passage foilows the emendation of the text (reading irw.k as an 
erroneous writing of a s&n.f) suggested by Faulkner 1973: 139, spell1055, note #Z 
* See Nordh (1996: 92-3) for a discussion of the connection of Seth, Apep, and the rebels with 
funerary beIiefs and the belief of the ancient Egyptians m this rekEon being agaùist màa t  

For examples of threats related to entering tombs in a state of irnpurity see Morshauser 
1991: 67-68. 



a See note #38 above for a discussion of the way anaent Egyptians referred to non-ritualistic 
acts that codd be destructive or frarmfuL 
a For comment on this see Doret 1986: 24,n96 

See Rïtner (1995: 119-120) on the symbollc and magicd significance cf bound prisoners on 
the royal throne and sandak; for an early example of an important official king connected to 
the king's sandaIs see the Narmer PaIette (Kemp f 989: 42)- 
65 Thbdoridb (199%: 698, n.# 156) mterpreted this expression: "n'agiraient pas 
conformément" understanding ir-kt tO refer to "remplir son office" (Théodoridb 199%: 303)- 
The diffidties Th6odoridès (1995~ 30S305) has with understanding ir-ht as  ritual are 
overcome if the reLigious nature of ritual is seen as a modem scholarly definition and not part 
of the ancient de6nîtion. Th&dorid&' observed rneanings for ir-ht involving work and 
refigious practice fit well with the observations made in this study. 
6 The teïm sr is general in reference for a state official with no signalluig of rank or s o d  
status. For a discussion see Doxey 1998: 157-158- For an interpretation of sr in the Rekhmire 
text in yarticular see van den Boom 1988: a l - î 12  where he highlightç the locd nature of the 
titIe holders, but points out th& respomiiiiity to the central power of the M e r .  
*For a deWed examination of this issue see Chapter 4 of this work where the royal epithet 
nb kt-ht is discussed. 
This text probabIy dates from the early New Kingdom, but there is some evidence for p r e  

New Kuigdom codification of the duties of the viaer (van den Boom 1988: 375). For the 
possiifity of codified duties for other officiais see Doxey 1998: 175-180,209. 
49 See the discussion of Leprohon (1994: 4647) where he outLines the difficulties of 
interpreting the title too broadiy (royal affairs) and too narrowly (royal religious cdt). 
3 For th& shift see below in section 3c.6, Chronologicd Analysis and see Leprohon 1994: 46 
where he dixusses the move fiom iry-kt-nswt in the Old Kingdom to rb-nswt by the First 
Intermediate period king "connected to its a h o s t  complete disappearance as a tiüe for 
provincial officals by the time of the Sixth Dynasty." 
3 According to the so-called 'standard theory' these would be Çecond Tenses (e.g-, Hoch 
1995: 5147-148), while in the 'neo-standard theory' they would be what Allen (2000: 525.9) 
caUs "emphatic sentences with emphasized adverbs or prepositional phrases" (cf- Men 2000: 
405-4023; Loprieno 1995: 162-164,192-194; Collier lm: 3S34). 
3 For the nature of this text as part of a genre of fiterature with the theme of order vs. chaos 
and ti-tus having no bearing on any historical events as has been suggested in the past see the 
discussion of Lichtheim (1973: 149-150). 
53 For a discussion of the issues of order vs, chaos in this text see Assmann (1990: 72,217) 
where he particularly discusses the connection between chaos and the inversion of careers 
and lifestyles- 





Chart #3 
Ir(()-ht (c references) 

rites against this, never 
have 1 performed rites 
against him. it is the god 
who will iudne him 

work (Meni) 

funerary 04th Dyn. Urk 1: 31.2 
(Nika-ankh) 

irr.s(n) ht t: hnkt n iwc.l pn mi 
irrsn ds 

may they perform rites of 
bread and beer in the role 
of this my heir as they 
~erformed for themselves 
- - - -. - . . . . . . 

I never performed evil rites negative Urk 1: 1563 
(Dramatisclie Texte) 
Urk 1: 162.11 
(Nika-ankh) 

against any person 
they made the eldest son an 
apprentice as they 

funerary irrsn hr-' s: smsw mi i r rsn  n 
ht 4s 

performed in rites 
themselves 
as for every person, who 
will perform rites against 

05"' Dyn. funerary Urk 1: 35.1 
(Henu) 

this, which 1 have done to 
be honoured before my 
lord 
1 never performed any evil 

rites against any person 
negative 05th Dyn. Urk 1: 40.3 

(Cairo 1482, 
Sekhemetenankh) 

n sp iry(.i) ht nbi dwt r rm! nb 





Chart #3 
Ir(()-ht (c references) 

are performing rites very 
excellentlv 
every rite was performed 
by these sailors as was 
cornmanded 

05111 Dyn. Urk 1: 66.2 
(Senedjeniib) 

Ir hi nbt n skdw pn mi wn.tw 
w b 

work 

Urk 1: 69.2 
(Tepeman kh) 

05 th  Dyn. in ht nbt wcj.tw n.f who performs every rite 
that was conunanded of 
him 

work 

funerary 05th  Dyn. Urk 1: 73.4 
(Djenwen) 

as for any person who will 
perform rites against this 
(tomb) 
together with al1 work of 05th Dyn. Urk 1: 170.15-17 

(Neferirkare) 
hn' kgt nbt nt spgt h:w irt ht n 
nt_r.f rn hwt-ntr ntt.f im.s the nome in addition to 

performing rites to his god 
in the temple in which he is 
Fu perform rites against 
my strength in a thousand 
veovle 

negative 05th  Dyn. Urk 1: 182.6 
(Kaemtjenenet) 

1rr.k ht r pht .i h: m rm!w 

05th  Dyn. Urk 1: 182.12 
(Kaemtjenene t) 

m irt n.k bt nbt irrt n bsk mrr 
nb.f 

consisting of performing 
every rite for you tliat is 
performed by a servant 
wliom his lord loves 

work 







Chart #3 
Ir(()-ht (c references) 

Urk 1: 85.2 
(Sabu-Tjety) 

Urk 1: 85.14 
(Sabu-Tjeiy ) 

Urk 1: 138.13 
(Sabni) 
Urk 1: 150.9 
(Cairo 1650) 

Urk 1: 187.4-7 
(Nyhetepptah) 
Badawy 1978: fig, 
13 

hmwt 2 

sk nht ib n hm.f r bt nbt In-t im 

- 

Lw(.i) r Irt n.k bt nbt i@ 

r Ir; ?t hft sH pf n Qmwt hry-bb 
ir.n 'pr bft irt '.f iw ira ht nbt 
:hl Spsst 

rites against any person; as 
for any person who will 
perform evil rites against 
this of mine 
- - - - - - - - - 

al1 god's rites and every 
performance that two high 
priests of Ptah at Memphis 
hsuallv~ ~erformed 
10, the wish of his majesty is 
stronger thanaany rite that 
is performed there 
1 will perform every 
excellent rite for vou 
as for any person who will 
perform rites against my 
children, 1 will be judged 
with him by the great god 
in order to perform rites 
according to that scribe of 
skill, the lector priest. 
Equipment was made in 
accordance with what was 

cul tic 

work 

work 

nega tive 

funer ar y 

06 th  Dyn. 

06th  Dyn. 

0611 Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 



Chart #3 
ir(t)-ht (c references) 

Urk 1: 187,14 
(Nyhetepptah) 
Badawy 1978: fie;. 2 
- -- 

Urk 1: 202.1 
(Ankhrnahor) 
Badawy 1978: fig. 
23 
Urk 1: 202,15-16 
(Ankhmahor) 
Badawy 1978: fig. 
22 

Urk 1: 213.11 
(Decree for Snefru 
pyramid) 
Urk 1: 216.14 
(Nekhebu) 
Urk 1: 225.16 

irw n.f ht hft s i  pf n hmt hry- 
h bt 

Ir bt nbt in.tn r 1st pn 

1 hry-hb iw.ty.fy r is pn r i r tn  
k ~ t  hft sS pf St? n hmwt hry- 
hb 

n mrwt in bt n- m niwt mrwy 

made in its document, al1 
empowering and noble rites 
were ~erformed 
who perform for him rites 
according to that writing of 
the craft of the lector priest 
if there is any rite that you 
perform against this tomb 

O lector priest who will 
corne to this tomb to 
perform empowering rites 
according to that secret 
writing of the craft of the 
lec tor uriest 
in order that god's rites are 
performed in the city of 
these two ~vramids 
1 performed every rite 
excellently in it for him 
as for he who will perform 

negative 

work 

neea the  

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

0 6 t h  Dyn. 

06th Dvn. 



Chart #3 
Ir([)-i~t (c references) 

(Nef e r) evil rites against this of 
mine 

Urk 1: 226.6 
(Redinesu) 

it is the god who will judge 
him, together with he who 

nega tive 06th Dyn. 

will perform rites against it 
he who will perform rites Urk 1: 226.13 

(BM 71) 
06th Dyn. nega tive 

against this, the crocodile 
will be against him in the 
water, the snake will be 
aszainst him on land 

Urk 1: 226.15 
(BM 711 

1 did not perform evil rites 
a~ainst  anv verson 

negative 06th Dyn. 

Urk 1: 263.15 
(Meriper) 

iw irw.n ht nbt :ht n.i being every empowering 
rite that was performed for 
me 

funerary 06th Dyn. 

Urk 1: 281.17-18 
(Pepy II decree for 
temple of Min at 
COD tos) 

innw hr imy-r SmCw r irt bt ljft.f which are brought work 06th Dyn. 
concerning the overseer of 
Upper ~~~~t in order to 
perform rites before him 

Urk 1: 283.7 
(Pepy II decree) 

you perform rites work 
accordingly 

work Urk 1: 283.11 irt St bft mdt nt wd pn performing rites according 06th Dyn. 



Chart #3 
( ) -  (c references) 

(Pepy II iiecree) 

Urk 1: 292.3-5 
(Pepy II decree) 

Urk 1: 302.18 
(Neferkau decree) 

Urk 1: 304.17-18 
(decree for Vizier 
Idi) 

Ir imy-r Sm' nb sr nb wpwt nb 
SB nb///[nf]r n irr.f bt hft mdt nt 
wcj pn drp r hr sbw n irt ht m 8' 

iw w&n hm(.f) 1st n.k shb hm- 
k:w 10 r irt n.k ht 

ir.ty.sn ht nbdt bint r twt.k nb 
c J >  b~ ,wt.k nb hwt k3.k nb htwt.k 
nb mnw.k nb niw m r-prw nb 
hwt-ntrw nb 

to the words of this 
command 
as for every overseer of 
Upper Egypt, every 
magistrate, every agent, 
every scribe// / who [will 
not] perform rites according 
to the words of this 
command, offering to 
Horus of the slaughter 
house in performing rites 
consisting of slaughtering 
His Majesty commanded 
the levy for you of 10 
inspectors of ka priests in 
order to perform rites for 
VOU 

tliose wlio will perform 
destructive evil rites against 
any of your statues, your 
offerings, your ka houses, 
your furniture, or vour 

work 
cul tic 

funerar y 

nega tive 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn.  

06th Dyn. 



Chart #3 
ir(t)-ht (c references) 

Leprohon 1994: fig. 
2 
(Ir ti) 
Duel1 1981: pl. 109 
JMerer u ka) 
Blackman 1924: pl. 
IX 
(Meir, tomb D.2) 
Blackman 1924: pl. 
IVa 
(Meir, tomb D.2) 
Urk 1: 222.1-2 

BM 1972.5-6 
Quoted in Gardiner 
1957: §105,10 

iryt-ht nswt 

imi hpr mk hry-hbt in ht 

ira.(!) bw ': n 'hcw pn m irny-r 
hmw-nfr n hwt-hr nbt ksy sk 
wi 'k hr hwt-hr nbt ksy hr 
mE.s hr Irt n.s 01 rn 'wy.(i) 

monuments that are in any 
temple or shrine 
one cotinected to royal rites 

hurry! the lector priest is 
coming to perform rites 
get it done! look, the lector 
priest is performing rites! 

it is as an overseer of 
prophets of Hathor, lady of 
Kusae, that I spent a great 
part of this time passing and 
entering before Hathor, 
lady of Kusae, upon seeing 
her and performing rites for 
her with my two hands. 
1 did not perform rites for 
any small man, but 1 
performed rites for the 
tiomarch 

royal 
work 
- 
funerary 

funerar y 

wor k 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

06th Dyn. 

10th Dyn. 





the house of nod's book 
Ir,ty.sn kt nbt r N pn bw those who will perform any 

rites evilly against this N 
she who wiIl perform any 
rites against this N 
as for those who will Say or 
those who will perform 
rites evilly against you 
when you cornplain, he is 
punished for you in order 
to perform rites in 
accordance with al1 that you 
said 

negative 1 2 t h  Dyn. 

1 2 t h  Dyn. ir.ty.s l ~ t  nbt r N tn nega tive 

ir cjd.ty.sn k t y  .sn ht nbt r.k cjw negative 1 2 t h  Dyn. 

iw.k idr.tw.f n.[n r irt bt hfi 
cjdt,k nbt 

nega tive 12t11 Dyn. 

1 2 t h  Dyn. by performing rites against 
him 

negative 

negative by performing rites against 
him 

1 2 t h  Dyn. 

CT II: 182,b 
spell146 

shn.f sm:w.f mrwt.f irw iJt n N 
pn tp tg 

he seeks out his 
cornpanions and his loved 
ones who perform rites for 
this N on eartli 

funerary 12'11 Dyn. 

1 2 t h  Dvn, CT II: 3.84.b his loved ones are 





Chart #3 
ir(t)-ht (c references) 

altar of Osiris 
performing rites with 4 
basins of Khe~ri  and Heket 

CT III: 301.a 
spell234 
CT IV: 24.f 
s~ell278 

12th Dyn. funerary 

you perform at 6 (var.7) 
rites 

12th Dyn. funerary 

CT IV: 324.b 
spell335 

nn ir,tw n,i ht m nw n bwt nlrw one shall never perform for 
me rites consisting of this 
which the eods abominate 

nega tive 12th Dyn. 

n k t w  n.i ht m nw n bwt ntrw CT IV: 330.0 
spell336 

one did not perform for me 
rites consisting of this which 
the nods abominate 

nega tive 12th Dyn. 

performing rites is what 
you did for her 
one performs for you the 
rites of the nieht in Khan 

funerary 

12th Dyn. tunerary 

1rr.f ht nbt im.s mi ir.tw m iw n 
srsr 

he performs every rite in it 
just as is performed on the 
island of Serser 

funerary 

CT VI: 141.c 
s~ell545 

'wy m irt both hands are performing funerary 1 2 t h  Dyn. 
rites 
without performing any 
rites evilly against this N 

CT VI: 259.q 
spell637 

negative 12th Dyn. 



Chart #3 
Ir(()-lit (c references) 

CT VI: 295.p 
spell667 

iw N irr 5 r-gs wsir N is one who performs 5 
rites beside ûsiris 

Eunerary 12th Dyn. 

1 2 t h  Dyn. iw.f ir.f ht nbt mntf  he performs every rite that 
he loves 

funerary 
spell712 
CT VII: 31.0 w'b ljt nbt irrt n.i pure is every rite that is 

performed for me 
funerary 1 2 t h  Dyn. 

ht nsw w'b ht nbt irrt n kLk 
pp - -- - - 

royal rites, pure is every rite 1 2 t h  Dyn. CT VII: 31.p 
spell831 

tunerary 
that is performed for your 
ka 
- - - - - -- - . . . - - - - - - 

rites are performed for you 
in accordance with this 
writing that Thoth made for 
Osiris in the god's house of 
books 

funerary 12th Dyn. CT VII: 104.e-f 
spell894 

ir n.k lit hft sS pw ir.n cjhwty n 
wsir m pr n p  m@t 

CT VII: 167.f 
spell952 

who saves the gods from 
those who perform rites 
a~ainst  them 

negative 12th Dyn. 

negative CT VII: 308.c 
s~ell1055 

dr ir.k bt nbt r.l since you perform every 
rite arrainst me 

12th Dyn. 

iry ht Im.f rn-hnw nmt hw CT VII: 419.d 
spell1100 

may rites be performed for funerary 
him inside the slaughter 
house of the protector 
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Chart #3 
( t )  (c references) 

Urk IV: 1009.9-10 
(Tjanun y) 

Urk IV: 1021.10 
(Neferperet, Cairo 
421 21) 
Urk IV: 1088.5-6 
(Rekhmire) 

Urk IV: 1089.2-3 
(Rekhmire) 

'wy.k w'b hr in i ~ t  imn hr Ssp 
st 

m rd3 th.tw r irt ht nbt 

-- - 

ih mE.n.k n.k Irt bt nbt mi ntt r 
hp irt ht nbt r mit irw 

br n hm nn tw 1ryt.f mk ibw pw 
n sr In bt i ~ f t  tp-rd 

monuments for his father 
Amun-re, lord of the 
thrones of the two lands, 
performing for him god's 
rites, offering to him godfs 
offerings and very great 
festivals 
may your two arms be pure 
when performing rites (for) 
Amun upon receiving it 
not causing one to neglect 
to perform any rites 

then you see for yourself 
that every rite is performed 
like that which pertaiiis to 
the law, performing every 
rite exactly right 
then one is not ignorant of 
his deeds, look it is the 
shelter of a magishate to 
perform rites according to 

cul tic 

cul tic 

work 

work 

18'11 Dyn. 

18th Dyn. 

18th Dyn. 



Char t #3 
Ir(t)-ht (c references) 

Urk IV: 1092.9-10 
(Rekhmire) 

(Amenemhat) 

Urk IV: 1224.7 
(Amcnem ha t) 

c.124 

c.125 

1 instructions 

Urk IV: 1735.10 
(Amenhotep III) 
Urk IV: 2092.16-18 
(Horemheb) 

c.126 Lacau and Chevrier 
1977: 145,1,5 
(Red Chapel, 
Hatshepsut) 

mk wnn s m I3wt.f 1r.f ht bft hr 
dd n,f 

pure of hands when 
uerformine: rites 

look, a man exists in his 
office when he perforins 
rites according to what is 

n k3 n w'b 'wy hr irt kt 
given to him 
for the Ka of the one who is 

nt,sn n im,f Irr bt nbt 

w'b 'wy 1rr.f bt n imn, imn-m- 
h:t 

those in it who perform 
everv rite 

the one pure of hands, who 
performs rites to Amun, 
Amenemhat 

wpt.k w3t r st n dpt 1r.k bt r sbi 
pw wcj'.k tp.f 

you open the way to the 
seat in the boat, you 
perform rites against that 
rebel serpent, you sever his 
head 

Ir.n.1 ht n ntrw S s p d  'w.sn m 
' rw 

cul tic 

work 

- - - - - - - 

it is for the gods that 1 
performed rites, so that 
they might flourish I took 
their hands 

18th Dyn. 

18th Dyn. 

cultic 1 lBt" Dyn* 

cultic 1 8 t h  Dyn. 

cul tic 

negative 

18th Dyn. 

18th Dyn. 



Gardiner 1952: pl 
VI1 1.99 
(Festival Hall, 
Thutmoses III) 
Gardiner 1952: pl 
VII.91 
(Festival Hall, 
Thutmoses III) 
Urk IV: 1269.17 

in performing rites with 
them 

cul tic 18th Dyn. 

18th Dyn. 
- - - - - - - 

do not weary yourself cul tic 
through doing rites 

BD: Ch. 9 .4  hsk.i pn ib n swty Irr bt r it.1 
wslr 

1 cut out this heart of Seth 
who performs rites against 
my father Osiris 
one shall not perform for 

negative 1 8 t h  Dyn. 

18th Dyn. BD: Ch, 17.121 nn ir.tw n.i ht m nw bwt ntrw negative 
me rites consisting of these 
abominations of the gods 
my enemies, who perform 
every evil rite 
if any evil or bad rite of the 
festival of the rebels be 

BD: Ch. 69.3 negative 18tl1 Dyn. 

BD: Ch. 93,4 Ir ir.tw ht nbt r.i bin bw nt Ob 
sbiw 

negative 1 8 t h  Dyn. 

performed against me 
he performs every rite 
there like what is 

BD: Ch. 110. C l 7  funerary 18tIi Dyn. 





Chart #3 
ir(t)-ht (c references) 

Gardiner 1935: pl 
53, recto 7.1 
(Chester Beatty IX) 

KR1 1: 344.2 
(Brussels E.5300) 

KR1 II: 433.16 
(Tanis column - 
Montet/Coche- 
Zivie 6) 
KR1 II: 487.7 
(Memphis, Ptah 
temiîle) 
KR1 II: 879.15-16 
(Serapeum, Temple 
of Apis) 

ink hm-nir i1.n.i r irt-ht irwt n 
imn 

n[r nfr ir ht s? imn 

irt wdn t ~ t  nbt n k f  

. - -. .- . - 

is hmw-nir hry-hbw nbw nty 
[irw] bt m hwt nir n hpw-'nb 
tp-dw3t nb [ir 11.11 kbh snir drp 
n.i 'w.tn sb: rn(.i) m Ijtp-di- 
nsw hr t g  h?t hwt-ntr 

Horus, rites of every entry 
to see the ~ o d  
1 am the prophet, it is in 
order to perform rites that 
are done for Amun that 1 
have corne 
for whom the rites ofthe 
night are performed in 
Khem 
good god who performs 
rites, son of Amun 

performing offering and 
every rite to his father 

Oh, al1 prophets and lector 
priests who perform rites in 
the temple of Apis every 
morning; libate and cense 
for me, offer to me from 
your arnis, and remember 

c d  tic 

cul tic 

cul tic 

19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. 

19th Dyn. 



Chart #3 
ir(t)-lit (c references) 

KR1 III: 161.14 
(O. Berlin P.11238) 

KRI 111: 275.5-6 
(Luxor Museum 
227) 

BD: Ch. 40.2-3 

BD: Ch. 181.2-3 

KR1 V: 117.11 
(Medinet Habu 

////rd{ iry.1 bt nbt m p:y.sn htrl 
w@tw 

- -- 

ink w' mnb 3~ n nb.f rdi,n,f wi 
hm-kZy.1 n twt.f 1r.n.f bt.i m sSr 
nb iry Ill 

Iw 1r.n.i ht nbt im.k nty bd r.k 
m psdt r irt SCd.k 

iry n.f i ~ t  l$wy m bin 

my name with an offering- 
that-the-king-gives upon 
the altar of the temple 
/ /  / Iet me perform every 
rite with the remainder of 
their tax 
I am an empowered spirit 
(akh) for his lord, he gave 
me my Ka priests of his 
statue, he performed my 
rites witli every action that 
is ~erformed / / / / 
1 performed al1 rites for you 
which were spoken against 
you by the Ennead 
concerning the performance 
of vour being cut off. 
who have performed for 
him rites of the night in 
Khem 
1 perform its rites as is 
written 

work 

work 
funerary 

funerary 

funerary 

1 9 t h  Dyn. 

1 9 t h  Dyn. 

1 9 t h  Dyn. 

1 9 t h  Dyn. 

20th Dyn. 





CHAPTER FOUR 

Analysis of the Royal Title nb irt-& 

- And what have kings that privates have not too, 
Save ceremony, save general ceremony? 
And what art thou, thou idle ceremony? 
What kind of god art thou, that suffer'st more 
Of what mortal griefs than do thy worshippers? 
What are thy rents? what are thy comings-in? 
O ceremony! show me but thy worth: 
What is thy soui of adoration? 
Art thou aught eke but place, degree, and fonn, 
Creatîng awe and fear in other men? 

Henry V: Act IV scene 1: 258 - 271 

- O Kate! nice customs curfsy to great kings. Dear Kate, you and 1 carmot 
be confined within the weak List of a country's fashion: we are the rnakers of manners, Kate; 
and the iiberty that follows Our places stops the mouths of& find-fiults. 

Hennj V: Act V scene Ik 291-296 

The finding that ir-ht can refer to a variety of activities, incIuding cultic 

rites, funerary rites, royal rites, aggressive rites, and job duties, has a bearing 

on the understanding of the use of this terni in royal protocol. 'Ir-ht is part of 

a relatively cornmon titIe, nb ia-ht, which occurs in royal titulary, labels, and 

descriptions of the king. In order to evaluate the meaning of this title in Iight 

of the uses of ir-St surveyed in the previous chapter, the nature and use of nb 

kt-ht in ancient Egyptian tex& and art will be reviewed and malyzed. 



4a The Nature of the Title 

The meaning of the title nb irt-ht has not b e n  obvious to schoIars from 

the analysis of this compound word based upon its constituent parts. The 

Worterbuch is not he1pfu.I in this regard, for the entry for nb irt-ht reads, "Tite1 

des Konigs" (Wb 1: 124). In general, this tide is trandated by Egyptologists in 

one of two ways: as "Lord of Action" (e-g., BIumenthaI 1970: 25,133; 

Lichtheim 1976:32; von Beckerath 1980: 557; Cumming 1982: 8) and as "Lord 

of (dtic) Rihial" (e.g., M'ente 1980: 41; Barta 1980: 839; Schade-Busch 1992: 

175-6; Kitchen 1993: 2). There are two primary reasons for the use of these 

different translations. First, the translation of nb irt-kt cm  be based on the 

lexical meaning of the parts of the compound. If the translator understands 

the core meaning of irt-ht as 'doing things', then "Lord of Action" is a logicd 

translation. If the translator reads irt-kt as 'cultic ritesr, then "Lord of Cultic 

Rites" would be the preferred translation. It is important to note that in this 

style of tmnsIation the tramlators may understand the tide to refer to the role 

of the king as chief officiant in temple cult regardIess of which translation 

they prefer (cf. Blumenthal1970: 25, A 1.19). Second, the translation c m  be 

based on the context of the title in a text or the artistic representations it 

accompanies. When nb irt-ht is in the context of the milita-ry exploits of the 

king, there is a tendency to translate the title as "Lord of Action" (e-g., 

Lichtheim 1976: 32; see chart#4, d.82), while when the title accompanies a 



scene of the king perfonning offering rites the title is translated "Lord of 

Cultic Rites" (e-g., Donadoni 194%: 339; see chart #4, d.32). In this style of 

translation there is a Merence in interpretation of the context that is 

signalled by the translater in the choice of how to translate nb kt-@. 

These differences in contectual translation of the title nb irt-ht have not 

gone unnoticed. Noblecourt, noting that nb irt-ht often occurred in relation to 

miIitary actions on the part of the king, or what might be considered profane 

acts, suggests that these xenes and actions were actudy sacred and thus 

represented ritual acts (Noblecourt and Kuentz 1968: 57 5219). Noblecourt's 

discussion of nb irt-ht arose from her publication of a parfidar scene from the 

s m d  temple at Abu Simbel. In this relief Ramesses II is about to strike 

prisoners captured in battle (Noblecourt and Kuentz 1968: 5219). Noblecourt 

points out that this was not just a representation of a rite of sacrifice of 

prisoners in a temple, but was closely connected to the king in his role as 

leader of the army as exempmed by Thutmoses III's description of the battle 

of Megiddo. In this text, he was described as being nb kt-ht in the middle of a 

series of what would be descriptions of a great warrior (chart #4, d.82). 

Clearly, there are a number of issues rdated to the problem of 

understanding the meanhg of the title nb irt-ht to the ancient Egyptians. One 

problem is inherent in the lexical style of translation. The assumption in this 

translation is that irt-bt refers to cuItic rites or physicd action and thus nb ia-ht 



as a royal title wodd refer to either the ritual function of the king in temple 

cult or to the king as a strong man. As the results of the study of the 

expression ir-B in the previous chapter reveal, ir-k~t referred to a specific 

group of activities that could indude d t i c  rites and physical behaviour, but 

was not Iimited to one or both of these activities. Obviously, any lexical 

understanding of the tifle nb irt-l~t must either be inclusive of the entire 

semantic field of the expression ir-ht or any narrowing of definition must be 

supported by some extemal evidence that th% narrowing is appropriate. 

The most productive extemal evidence is the context surrounding the 

occurrence of thiç royal title. Since this is the other method that has been 

used by Egyptologists to understand the title, the probIems (and benefits) 

encountered in this form of translation are evident. One problem is that of 

determinhg what shodd constitute the context of the title. To date, the usage 

of nb irt-ht has been considered in specific situations like in the titdary (e-g., 

Blurnenthal1970: 25); in relation to specific types of scenes like the militaristic 

scene studied by Noblecourt (Noblecourt and Kuentz 1968: 5219); or in 

reIation to specific mlers (eg., Schade-Busch 1992: 175-176). While these 

studies provide excellent information on the occurrence of the term within 

these specific contexts, they do not provide a diverse corpus of material for 

the study of the title nb irr-ht. 

Additiondy, many of the examples that have been studied to date 

were considered in isolation from their wider contexts. An analysis of a 



complete royal system of text and decoration as found in royal tombs and 

royal mortuary temples represent such a wider context. The royal tomb of 

Tutankhanun and the mortuary temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu 

provide the best-presemed and published examples of these W e s  of 

contexts. In the case of Tutankhamun's tomb, the occurrence of this title on 

wall paintings and objects deposited in the tomb provide a view of both the 

relationship of nb kt-& to the overd burial plan and to the royal court 

through objects used during the pharaoh's life. While potentidy not as rich, 

Medinet Habu provides a relatively simple (in comparison to Lwor or 

Karnak) temple program of text accompanying w d  relief that can be 

analyzed for the content of the accompanying representations and for 

location in relation to room use. 

The final significant problem that is evident in the studies of the 

context of the title nb irt-ht is definitional. Beyond the assertion that the title 

refers to the pharaoh in his function as leader of the cultic rites in temples, 

there is little discussion of the distinctions between cultic rites, other 

categories of reIigious activities, rites not of a culoc nature (eg, court 

ceremonid), and rituabtic actions based on the ancient Egyptian world-view 

(Le., morality, ideology, ethics, custom, and social obligatiori). 

Interesthg consequences result from this situation. The first 

consequence is that possible avenues of evidence are ignored or separated out 

as not fitting the title's meaning. For example, in Barta's (1975: 16) study of nb 



ia-ht the fimction of the king as d e r  and the rites of birth, coronation, and 

rejuvenation are andyzed in opposition to his being nb Mt thuseking off 

any inquiry into a comection between the meaning of the title and these 

other aspects of kingship. 

A second consequence is that when an aspect of the context of nb kt-hr 

does not seem to match what is expected if the titIe refers to the role of the 

king in the temple cuIt (i.e., its context is secdar rather than sacred) then thiç 

aspect is rationalized to refer to temple cd t  in some way. This kind of 

rationdization is found in BIumenthal's (1970: 133-134) study where it is 

concluded that the epithet mg-' (Wb V: 367), normalIy considered an epithet 

referring to the king in his milïtary or sporting character (Noblecourt and 

Kuentz 1968: s218; GrimaI 1986: 76,568,707), referred to priestly action when 

found next to nb irt-kt. 

A third consequence is that, in working through the contexts in which 

nb irt-hc occurç, there is a tendency to mu< the categories of action mentioned 

earIier. The problem with rnixing these categories is that it potentially 

obscures both similarities and differences in thought about such categories on 

the part of both the ancient Egyptiam and the modem analyst. For example, 

in Noblecourt's discussion of nb ùt-ht (Noblecourt and Kuentz 1968: 5 219), 

the distinction between d t i c  rites, other religious activities, and world-view 

are blurred. Noblecourt states that the rnilitary activities performed by the 



king under the titIe nb irt-ht were not dways a representation of a cultic rite of 

executing captives. She notes that the king as warrior was compared to 

Horus and thus had a sacred character and consequently his militaristic 

action was in a sense ritual. Since this kirid of reasoning would make ail 

dÏvineIy connected actions cult ritua1 and since the king cornmonly was 

connected to divinity, ail actions of the kirtg wodd become c d t  ritual. The 

result of this reasoning is to make the category, c d t  rituid, Iackùig in 

analyticd usefuuiess. By this I mean that Ï f  we foUow NobIecourt in 

extending the cultic roIe of the king to account for the variable uses of nb irt- 

kt, then we begin to Iose something of the distinct role of temple cult among 

the duties of the king and in ancient Egyptian culture. Ti-i addition, by 

admitting all activities of the king Ïnto the purview of the title nb kt--, the 

nature of the titIe becomes so general that it ody has meanuig as a way of 

separating the king from other people. Qeariy, a comprehensive review of 

the use of this title should indicate whether it is generd in reference or more 

specific. 

4b The Uses of Nb 'Irt-@ 

In order to evaluate the context in which nb ia-ht is used and thereby 

arrive at a reasonabIe idea of what the title meant to the ancient Egyptians, 

the occurrences of thiç M e  were couected and categorized. From this 



survey, it is clear that in many ways the meanhg of ia-ht in the titIe nb ia-ht 

fis within the range of activities surveyed in the previous chapter and thus is 

not Limited to d t i c  activities. Iri order to present the results of this coIIection 

the form of the title will be discussed, the results of the general survey and 

the andysis of the tomb and temple programs wilI be reviewed, and finalIy 

an evaluation of these resuIts wiU be presented. 

4b-1 The Writine; and Form of the TitIe nb irt-ht 

The writing of the title nb ia-ht never became standardized £rom its 

first known appearance under Salmre (chart #4, d.O1) until the end of the 

New Kingdom. Graphic considerations most Iikely were the reason for the 

continued variation in the writing of this titIe since many of the occurrences 

of nb irt-ht were in locations where appearance was of high concem such as 

temple architraves, labels accompanying monumental depictions of the king, 

or in graphic designs on objects. The primaxy problem was that the 

hieroglyphs, when written in fuII, did not form attractive syrnmetrical square 

uni&. This led to elements of the title either being left out or rearranged. 

The earliest wrïtings referring to Sahure were written relatively in f d :  

1 3 3 c 3 (chart #4, d.01, d-02), but other e d y  writings commonly lef t off 

the t of irt (e.g., chart #4, d.04, d.05, d.06, d.08) or the t of ht (e.g., chart #4, 

d.62). This Ievel of variation remained through the reign of Rarnesses 

M/Herihor (e.g., chart #4, d.419, without t of ùt and chart #4, d.414, without t 



of ht)- Clearly, the single t was intended to stand for both words and thus the 

tifie would be read as nb kt-@ regardes of the writing. It c m  be conduded, 

therefore, that the title shodd be understood grammaticdy as noun- 

infinitive-noun where irt-ht is the direct genitive of nb. A survey of the 

writing of nb irt-kt on objects from the tomb of Tutankharnun provide 

examples of the wide variation in the wrïting of this title: 

-.,.Q= 7 - 
a chart #4, d-163 a chart #4,d.165 

From this survey, it is possible ta condude that the differences in writing of 

the title nb irt-l~t were not indicative of any differences in meaning, but simply 

were determined by graphic concems. 



FinaIly, it is interesting to note that in most of Hatshepsut's 

inscriptions she used the ferninine forrn of thiç title, nbt irt-kt (e.g., diart #4, 

d.66, d.67, d.69, d.76). The use of the feminine form, nbt, shodd not be 

understood as  a title for royd women. Unlike the tifles nb tzwy - nbt Gwy and 

nb hcw - nbt V w  (Troy 1986: D2/13, D2/15), there is no femde form of nb irt-ht 

used by queens. The ferninine form of nb ia-ht was used by Hatshepsut onIy 

during the time she used the king's titulary, not among her titles as queen or 

regent (cf. Troy 1986: 163,18.13 for Hatshepsut's titles). The other niling 

queen to use the title, Sobeknefru, does not use the ferninine form (chart #4, 

d.54-56). 

4b.2 Chart #4 

In order to gain a cIearer understanding of the context of the royal title 

nb irt-kt, the occurrences of the title in major corpora were collected and 

analyzed. Chart #4 presents the resdts of the survey of occurrences of nb kt- 

St in outline. This chart is not a listing of raw data, but rather a presentation 

of an interpretation of that data organized in such a way as to highIight 

significant resdts. As in the other charts in this work, each occurrence is 

given its own reference number and where it is published (source columri) 

and organized by reign (rder column). The reign is determined by when the 

inscription was made rather than to which king the title referred (eg., see 



chart #4, d.81 -a kt of former h g s  compiled during the reign of Thutmoses 

m)* 

Since the context of the occurrence is vital to evduating the use of the 

title, the chart provides several IeveIs of interpretation of that context. The 

third colunut, headed "context," contains a description of the object and, if 

possible and as approyriate, the location of the title on that object The fourth 

column, headed "position," indicates the reIationship of the title to the royaI 

titulary. The positions under d y s i s  were: if the title was isolated or not 

reIated to the titulary (1); if the title was Located before the throne name (2); if 

the title was Iocated More the personal name (3); and finally, if the title was 

rdated to the titdary, but not considered to be in relation to either the throne 

or personal names (4). An example of this Iast situation would be Ï f  the title 

was located in a string of epithets after the throne and persona1 names. AIso 

noted, in the case of a relationship to either the throne or personal name, was 

if the titIe appeared immediatdy before the name (a) or not @). FinalIy, any 

special relationships within the titulary are noted (*). These specid 

relationships include observations such as: whether the title occurs near titIes 

or epithets of a particular nature; whether the titIe occurs in a patterned 

relationship to a specific titIe or epithet; or whether the title was changed if 

the monument was usurped. 

The fifth column, headed "character," provides an interpretation of the 

character of the context of the title based on the information in columns three, 



four, and six. The categories of character were determined by reference to 

categories of titles and epithets as diçcussed by Blumenthal(1970), GrimaI 

(1986), Schade-Busch (1992)' and Rondot (1997). Findy, the sixth column, 

headed "source type," contains a categorization of the type of object on which 

the title is located in order to indicate what h d s  of objects wodd have been 

considered appropriate contexts for the title. This categorization also 

provides a comparison for the character assigned in the £ifth co1umn. This 

abiIity to compare is particularly valuable in cases like the material from 

Tutankhaxnun's tomb, where some objects cIearIy were manufactured for use 

in his tomb while others were articles used by the king during his lifetime. 

4b.3 Types of Sources 

Since the types of the sources are basic to understanding the context of 

the occurrences of the title nb irt-ht, they will be discussed first An analysis of 

the types of sources on which the title appears can indicate both what types of 

objects were comected with nb irt-ht and possible bias in the sample. Whüe it 

is not possible to know with absolute certainty how biased the sample is in 

the way of types of misshg or under-represented objectç, the numbers do 

provide a rough idea of what types of objects were associated with the title 

and how common was that association. 

Figure #4.1 presents the types of sources and the number of 

occurrences per type in the forrn of a bar chart. From this chart it is easy to 



see that objects in the Temple type are the most common source for the titIe 

nb irt-ht making up 40%of the total. This number represents: architectural 

elements of tempIes such as pylons, wds, doonvays, and architraves; shrines 

and chapels; and large cultic monuments. Statuary, stele, and obelisks are 

not induded in this category due to their portability both in the past and 

present. Funerary temples also were excluded from the Temple type in order 

to analyze these institutions with stronger royal and funerary associations 

separately. Findy, foreign temples were grouped with foreign sources of aII 

types because of the tendency of materid in such contexts to refIect the 

imperid program as well as the standard cultic program. When these factors 

are considered, it is obvious that sources that traditionalIy are considered as 

being cultic provide a high percentage of the total sample. While it is true 

that temple material forms a large part of the materid remains from ancient 

Egypt, the large numbers of sources of a cultic nature that carry the tiiie nb irt- 

ht indicate a positive relationship between the two. 

Tomb contexts also make up a significant proportion (20%) of the total 

types of sources. The material from the tomb of Tutankhamm makes up a 

Iarge percentage of these occurrences. Even discounting those references 

from Tutankhamun's tomb, the number of times nb irt-ht is used in tombs is 

notable in thiç sample. Both royal and non-royal tombs contain objects and 

decorative schemes îhat contain the ütIe in a variety of contexts. In generaI, 

nb irt-ht occurred as part of the titulary that bctioned, at least in part, as a 



label for scenes of the king or on objects connected to the king. These scenes 

and objects range h m  mumrny bandages (chart #4, d.114), to bows and bow 

cases (chart #4, d.165-d.167, d.169, d.195, d.196), to painted tities on a robe of 

a priest in a scene on the tomb wall (chart #4, d.249, d.250). Because of the 

complex nature of this material, the significance of these examples wiü be 

considered in the section on the character of the context (4b.5). 

Foreign contexts rnake-up the next most numerous category of sources 

(13%). Foreign material is separated into its own type because there was a 

generd tendency to use titIes and epithets related to the king as warrior, 

conqueror, and d e r  of foreign lands more frequently than in sources from 

the Egyptian heartland. The foreign sources have a more iimited range of 

types than Egyptian sources. The majority of objects bearing the title nb irt-ht 

come from tempIes and stelae, with a small number of statues also bearing 

the title (figure 4.2). These foreign sources cover the generd range of time 

that Egypt was active in leaving monuments in Nubia and the Levant, from 

Middle through New Kingdoms (Amenemhet III to Siptah). 

The next category in regards to number of occurrences (9%) is the 

Funerary Temple. The mortuary temples on the West Bank at Thebes and 

temples connected to royal ancestors and the king at Abydos are included in 

this category. As mentioned earlier, fimerary temples have strong royal and 

funerary connections dong with the connections to the divine sphere typicd 

of c d t  temples. 



Statues constitute 8% of the t o t .  fypes of sources that carry the title nb 

irt-t~t. The statues range in form including representations of deities, royaky, 

nobiIity, and animals. A number of these statues may have come h m  

temples or funerary temples; but since the provenance of statues cannot 

dways be known today, statues were grouped into theeV own type of source. 

While the statue type represents a much smaller percentage of the 

occurrences than the previous types, one aspect of this type is partidarly 

interesting. Severd of the statues in this group are statues of lions and 

sphinxes (chart #4, d.05, d.144, d.279). Since sphinxes appear in other typeç 

of objects (foreign statues - d.304, d.305; stele - d.97, d.98; throne - d. 125, 

d.126; chariot equipment - d.171), the relationships between the title nb irt-et 

and the sphuuc is significant. Because the sphinx appears in different types of 

sources, this relationship will be explored in the section on the d y s i s  of the 

data (4c.l). 

Stelae represent a s M a r  percentage of the total types as statues (7OG). 

Stelae can potentidy come from a number of contexts including temples, 

forts, mines, tombs, and even houses? Just as in the case of statues, the 

provenance of the stelae cannot always be determined today so stelae were 

grouped as an independent type of source. Known provenance is considered 

as part of the character of the object. In addition, it is not necessarily the case 

that the provenance of a steIe captures the most signiEicant aspects of the 



object- SteIae had cornmernorative and boundary rnarking functions that 

codd be rdated to their setting in cornplex ways. 

Royd sources make up the second rarest source type (2%). This type 

of source indudes materid from palaces and materid that has primarily royal 

functions or ownership and does not fit into the other categories aIready 

discussed (e-g., inscribed spearhead - chart #4, d.63). The small number of 

objects in the corpus does not refIect what wodd have been bue in ancient 

Egypt, but rather rdects swiva l  patterns h to  modem times. The material 

hom Tutankhamun's tomb that origindy was used in the palace, but was 

deposited in his tomb at death (see section 4b.6) demonstrates th& fact. 

The final category of source types is the obelisk making up only 1 % of 

the total number of objects. WhiIe obelisks were erected in temples in Egypt, 

they were considered as a separate source due to their specid character as 

cdtic object, architectural feature, and as a monument eliciting royal 

cornpetitive building campaignç.3 That king said, it should be noted that the 

title nb irt-ht was not commonly engraved on obeliskç. 

4b.4 Position of the TitIe in Relation to the TituIarv 

In understanding any royal title or epithet, it is necessary to examine 

how that title reIates to other titles, epithets, and royal names in tex& and 

labels on graphic representations. This method has been used before with 

interesting resdts (Blumenthd 1970; Grimal1986; Çchade-Busch 1992). The 



reIationships between titIes, epithets, and royal names explored in these 

studies suggested the kinds of relationships investigated in this column of 

chart #4. Two main elements in the position of nb irt-ht were considered: 

how the fîtle was related to either the throne name or personal narne and the 

nature of the titIes and epithets located in proximity to the titIe. As was 

indicated above (section 4b.2), these two dements were broken down into 

specific relationships (key 1-4) and the existence of epithets and Mes related 

to specific aspects of kingship were noted. These aspects of kingship include 

royal, dt ic ,  military, and building. They represent a modification of the 

categories of Rondot (1997: 123-134) sirnplified to suit the material under 

investigation with reference to earIier studies into the nature of royaI titles 

(8lumenthal1970; Grimal1986; Schade-Busch 1992).4 These categories also 

were used to determine the character of the context of the title (see section 

4b.5). 

In examining the positioning of the title, the period under study was 

divided into three groups: pre-New Kingdom; the New Kingdom to the reign 

of Tutankhamun; from Tutankhamm to the end of the New Kingdom. The 

New Kingdom was split at the reign of Tutankhamun to see if the Amarna 

interlude, when nb irt-ht does not appear (see discussion on pp. 206-207), 

caused any changes in the use of the title (see figure 4.3). From this temporal 

andysis, it is evident that throughout ail periods there was a common 

position for the title nb irt-l~t.~ The rnost striking element of this pattern of 



location was a strong preference that developed for pIacing the title before the 

throne name. In fact, 81% of all occurrences of nb irt-ht were before the throne 

narne. Additionally, there was a strong preference within thiç pattern to 

place this title directIy before the throne name (64% of all occurrences, see 

figure 4.4). There are two priniary reasons for noting this pattem The first 

reason is that the dose connection of nb kt-ht to the throne name rnight 

suggest a connection between the act of becomuig king and the king being nb 

ia-kt. Additiondy, it suggests that any connections made between epithets 

and titles that also appear commonly before the throne name are not 

necessarily connected to the title nb irt-ht, but rather are comected to the 

throne name. Consequently, the wider context around the positioning of 

epithets and titles before the throne name needs to be considered. 

Another pattem that was noted in reviewing the positioning of nb kt-ht 

was that there was a growing tendency over time to position this title directly 

before the personal name if it did not occur More the throne narne. This 

pattern can be seen in the increase in the number of occurrences in the 3a 

category in the finaI period in the New Kingdom. This positioning dso 

would occur in paralle1 inscriptions where nb kt-kt might appear in position 

2s  in the first inscription and 3a in the second (eg.,  chart #4, d.79 and d.80). 

As a result of recognizing this pattem, the epithet or title that occurred in the 

pardel position to nb kt-&, in relation to either the throne name or persond 



name, was noted d e s s  it was ubiquitous (e.g., son of Re). The title, nb Jfw, 

Lord of Diadems, often occurred Ïn a paralld rdationship to nb kt-&: a 

pattern that was not noted for any other title or epithet. The title Lord of 

Diadems occurred in a dose relationship (pardel or adjacent) to nb kt-ht in 

32% of the corpus. This relationship between titles again suggests a strong 

connection between nb irt-ht and the act of becoming king or the institution of 

kingship. 

The results of examinhg the epithets and titles that occurred in the 

context of the same titdary sequence dso suggest a connection to the 

crowning and duties of kingship. A relationship between nb irt-ht and royal 

epithets occurred in 82% of the total corpus. The second most common 

relationship was between nnilitary epithets and nb irt-ht, occurring in 26% of 

the total. Cultic and building epithets were less commody connected to nb 

ia-kt, o c c u r ~ g  in 14% of the total and 10% of the total respectively. aeady, 

there was a weak comection between nb irt-ht and cultic titles in relation to 

theù relative positions in the titulary. The primary exception to this was in 

the titdary of Herihor (chart #4, d.413415,417-429). This exception is 

significant because Herihor was the first high official to use the title nb irt-kt 

amortg his titles, in this case rnodded on the royd titulary (Gnirs 1996: 203). 

His main daim to this title was through his position as the high priest of 

Amun m e r  1994: 24-26,3344); consequently the religious context 



surrounding the title in his titulary (47% of occurrences of nb irt-ht in 

Herihor's titdary are related to cultic epithets - much more than the 14% in 

the corpus overd) creates a sniking contrast to the lack of such religious 

contexts in the titulary of Egyptian kings. 

There are a n u d e r  of factors that contribute to the prevalence of royal 

and military connections. For example, nb irt-ht most commonly appears in 

close proximity to the throne name in the titulary. This proximity also is 

preferred for the standard royal fitles, nsw bity (Blumenthal1970: Al.1) and nb 

thvy (Blumenthal1970: A1.20), thereby causing a Iarge number of the 

occurrences of nb Mt to be located next to these royal titles. Grima1 (1986: 

513), noting the connection between nb irt-bt and nb t h y ,  suggested that these 

titles were paired terms referrîng to the spintual and temporal aspects of 

kingship respectively and thus together they made up the tota;ity of kingship. 

The difficulty with this suggestion is that there is no consistency in the 

pairing of these titles. Rather, in most cases when these two titles appear 

together they appear dustered before the throne name with other royal titles. 

For example, on a label over the deified Ramesses II, he is given the titles nb 

Cwy, nb hCw, and nb irt-bt before the throne name (chart #4, d.364 - M. Hnbu V: 

337) or simiiarly at Luxor Seti II is nsw bity, hk: pdt 9, nb hpS, nb irt-@, and nb 

6wy before the throne name (chart #4, d.335 - KR1 ni: 269.12). Because of 

this observation, these titles can be understood as being in a complementary 



rather than an oppositional relationship. Another exarnple of why royal 

titles wodd appear in a close relationship to nb irt-ht is that royal and military 

titles in the titulary occur with more frequency when compared to other 

categories of titles and epithets. 

4b-5 The Character of the Context 

The study of the relative position of the titIe nb irt-ht in the royal 

titulary sequence provides interesting information about the possible field of 

reference for this title. However, given the iimited nature of this kind of 

evidence and the probIems already noted, it is important to consider a 

broader context for this title, The column in chart #4 labelled "character" is 

an attempt to interpret the data and arrive at some conclusion as to the 

generd nature of the context of the titIe nb i r t - t  Due to the interpretative 

nature of this identification, the characterization of the context is sornewhat 

subjective. 

The categories used for describing the character of a source derive 

from an expansion of the basic categories used in analyzing the position of 

the tide in the titdary. Added to the categories cultic, royal, military, and 

building are 'funerary' to reflect objects and beIiefs related to funerary 

practices and 'foreign' to refIect objects and beliefs related to Egypt's imperial 

pradces. Funerary and foreign categories were important to add to 



categories used in this section to refIect aspects of t h e  source of the objects 

that were not necessarily significant in the analysis of the tituIary. 

In detemiining the charader of the context ml nb irt-ht, the source of an 

objed was not necessarily the most important detenmùùng factor. The 

overd nature of the object, the nature of the epithets and titIes that appear in 

proximity to nb Wt, an evaluation of the purpose .of the object, and the 

source are considered in the determination of the smitabIe categories to assign 

to each entry in the corpus. There are two results 04 considering such a broad 

range of factors ui the analysis in this way: each enttry in the corpus can have 

more than one characterization and an object comuig hom a particular source 

may not have the nature of that source within its characterization. An 

example of the Iast situation would be that not aU oabjects that have their 

source in a temple receive a cultic characterization. This situation would arise 

in the case of something like the Annals of Thutmoses III (chart #4, d.82) 

whose source was a temple, but based on the other factors was determined to 

be lacking in specificdy cultic features. Sunilarly, material from the tomb of 

Tutankhamun was not automaticdy given a h e r q  characterization, but 

was evduated based on the context and original use. A simüar situation 

occurs in the case of the other factors. For example, the overriding presence 

of royal titles in the analysis of position in the t i t u l q  is compensated by only 

assigning royal characterization when there were siignihcant royal titles 

present or strong royal characteristics in the source or purpose of the object. 



Royal characteristics are those that refer to the king in roIes not ÏncIuded in 

cultic, funerary, building military, or foreign duties such as political leader of 

the nation and his role in the palace inhastructure. 

The results of an analysis of the distribution of the character of the 

context of nb irt-ht are displayed in figure 4.6. Royal character is stÎ.U the most 

common association found with the title nb irt-ht, appearing in 57% of the 

corpus. Curtic contexts were present in 56% of the examples whiIe military 

contexts occurred in 30%. Less common were contexts irivolving foreign 

(18 %), building (12%), and funerary (10 %) characters. From this analysis it is 

clear that cultic contexts are related to a significant proportion of the corpus, 

but certauiIy are not prevaient enough to support the Limitation of the 

meaning of nb kt-bt to the king being the chief oficiant in the temple cult- 

Rather, the range of categories with substantial representation in the corpus 

suggests that nb ia-ht refers to a broader set of royal characteristics. 

4b.6 Use of the TitIe in Royal Programs 

While the results of the analysis of the corpus as presented in chart #4 

is signihcant, it eeats each e n q  as an isolated occurrence of the titIe nb irt-ht. 

Before making any conclusions about the nature of the title nb kt-@, it is 

necessary to consider how this titIe was used as part of a Iarger program. The 



best examples of such a Iarger royal program are the tomb of Tutankhamun 

(KV #62) and the funerary temple of Ramesses III, Medinet Habu. 

Tutankhamun's Tomb 

Chart #5 shows the distribution of objects bearing the title nb ia-ht 

wi& the rooms of Tutankhamun's tomb. Finer distinctions on the context 

of the objects within the tomb are difficult due to the nature of the original 

deposition and the subsequent robberies. As eern$ (1965: vii) has pointed 

out, the objeds in the tomb, based on hieratic dockets, o£ten were ïncorrectly 

deposited in containers meant for something eIse. Additiondy, he believed 

that the people who restored the tomb after the robbenes put objects in any 

pIace possibIe. ConsequentIy, very few of the srnaII objects were in the 

correct box or among the objects with which they were origindy deposited 

(eernF1965: vii-vÏii; McLeod 1982: 2). Even the onginal placement of objects 

within the annexe is uncertain, based on the state of the room and the mked 

nature of the material found in it (Reeves 1990: 89). 

The objects £rom the tomb bearing the title nb irt-ht were aivided into 

two categories for the purpose of analysis, cultic/funerary and other royal. 

This division was based on the criteria used to detennine the character 

coIumn in chart #1. The object of this division was to gain an indication of 

how much of the materia1 might have related to the king as chief cultic 

o£fïciant in Iife and in a fuierary context and how much materiai related to 



other activities of the king The r e d t s  of this analysis indicate a relatively 

mixed use of the titIe throughout both the tomb itself and between these 

categories. 

A total of 47 objects from the tomb bear the title nb irt-ht. They corne 

from the antechamber (14), the buria1 chamber (2), the treasury (17), and the 

annexe (14). As can be noted from these numbers, the objects were spread 

relatively evenIy throughout the chambers of the tomb except for the limited 

use of the title in the burial chamber. The avoidance of this title in the burid 

chamber probabIy is not significarit in this case, given the s m d  size of the 

chamber thereby limiting its contents, the relatively common use of nb kt-ht 

on shawabtis in the tomb, and the use of nb kt-ht on funerary shrines and bier. 

The appearance of nb irt-kt on the mummy bandages with the name of 

Amenhotep II and Thutmoses III (chart #4, d.114) in other royd burials aIso 

argues against a generd avoidance of the title in close proximity to the burial 

of a pharaoh. 

Of the 47 objects that carry the title nb irt-@, 26 f d  in the 

cultic/funerary category and 21 in the royal category. M e  this seems an 

equitable split, it shodd be noted that 18 of the objects in the cultic/funerary 

category are shawabtis. A closer examination of the articles in both 

categories demonstrates that the majority have funerary, military, or 

ceremonid affinities. This being said, it aIso is tnie that the materid from the 

tomb represents quite cornplex problems with some objects potentidy 



having multiple associations made more difficdt to interpret given the 

context. 

The most easily interpreted material is the hinerary collection. For 

example, the openhg of the mouth scene, the Hippopotamus-headed 

funerary bier, the canopic shrine baidachin, the alabaster canopic shrine, and 

the shawabtis ail have dear relationships with funerary practices. The chest 

with peaked Iid aIso probabIy had funerary connections based on the 

character of the scene on the end of the box where the k h g  (referred to as 

Osiris) offers to Wemefer (Edwards 1976: 108; Beinlich & SaIeh 1989: 11-12, 

32 Seife A Knupf). However, this offering scene and openuig of the mouth 

scene couId raect the rdationship between nb irt-kt and the king as a cultic 

officiantr given the king's role in these scenes. Likewise, there are several 

reasons why this title was considered appropriate to inscribe on the mirror 

fo-md in the treasury. This mirror codd have funerary connotations, 

although it is e q u d y  possible that it codd have a cultic use or, as is most 

likely, it had a ceremonid use.6 

A similar lack of clarity as to use is found with the pedestd for a statue 

found in the s m d  golden shrine (Carter #108). This object has been assigned 

a cuItic/funerary function based on the fact that the shrine in which it was 

found is in the shape of a cultic structure and an amulet of the goddess 

Weret-hekau also was found in the same context (Reeves 1990: 140-1). As 

Edwards (1976: 119) h m  pointed out, however, thiç evidence codd also be 



interpreted as referring to the coronation ceremony. Findy, Troy (1986: 62-3, 

7l-2,100-101) points to an interpretation of these objects as referring to the 

ntud role of the queen in regeneration and hence she comects it to funerary 

regeneration. Since it is hard to understand the function of thiç base, the 

missing statue that may have rested on it, or even the small shrine since its 

contents had clearly been robbed, it is difficult to choose between these 

theories. It dso should be considered that the shrine and its contents had 

intended multiple levels of meanuig- 

Another object that was assigned to the cultic/funerary category, a t d  

shrine from the annexe (Carter # 487), also proves to be probkmatic due to 

ancient theft. A g a . ,  the object was placed in this category due to its being in 

a traditional shrine shape. Carter believed that this shrine had origindy 

contained a metal cubit-rod (Reeves 1990: 135; Carter 1933: 127). If the shrine 

contained something like th&, it codd be understood that the cubit was used 

in cdtic ceremonies, funerary rites, royal ceremonies, or as a royal standard 

for Iegal purposes.7 

The military character of objects also is reIativeIy dear in 

Tutadchamun's tomb. A number of types of military gear bear the title nb irt- 

ht, such as chariot equipment, bows, a bow case, and possibly staves. This 

material c m  be understood to be related to the king in his militKy and 

"sporting" character (see Decker 1992: 20-24). This context for the title shodd 

be considered as related to the depictions in tempIes of the king triumphing 



over prisoners, the inspection of horses, or the hunting of desert game that 

are accompanied by nb irt-ht (e-g., chart #4, d.338, d.341,342). 

These images of the king c a q  a strong message about the king as a 

poweaul and victorious d e r ,  but they dso can be related to the cosmic role 

of the king maintaining order (Redford 1995: 167). In this regard, it shodd be 

noted that most of this equipment is highly decorated, but functional and 

thus can be considered as king ceremonial objects. This is certainIy true of 

the equipment connected with the M o t  (Carter # 122), whÎch is sometimes 

referred to as the "state chariotf' (Littauer & Crouwel1985: 99). SimüarIy, nb 

irt-& only appears on the highIy decorated composite bows found in the tomb 

and not on the more plain self-bows. These findings indicate that not only do 

these objects suggest a relationship between nb irt-ht and the martial character 

of the king, but dso a relationship between this title and royal ceremonies 

where the king might appear in his chariot with his military gear. 

Finally, a couple of the staves found in the tomb also carried the titre nb 

irt-ht. The staves can be considered as having several meanings to the ancient 

Egyptians. The staves may be reIated to the military equipment in their 

character of weapons (Le., fighting sticks, see Decker 1992: 82-87). 

Additiondy, staves were traditiondy connected with males and were 

symbolic of rarik - both royal and noble, used in ceremonies, used in judicial 

proceedings, and connected to funerary equipment through Osiris (Fischer 



1986: 50-57; 1978: 5-32; Drenkhahn 1984: 1270; Hassan 1976: 174). The two 

staves in question were hi@y decorated and thus shodd be considered, Iikee 

the chariot equipment and bows, to partake in a ceremonid aspect. 

A number of other objects in the tomb, which were inscribed wîth the? 

title nb kt-ht, have ceremonid hinctions. Two pieces of jewellery from 

Tutankhamun's tomb (Carter #269m and 585q) bore the title nb irt-kt. While it 

Îs diffidt  to determine with certainty the specific rieanings the Egyptians 

attached to these two pieces of jeweUery,g some intereskg features of their 

deposition in the tomb are suggestive. First, both items were found in boxes 

that also bore the title (Carter #269 and #585). Second, each of these boxes 

contained at Ieast one other object that carried the title nb irt-ht (Carter #269b; 

#585r, and possibly #393). The first box, as already noted, has been 

c o ~ e c t e d  with the royal regdia while the second box has been connected 

with the king's "toys" (Carter 1933: 130; Reeves 1990: 191). As already noted, 

there is great difficdty in assuming that the objects were onginally pIaced im 

these boxes because of ancient robbery, but the clustering of the title nb irt-ht,. 

may indicate that these objects were in their original pIace of deposition. In 

the case of the scarab bracelet, it rnay have been connected to the royal 

regalia. In the case of the ivory braceIet, it is far Iess dear, but it may have 

been connected to the memoriaiising of childhood or palace Me. It featured 

scenes of anirnals running (Reeves 1990: 152). In both cases, thiç evidence 



codd indicate that these pieces of jeweIIery had more of a ceremonid 

m e h g  than being primarily for personal adornment. 

The game board found with the ivory bracelet also provides 

interesting information conceming the range of objects bearing the titIe hom 

this tornb. This s m d  ivory game board (Carter #585r) forms a set with 

another s m d  ivory game board (Carter #393) found loose in the annexe (Tait 

1982: 49). Carter suggested that this game origindy came from box #585 

since it so clearly formed a set with #585r (Tait 1982: 15). While it might be 

easy to consider these as funerary games related to the scenes of the deceased 

playing senet (Kendall 1982: 264), there are several factors that suggest 

otherwiçe. First, these two boxes do not seem to have had the 30 square 

(senet) side as the dominant playing surface. The written inscription on both 

boxes is correctly oriented when the 20-square game is on the top face (Tait 

1982: 18). Additiondy, the drawers on these games codd  be properly shut 

ody when they were inserted with the 20-square game facing upward (Tait 

1982: 18). Additiondy, Tait (1982: 49) has suggested that these matching 

game boxes may have been placed end to end to pIay a variant double-20 

square game if the bolt system was added for funerary reasons. This wodd 

suggest that these games were made for use during Tutankhamun's life and 

then modified as funerary pieces by the addition of bol&. F S y ,  the 20- 

square game, unlike the 30-square senet game, was not associated with 



religious or funerary beIiefs (KendaII 1982: 265; Reeves 1990: 160) and thus 

the inscription on these games probably does not refer to such beliefs. 

FKialIy, the containers Ïnscribed with nb irt-ht that were assigned to the 

royal category (Carter #40, #269, #271, #403, #585) must be considered in 

relation to their ceremonid character. It haç aheady been mentioned that the 

cartouche-form box (#269) was comected with the royd regdia and that box 

#585 was connected to Mdhood toys. Box #40 dso has been considered to 

have a special meaning based on its contents. The presence of b d s  of hair 

has suggested that the box Iabelled with the king and queen's names related 

to a marriage contract (Edwards 1976: 110; Reeves 1990: 189). The segmented 

box (#271) contained writing equipment and a mirror case (Murray & NuttalI 

1963: 11). Carter believed that the group of writing equipment from this box 

was used by the king during his Iife and was not made for the burial (Reeves 

1990: 166). In this case, the writing material may have been seen as part of the 

ceremonid equipment of the king. FinaIIy, the chest on legs, #403, contained 

headrests. However, Carter did not believe that these were the original 

contents, suggesting that the box was for fine linens (Carter 1933: 116). WhiIe 

it is impossible to determine why this box carried the titIe, it can be suggested 

again that the Iinens codd have been ceremonid or cultic in use. 

In considering the contents of Tutankhamun's tomb that were 

inscribed with nb irt-ht as a whole, it is interesting to note that while many 

have a dear furierary function, a dear cultic function does not predominate. 



There were objects in the tomb that had strong d t i c  comedions and bore 

inscriptions, but they did not carry the title nb kt-ht.9 Many of the objects that 

carried the title had strong connections to royal ceremonid such as the 

mrlitary and sporting equipment, material that may have related to the 

coronation (the royal regalia, its box, and the pedestd in the s m d  shrine), the 

royal staves, the mirror cases, and the contract chest. Other material could 

have related to royal activities that might have been understood as having a 

regdar, officid and repetitive character Iike the writing material and its box 

and the "toys" and their box. 

Medinet Habu 

The resdts of the analysis of Medinet Habu appear in chart #6. The 

chart was organiçed in the same way as chart #5. The first obvious pattern in 

the use of nb irt-ht is that the cuItic scenes in which the king is referred to as nb 

ia-kt occur in the innermost areas of the temple where only the king and 

select priests wodd have gone (inner and back rooms and the roof terrace - 

V: 337,346; W: 534,538). The only exception to this is the border inscription 

added by Ramesses IV in the 2nd court (VI: 392A). Clearly, this inscription is 

not integrated dosely into the scene itself and thus may not have fomed part 

of the original design. The remaining occurrences of nb irî-kt accompany 

scenes in the more public areas of the temple (exterior of first and second 

pylons, window of appearances, first and second courts, and exterior and 



passage of the central tower - 1: 44; II: 102,109,111,116; V: 299,301; V: 3608; 

wI: 6168,621,625) or in the royal private quarters (M: 630,639,655). These 

scenes range hom the standard scenes of the king triumphing over prisoners 

and hunting wiId animals to the king participahng in ceremonid activities 

with his sons and daughters. 

The second pattern worthy of note is that the titIe nb kt-ht was used 

more commonly in conjunction with scenes that were not overtly related to 

the king as chief (SUZtic officiant (74%). This is not to Say that the king was not 

interacting with the deities in some of the scenes categorised as royal. For 

example, severd of the scenes depict the king presenting prisoners to the god 

Amun (1: 44, Vm: 6168, Vm: 621). The prime message of these scenes was 

that the king was demonstrating to the god his ability to maintain order 

rather than presiding over the god's cult. This understanding of this type of 

scene alIows it to be grouped with the scenes of the inspection of horses (II: 

log), the wiId animal hunts (II: 116), and the campaign scenes (V: 360B).1° 

The scenes of ceremonid aIso must be taken into consideration in this regard. 

Clearly, the scenes of royal children participating in ceremonies (V: 299,301; 

wI: 630,639) suggest that the title nb irt-ht incIuded this aspect of royal 

activity as weU. It is interesting to note that the h g  playing a board game 

(VITI: 639) is comected to the title given the sirndar comection behueen nb in- 

kt and 20-squares noted in the tomb of Tutankhamun (Carter #393, #585r). 



In a simi2a.r manner to the tomb of Tutankhamun, the Medinet Habu 

temple, if decorated to follow a particdar program, seems to a use of 

this titIe with a range of offiaal royal activities. These activities induded 

d t i c  officiant, military hero (defender of order), royal father, and object of, 

or participant in, court ceremonid. 

From the analysis of the royal program as represented by the pIacirig 

of objects in the tomb of Tutankhamun and the decoration at Medinet Habu, 

it is clear that there was a range of placement of material throughout the 

major elements of these structures. In addition, it is evident that the types of 

activities alluded to in this program ranged through several areas of royal 

activity that induded, but was not Iimited to, the king as chief cdtic officiant. 

These activities generdy run paralle1 to the categories present in the main 

corpus including royal ceremonies such as the coronation, rnilltary activity 

such as campaignuig against foreigners, funerary beliefs and rites such as the 

opening of the mouth ritual, and chief cultic officiant such as presenting 

offerings to Amun-re at Medinet Habu. 

4c Analysis and Conclusions 

From the foregoing sunrey of the use of the royal title nb irt-&, it ïs 

evident that the context of this titIe induded a variety of activities. These 

activities c m  be grouped into categories such as d t i c ,  inilitary, royal, 

building, foreign, and funerary. From these resdts, it can be conchded that 



the titIe nb irt-ht was used in relation to the king perfomiing cultic acts (e-g., 

see chart #6 for the cultic elements in the royal program of decoration at 

Medinet Habu). It is dear, however, that this category of activity, while 

signincant, does not make up the majority of the context of th& title and thus 

its meaning cannot be Jimited to a reference to the king as duef cdtic 

officiant This concIusion is supported by the fact that this title never appears 

as *nb irt-ht n e  as might be expected if the titIe were limited to the king's 

special relationship to the gods. This stands in stark contrast to terms related 

to temples and cult such as hwt-n~,  which appears both with and without 

(cf., Wb IIk 1-5), and ir-ht n@ itself (see 3c.l). The resdt of this condusion is 

that the meaning of this title needs to be re-examined in light of both the 

context of the title and the meanhg of the phrase ir-@ as presented in Chapter 

3. It also is appropriate to consider how the resuIts of this survey impact on 

the analytical categones of cultic action, religion, ceremony and world-view 

discussed above in section 4a. Findy, the impact of these findings on the 

understanding of ritual and kingship needs to be assessed. 

4c.l Analysis 

In order to interpret the pattern of use of the t i t le nb irt-kt, it is 

necessary to review significant elements of the results of the study of the 

phrase -t that was conducted in Chapter 3. It was found that ir-ht referred 



to activities that were categorized as cuItic rites, funerary rites, noya1 rites, 

aggressive rites, and job duties. From examking this range of activities, it is 

evident that the ancient Egyptians induded both secular and sasred activities 

in the practices referred to by ir-ht and sometimes designated practices as 

sacred by caIIing them Mt nn. What tied these activities togetlaer was an 

ernphasis on physical performance, usudy accompanied by the 

manipdation of objects and speech. In addition, activities referred to as ir-ht 

had a formd character often grounded in traditional or written instructions. 

Findy, these activities had a ciose relation to the functioning of ma'at in the 

world and in individuals' lives. 

CIearIy, there is significant overIap between these findings and the 

context of the title nb kt-ht. First to be conçidered is whether the irt-ht in nb irt- 

kt corresponds to a generd use of ir-l~t or if it is a particdar category of use. 

On the whole, it c m  be said that the context of the title nb kt-ht does overlap 

with the wider use of ir-ht. This overlap occurs in the use of bot3 to describe 

cultic rites, funerary rites, aggressive (rnilitary) rites, and royal rites. While it 

is possible that the title nb irt-ht refers to the king as the master mf performing 

rites in general, this explmation leaves some aspects of the pattern of the 

context of this title unexplained. For example, the pattern of fkequency of 

occurrences between categories for nb irt-ht, as seen in figures 4.5 and 4.6, 

does not correspond to the distribution of comparative categories in the 



general use of the phrase M t  In particdar, the high fiequency of royal, 

d t i c ,  and müitary contexts is not explained by understanding the title as 

referring to the performance of all rites. Additiondy, the s p d c  contexts of 

building and foreign activities are not aspects of the general use of ir-ht. 

In reviewing the specific categories of use for ir-ht the most promising 

match for understanding nb irt-ht is the category job duties. In this case the 

title couId refer to the king as the master of performing the highest office 

(kingship) and/or the perfomer of his office par excellence and/or the one 

who pIays a roIe in determinhg what is proper to performing any job. This 

interpretation of nb ia-ht wodd account for both the hequency of contexts 

and the kincis cf contexts noted in the foregoing sunrey. The more frequent 

contexts codd be considered as more important or more common duties 

within the king's job while the kinds of contexts obsewed wodd represent 

the range of royal duties. This vkw of nb ia-kt is relatively easy to test 

through the cornparison of known ancient Egyptian ideology of kingship to 

the categories of contexts of this title and by re-examining the use of the title 

for specific connections to statements describing royal duties. 

Interestingly, the range of activities comected with the tifle nb irt-kt 

coincides with the known major categories of activities that a pharaoh was 

expected to perform. Whüe the ideology of kingship did not remain static 

throughout the history of ancient Egypt (Homung 1957: 131-133; GrimaI 1986: 



719-720), it can be said that there were generd characteristics to the position 

that can be artidated (BIumenthal1970: 8; Grimal1986: 719-720; Baines 1995: 

6; O'Connor and SiIverman 1995: XXI). These generd characteristics provide 

a basis of cornparison for patterns observed in relation to the titie nb irt-ht. 

These characteristics are derived from the study of royaI ideology by 

BIumenthaI (1970), which forms the bas& for recent studies of kingship 

(Grimal1986: V; Made-Busch 1992: 5; Rondot 1997: 123). 

Blumenthal found that, in ancient Egyptian thinking, the king had a 

specid relationship with &e worId of the divine. The king was desa-ibed as 

having a nüal relationship with gods, was granted kingship by the gods, and 

was equated or compared to the gods (BIumenthal1970: 62-105). 

Additiondy, the king was expected to have a special cultic function acting as 

the primary connection between the human worId and the divine. In order to 

accomplish this connection, the king built monuments, partidarly temples 

for the gods and their worship, the king acted as chief officiant in the cult 

ritual, and established and maintained various foundations for the gods 

(BIurnenthal1970: 112-144)). 

The king also had a special relationship to the past (Blumenthd 1970: 

148-169). The h g  was expected to preserve the memory of his precursors 

through setting up monuments and foundations to them. In tum, the king 

used royal predecessors to reinforce Iegitimacy for his dership through 

daims of filiation and to provide a guide for behaviour. Often it was 



appropriate for the king to daim to have exceeded the accompliçhments of 

his precursors in expeditions and building projects. 

In Egyptian thought, the king was responsibIe for proper nilership of 

the Iand under his authority (Biumerithal I W O :  173-2201. This responsibilïty 

incIuded keeping the Iand and the people within it prosperous and orderly. 

The king was to guard the borders and extend the boundaries of the Iand 

through conquering and pacifying foreign temtories. Related to thiç concept 

was the fact that the king was seen as the commander of the army 

(Blumenthd 1970: 205-256). The king was an eager and successfd warrïor 

and leader of his army and he waç therefore feared by his enemies. The king 

dso was skilled at recognizing, restraining, and punishing his foreign 

enemieç and those who rebelled against his rule. 

AIso related to proper dership was the idea that the king was 

responsibIe for his subjects who owed him their allegiance (Blumenthal1970: 

264-418). The king, through his wisdom, SM, and pleasing manner, kept his 

subjects happy, safe, and healthy. These attributes were demonstrated 

through the choice of wise councillors, the promotion of young people, being 

merciful and respectful to subjects, and providing for their physicd needs. 

In return, the king could expect his subjects to give him their love, physical 

effort, and lives. 

FinaIIy, the king was responsible for preserving order -- ma'at - in the 

naturd world and human society (BlumenthaI 1970: 432-441). This Iast 



responsibilïty could, in part, be accompIished by observing the duties of the 

ideal king as described above, but the king also codd promote the 

preservation of rna'at through other means, such as actively speaking ma'at 

(Blumenthal1970: 432, Hl -1). 

When this ideology of the roIe and duties of the king in ancient 

Egyptian thinkuig is compared with the charaderistics of kingship comected 

to the titIe nb irt-ht, it can be concluded that they overlap to a large degree. 

The connections between the titIe nb irt-ht and its use in a cultic context reflect 

the king's ided reIationship to the divine as described by Blumenthal. Some 

of the building contexts ako relate to the king's relationship to the divine 

through the construction of tempIes (eg., Tutankhamunrs restoration stele, 

chart #4, d.156). 

The royd diaracter of contexts of nb irt-ht are rdated to the king's 

proper dership of the land under his authority and his responsibilities to his 

subjects. This proper rdership aIso is refi ected in the connection of this titIe 

to court ceremonid through the ceremonies of crowning, enthronement and  

the celebration of the Sed-festivaI (cf. BIurnenthal1970: 37-53; Barta 1975: 44- 

70; also see references to the Sed-festival in chart #4, d.25,68,152,153,154). 

Royd contexts also indude some of the building references. For example, in 

Theban tomb #226 (chart #4, d.155) the context of nb kt-kt is the presentation 

of jewellery and objects for the palace, referred to as monuments, to the king 

and queen. Finally, the royal context of this title includes the provision for 



cultivating good officids. In a biographicd inscription on a statue, 

Menkhepreresoneb caik the king nb Mt in relation to the king teaching h i -  

and praising his efficiency (chart #4, d.93). 

The military character of conta6 of nb irt-ht pardds the ideal of the 

king as an eager warrior, mllitary commander, and pacifier of foreign 

territory This role of the king dso pardds the common use of nb kt-& in 

foreign settings. Additiondy, this military characteristic speaks to the h g ' s  

role in maintainhg order within Egypt by identifying and punishing rebels. 

This context is best represented by the scenes of the king smiting foreign 

prisoners or tramphg his enemies under his feet in the form of a sphinx (e.g., 

From this generd cornparison between the ideal of kingship in ancient 

Egypt and the character of the context of the use of the title nb irt-k~t, it c m  be 

conchded that this titIe does reflect the general duties an Egyptian king was 

expected to perform. These general similarities are supported by the use of 

nb irt-ht in a description of Ramesses II as the ided king: 

When His Majesty was a vigorous young man, strong-armed, 
the Lord of performing ritual, his splendeur was in the land, 
throughout every place like the moon in its youth; his mind 
brought f o d ~  order like the Lord of Hermopolis, upon the 
guidance of his ka, according to truth. He assigned work from 
his own mind &RI II: 535.9-11 see chart #4, d.287). 



While it is hue that this inscription appears in the festival court of the texnpIe 

of Ramesses XI at Abydos, the reference to Ramesses as nb irt-ht does not refer 

to the king as a cultic officiant in that temple. CIearIy, the context of the title 

refers to the overd attributes of Ramesses as king of Egypt This context also 

connects this title to the working of the kingrs wiII being performed according 

to ma'at and that these activities came from the kùigrs own mind. 

If it is conduded that the title nb irt-ht does refer to the king as Iord of 

performing rites in the sense that he performs his job duties, then the 

comection of this title to ma'at is understandable. The intimate connection 

between the ided role of the king and ma'at is very dear (for example see: 

Grimal1986: 294-304; Assmann 1990: 201-212,242-245; Çchade-Busch 1992: 

144-145; Baines 1995: 3,ll-12; O'Connor and Silverrnan 1995: XVITI-XX; 

Teeter 1997a: 89-93). In general it c m  be said that the king maintained ma'at 

by performing his duties properly (BIurnenthaI 1970: 441). This connection, 

as demonstrated through the ritual of presenting ma'at and the paraIIel ritual 

of presenting the royal name to the goddess Ma'at, emphasized the king's 

Iegihacy peeter 1997a: 89-90). Thus it can be said that if the king is the 

"Iord of perforrning ritesf' - the one who performs his job par excellence, the 

one who perfom the highest job, and the one who pIays a roIe in 

determinhg what is proper to perfomùng any job - he has a unique 

relationship to ma'at 



The recognition of the connection between the title nb irt-bt, refemring to 

the king perfonning the duties of his office, and the king maintaining ma'at 

provides possible expIanations for a number of patterns observed in rdation 

to the use of nb irt-kt. FVst, the h g  is the only Egyptian who used the title. 

There was no bureaucratie or queenly versions of nb irt-ht. This pattern can be 

explained through the speciai comection between ma'at, the perfomamce of 

the king's job duties, and royal Iegitirnacy that makes it appropriate that no 

one but the king wodd use the title nb kt-kt. As noted above, the king Ihad a 

special relationship to ma'at that was expressed to support the king's 

legitimate right to his position of dership. Additionally, it was traditïonal 

for the king to be described as uniqueIy qualified (created) for performting his 

royal duties (Blumenthal1970: 37,223-224; Grimai 1986: 95,108-124; Redford 

1995: 163-164). 

Second, whiIe the strong comection between cultic and royal contexts 

and nb irt-ht might have been expected, the strong connection between 

military and foreign contexts and nb irt-kt is unanticipated. This strong: 

connection cm be explained if the relationship between ma'at and the aoyal 

duties is signihcant. One of the most performative and visual ways in which 

the king promotes ma'at is through subjugating the forces of chsos in hiis role 

as warrior and m ü i t q  commander over rebels and foreigne~s (Homumg 

1957: 126-128,1997: 306-307; Grima1 1986: 651; Schade- Busch 1992: 92-93}. 



Thus, it should not be surprising if the king in his role of b ~ g ï n g  order to the 

world through violence is described as nb kt-@. This comection wodd 

explain the frequency of the appearance of this title in head-smiting scenes, in 

hunting scenes, on weapons and chariots, and with the king as a sphinx and 

Iion,ll which was noted above. 

The comection between nb irt-ht and ma'at also clarifies observations 

conceming M t  made in Chapter 3. In section 3c.5 @p. 131-132), it was noted 

that Egyptians who performed their job duties properly could be said to be 

performing rites (5-ht) that maintained ma'at. This situation was most 

evident in the Admonition literature where a failure to perfonn formal duties 

properly resulted in disorder. While this correspondence strengthens the 

view that ia-ht in nb irt-ht corresponds to the performance of job duties as a 

rite, it dso clarifies one of the occurrences of ir-ht in Ipuwer discussed in 

Chapter 3 (3c.3 - pp. 115-116). Arnong the inversions in condition described 

by Ipuwer was a reference to the removaI of the king: "look here, rites are 

perforrned (ir-ht) that never happened - before, the king has been removed (Sd) 

by the rabble ( h m ) "  (chart #3, c.64). This description of inversion can be 

understood as not only an inversion of normal social positions~, but also 

more specificdy as an inversion of the king as nb irt-ht. Thus the king, who is 

the strong man who removes the forces of chaos, is himself removed by those 

representing chaos." ConsequentIy, it could be said that this section of 



Ipuwer is a verbal inversion of the traditional scene of the king smiting the 

head of the rebels, 

The final feature of the use of the royaI title nb irt-ht that needs to be 

analyzed is the avoidance of the titIe on the part of Akhenaten. This 

avoidance of the title was noted previously by Homung (1957: 132) in his 

study of the role of the 18* Dynasty kings. While it is possible to suggest that 

Akhenaten avoided this tide because of its connections with the trnditiunnl 

role of king as Leader of the offering cult, given Akhenaten's emphasis on 

being the sole cultic oficiant of the Aten (Homung 1982: 248; Baines 1991: 

189; Redford 1995: 177) it is unlikely that he wodd avoid the titIe because of 

i s  statement concemirig the specid position of the king in the d t -  

In an attempt to understand why this title was dislüced by Akhenaten, 

it is helpfd to consider what titIes took its place. Homung (1957: 132) notes 

that one title that Akhenaten added was 3& m mYt (one living in ma'at). This 

titIe tiIIs much the same position in the tituIary as nb irt-kt being found in 

connection with nb thvy and nb v w  (Anthes 1952: 4) and appearing comrnonly 

before the throne name (e-g., Urk TV: 1965.14; 1966.3; 1981.15; 1982.6; 1983.4; 

1983 -11; 1989.3; 2003.6; 2003 -19; 2004.20; 2012.4). Akhenaten clearly believed 

that he had a unique relationship with ma'at (Anthes 1952: 26-28). Given this 

speaal relationship, it is probable that Akhenaten saw the maintenance of 

ma'at through k ing  nb kt-ht as inappropriate te his reinterpretation of the 

kingship. The view that it was necessary for the king to preserve order 



through his action had disappeared (Assmann 1989: 66-67). Akhenaten had a 

direct relationship to ma'at that did not need the proper performance of royal 

duties to preserve order. This change hom a more compIex diain of 

relationships to a direct connection between religion and life was a hallmark 

of Akhenaten's prograrn (Hornung 1982: 244; Assmann 1995: 66,207-208; 

Baines 1995: 28; Redford 1995: 180). 

Thus, it can be conduded that Akhenaten avoided the title nb kt-ht 

because it represented an indirect approach to world order that was at odds 

with his theory of his direct reIationship to ma'at This conclusion is 

reinforced through reference to Tutankhamun's restoration stele (Urk W. 

2025-2032). The main focus in the stele is on the restoration of order in the 

land through Tutankhamun's traditional and proper exercise of kingship. 

Tutankhamun daims to have restored ma'at after the chaos caused by 

Akhenaten's reign through properly carrying out his duties daily in the . 

palace (Urk TV: 2028: 11); through restoring the cults of the gods (Urk IV: 

2028.12-2030.23); and being a strong and wise king issuing iaws (Urk IV 

2031.28-3032.30). Presumably, Tutankhamun stressed these three activities 

because in his estimation Akhenaten had not carried them out properly, 

according to tradition. Significantly, on this stde Tutankhâmun also restores 

the use of the tifle nb iri-ht in his titulary (see chart #4, d. 156). 

In considering this analysis of the use of the titIe nb irt-ht it is necessary 

to return to the issue of the analytical categories of cultic rites, other religious 



activities, ceremonid, and ritualistic actions based on the ancient Egyptian 

world-view, When the various contexts in which this title is found are 

considered, the first three categories - cultic rites (e-g., king offering in the 

temple, chart #4, d. 11, 12, 16,17,86,96,108,124f 161,222), other religious 

activities (eg., building temples, chart #4, d. 136,156,244), and ceremonid 

(eg., the Sed festival, chart #4, d. 25,68,154)- are found among these 

contexts. ClearIy, privileging a single one of these categories over the others 

in understanding this title wodd be wrong. 

GrimaI(1986: 561) has described nb ia-& as a term of power (pouvoir) 

referring to the technical ability of the h g  to communicate with the divine. 

In some respects this idea is true in that many of the contexts connected with 

this title were given divine connections by the ancient Egyptians. As a 

buiIder, the king codd be described as building the temple for his father, a 

god (e.g., Blumenthd 1970: 117; GrimaI 1986: 526-532). As an actor in temple 

offerings to the god, the king also codd be desaibed as performing for his 

father (e-g., Blumenthal1970: 124; GxUnd 1986: 514-517). Findy, as a warrior 

the king was compared to a god (e-g., Blumentha.11970: 96,217-218; Grimal 

1986: 653- n.532,655-659,707). 

WhiIe the king's connection to the divine is important to royal 

ideology, these connections do not necessarily refiect the technical ability of 

the king to communicate with the divine done. These comp~sons also 

reflect the ideoIogy of the kingf s position in the world order and his 



responsibilities in dat ion  to that worid order. The king was seen as having 

a privileged position in relation to the sphere of human activity and divine 

activity (cf. Sade-Busch 1992: 144; Redford 1995: 164). As mentioned 

previously, part of that position was the special relationship between the king 

and the maintenance of ma'at. Ma'at was not simply a religious concept, but 

had wider relevance to the ancient Egyptian world-view including 

philosophy, sociology, justice, and politicd theory (see Assmann 1990: 17-24). 

Therefore, if the title nb irt-kt referred to actions that maintained ma'at, these 

actions wodd encompass both sacred and secdar aspects of kingship. 

The complexi~ of these aspects of ancient Egyptian royal ideology can 

be illustrated by a consideration of the role of the tempIe and pdace in 

ancient Egyptian thought. As O'Connor (1995: 264-265) has demonstrated, 

the tempIe and pdace had paraIIel but separate roles in connecting Egypt 

with the cosmos. The king maintaked order thiough performing cultic rites 

in the temples (cf., O'Connor 1995: 265), but also maintained order through 

perfomùng ceremonies and formal administrative acts in the palaces (cf., 

O'Connor 1995: 266-267). Thus in these cases the king maintained the cosmic 

order both through his "technical abifity to communicate with the divine" as 

chief officiant of the c d t  and through the performance of ceremonies in the 

palace that affirmed the relative position of the king, officids, and foreigners 

(O'COJXIOS 1995: 267-268). 'As O'COMO~ (1995: 264-266,276,282-283,291-292) 

is careful to point out, the king can be compared to the gods - particdarly the 



soIar gods- in connection to the pdace, but this cornparison does not 

necessitate an understanding of what went on there as  religious in a 

conventional sense, 

A simila. situation existed in relation to the king as a strong man who 

maintained his power through physicd violence (Redford 1995: 161,165-167). 

The h g  could be compared to a god like Homs avenging hiç father Osiris, 

when the king was in the act of daughtering rebefious foreigners. Again, 

these acfs are not in essence religious in that the king is not perfomûng them 

for the god, nor is the god performuig miracles for the king. The king is 

performing in acts that parde l  the acts of divinities. As Redford (1995: 161) 

explains, "the concept does not float in some ethereal form remote from the 

reaI world, but appears in a very personal and very physicd interpretation. 

Pharaoh is literdy a strongman prone to violence." 

The emphasis on the king's role in relation to nb kt-ht can be shifted 

then from his cdtic or religious activities to the position of the king in 

Egyptian thinking on the world order. Therefore, what the connections to the 

divine related to nb irt-k~t indicate is that the king as nb irt-ht had a specid 

position because of the world-view of the ancient Egyptians. The king was 

capable of being the "Iord of perforning rites" because of his privileged 

position in the worId. Consequently, by understanding the religious 

connotations of nb irt-ht as related to the position of the king in the world- 

view of the ancient Egyptians, the problems diçcussed above in section 4a - 



the necessity of reIating aU activity to cultnc rites or the excIusion of royal 

ceremony h m  the category of activity rderred to as rites by the ancient 

Egyptians - are overcome. 

At this point it remains to point  OU^ the correspondence between the 

meaning of nb irt-kt and what was detemitined in Qüipter 3 about the main 

characteristics of ir-ht (see summary at the beginning of this section, p. 196-7). 

Overall, it c m  be said that the contexts in which the title nb irt-ht are found 

involve the king in physical performance. This physicality can be noted in 

the performance of cdtic rites, the perfomnance of royal ceremony, the 

performance of military exercises, the performance of funerary rites, and the 

activities involved in building monuments.L4 

Additiondy, the duties referred to* by this tide could be said to be 

formal in nature and grounded in custom through the traditional nature of 

the ideology of kingship. The formal and traditional nature of the ideology of 

kingship and the duties involved is indicated by texts Like the Instructio~ to 

King Merikare, parficdarly in regard to sections that indicate that books 

preserved knowIedge relevant to being a good king: "Imitate your fathers, 

your predecessors, one works ... with knowledge. Look, their words are 

established in books, open that you may read, and imitate knowledge" 

(Golenischeff 1913: pl.9-10 1-35-36). This formal and traditionai quality of 

ritual in ancient Egyptian kingship suggested to Assmann (1991: 245-246) that 

the king had little scope for individual actiion. This sarne kind of royal 



situation is partidy refkcted in Shakespeare's Henry Vth, as quoted at the 

opening of thiç chapter. Just as Henry Vth was feeling controlled by royal 

cerernony and obligation, he also had the abïüty to be the "maker of 

manners." It is fair to assume - based on what Ramesses II said conceming 

ordaining works according to his own mind (p. 202) and based on the 

emphasis placed on the wisdom of the king - that the Egyptian pharaoh also 

could create his own rÎtuaIs and thus t k e  was a balance between tradition 

and innovation. It should be understood, however, that the king based his 

innovative rihiais on custom and his unique position in the cosmos and that 

is why the king was "lord of performing rites." 

As has been demonstrated above, there was a close connection 

between4the duties of the king as described by being "lord of perfomiing 

rites" and ma'at This connection to ma'at highlights one aspect of 

perforxning rites recognized in Chapter 3, but not overtly mentioned in the 

contexts of nb irt-& examined Ï n  this study: the combination of speech, action, 

and object in ritud performance. In her study of ma'at, Lichtheim (1992: 41) 

points out that according to ancient Egyptian thought ma'at was to be 

perfonned through actions and words. Ciearly, given the close connection 

between kingly duties and ma'at, it c m  be assumed that the duties referred to 

through the use of the title nb irt-ht also had this quality of combining words 

and action. It is these charactenstics that might best explain the connection 

made between nb irt-kt and the 20 square game that was observed in both 



Tutankharnunfs tomb and the playing of games with the royal daughters in 

the temple of Medi.net Habu. The pIaying of these games involved 

proscribed d e s  that, when played in a formal, royd setting by the king, may 

have taken on a more rituabtic status. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

characteristics that were part of ir-ht also were typical of the duties of the king 

as "lord of performïng rites." 

FinalIy, it must be noted that the activities of the king in presenring 

ma'at conform to one of the hallmarks of ritual action. Assmann (1989: 59) 

notes that, unlike the gods, the king must maintain world order through the 

constant repetition of foa- basic actions: providing justice for humans; 

providing deities with worship and offerings; realising ma'at; and destroytng 

chaos. As was noted in Chapter 2 (2b, p. 20,23), one of the defining elements 

of ritual is its repetitive nature. Thus, it can be said that the ancient Egyptians 

recogniçed the king's actions as being ritualistic, partly through this repetitive 

quaIity. 

4c.2 Conclusions 

The title nb irt-ht is found in contexts related to activities that codd be 

described as royal, cultic, rnilitary, funerary, building, and foreign. These 

diverse contexts make it unIikely that this title referred to the king in his role 

as chief d t i c  oftïciant in temples as haç been proposed previously. A review 

of the contexts desaibed above and the uses of the expression ir-ht as 



explored in Chapter 3 of this study suggest that the titIe refmed to the 

performance of duties invoIved in the "job of being a king. As a result, it 

can be conduded that the title, "Iord of performing rites" describes the king 

as the one who performs his job par excelhce, the one who performs the 

highest job among humans, and the one who plays a role in determining 

what is proper to performhg any job. Also connected to the title nb irt-ht, 

through both the Egyptian concepts of ntud and kingship, is the idea that by 

being "lord of performing rites" the king maintained order (ma'at) in the 

world. Akhenaten may have avoided this title because he beIieved that he 

had a direct connection to ma'at rather than the indirect connection suggested 

by the need to be a leader in the performance of rites. The religious 

connections of nb irt-ht corne not from a reference to the cdtic concerns of the 

king, but rather kom the world-view of the ancient Egyptians that pIaced the 

king in a prïvileged role in relation to the human and divine spheres of 

existence. 

1 Note that in this example and in example d.199, the nb stands for both nb Gwy and nb irt-ht 
2 For the provenance of steIae in general see Martin 1986: 1-6- For stelae in houses see 
examples from Thebes, Amama, and Deir el-Medina in: Holden 2982: 298; Demaree 1982: 
103,106-107; 1983: 181-183; Friedman 1984: 110-114; Freed, Markowitz, & D' Auria 1999: 220, 
256-257. 
3 For example, see Hatshepsut's obelisk inscription (Urk IV: 364.10- 369.2) where she 
describes her erecting of the obekk where she emphasises the effect of the monuments on 
posterity and the reliefs from Deir el Bahri where she shows how they were transported 
(Naville 1908: pl. 154). For a detailed study of the multiple meanings of the large obelisks in 
centra1 New Kingdom temples see Martin 1977: 124 175 and Habachi 1984: 3-15. 
4 The categories are constructed following Rondot's (1997: 127-132) categories as follows: 
cultic contain references to the king as chi& officiant in the cult of the gods and inchde 
daims of descent from speafic gods - Rondot's 1) Naissance ef j l ia t im diaine; royal contain 



references to the king as ruler - Rondot's 2)Fozrctimz rmjnle and 3) Efficacifé du roi dans L'exercice 
lie sa charge; building contain references to the king as a buïIder of monuments and 
memorials - Rondot's 4) Le roi concepfeur et réalisnteur and 5) Le roi constructeur; mititary 
contain references to the king's power, strength, and rnilitary prowess - Rondot's 6) Le Roi 
G z m .  
"e sample size was smaIler for pre-New Kingdom use of the title and some of the earliest 
exampIes were broken so it was imposs~%Ie to reconstnict their reIationshÏp to any titulary. 
These fa& may have uifluenced the resulk; however, the existing examples support a 
pattern of preference for a location that is consistent with the New Kingdom material. 
ci Mirrors have been idenaed as having symbolic meaning and therefore they played 
significant roles in funerary practice, cult ritual, and ceremonial, as weIl as havuig a personal 
functional use (Ed-wards 1976: 141; Husson 1977: 39-42; Ldyqtiist 1979: 97-98; Muller 1984: 
1147-1150). WhiIe I have considered this lninor as most likely having a h e r q  function, 
the fact that it was found in the cartouche-fonn box - comeded to storage for royal reg& 
(Aldred 197l: 245; Edwards 1976: 139; Reeves 1990: 190) - suggests that it might have been 
used by Tutankhamun for ceremonid preparations. 
7 For these uses s e ,  Doll1982: 58-59. 
Jewellery, in a similar manner to staves, has multiple meanings. Besides functioning as 

personid adornment, jeweLiery c m  signal rank and be used in ceremonies to distinguish 
participants by role (royal regalia) or to publicly reward individu& (e-g., gold of honour - 
Aidred 197l: 33-20, pL 117,118; Andrews 1991: 180-185)- Jewdery also can have amdetic 
value for the wearer or be used in cultic rituais (Aldred 197l: 1447; Andrews 1991: I n ) ,  
Finally, the ancient Egyptians could see jewellery as a monument, that is to Say a Iaçting 
mernorial, This is indicated in an inscription from Theban Tomb #226 where the king, 
bearing among his titulary the titIe nb irt-ht, îs presented with jeweiiery described as 
monuments (see chart #4, d-155). 
For example, see the inscriptions fiom the hiation vessek with Carter numbers 54 and 620 

(Beinlich & Saieh 1989: 28-30,220-224). Also consider the kt of ritual objects made by Reeves 
(1990: 130-135) where the only object he kits that bears the title iç the tail shrine discussed 
immediately before. 
10 SchuImari (1988: 1,8-9,193497; 1994: 265,267) has demonstrated that these scenes can 
function on two levels, as a record of an historicd event (actual physicd ritual of execution) 
and as a "timeIess and symbolic triumphal theme" (Schulman 1994: 267). The question then 
becornes whether the title nb irt-ht appears next to the scene k a u s e  the ritual of execution is 
seen as a cultic rite performed by the king or whether the title appears because of the wider 
theme of -ph, CIearly, the ritual act of execution is approprïately a rite, but given the 
presence of the titIe nb irt-ht on the other triunphal scenes, it is most likeIy that the title refers 
to the wider theme. 
l1 For the sphinx/lion representing the king as the bringer of order through aggressive means 
see deWit 1951: 19-21,47-48,462463. 

For example, see Assmann's (1989: 60-61) discussion of the king's roIe in judging the lower 
cIasses so that they are not oppressed by the upper dasses, thereby presenring ma'at in 
society. 
* Obviously, kings did not explore this idea explicitiy since they did not wmt to promote 
rebellion as an acceptable form of social action (cf. Baines ?995: 14). References Like the one in 
Ipuwer are rare and @en the nature of Egyptian royal ideology, it should not be surprising 
that this one is somewhat oblique. 
l4 For a discussion and graphic representation of the relationships between physicai activity, 
political activïty, and divine activity in kùigship see Made-Busch 1992 131-132 



fig 4.1 - Sources for nb irt-bt 

occurrences 

Koyal Foreign 













Cliart # 4 
I references) 

Borchardt 1910: 
46 

architrave of funerary 
temple of Sahure (south 
side) 

4 
* royal, military 

royal Funerary Sahure 
cul tic temple 

temple 
Borchardt 1913: 
pl. 45 
(Sahure II) 

relief from funerary 
temple (?) of king on 
throne wearing red 
crown (Heb-sed scene?) 

4 
* royal 

- -- - - 

relief fragment, broken royal Punerary Niuserre I temple I VonBissing 1928: 
pl. 28, #430 context 

. - - - - -. . . - . . . .. 

Portico of funerary royal Funerary Pepy II 
temple 

royal Statue Middle 
mili tary Kingdom 

(pharaoh 

Jéquier 1940: pl. 
9 
Petrie 1885: pl II, 
BA 

temple broken context 
4 
* royal and moved 

Petrie 1896: pl. 
10,2 

fragment of temple (1) 
from Koptos, Sakhmet 
offers life to the king 

Urk VII: 16.21 large decorative 
cartouche on architrave 
at Beni Hasan 

4 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diaderns" 

royal Temple? Senwosret 1 

Lacau and Karnak. chavel of cul tic 1 Temvle 1 Senwosret 1 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in eyithet string; " special notes related to yarticular elements of context 







I references) 

crown offers standards to 
Min- Amun 
Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, pillar scene 
IO', king wearing white 
crown offers standards to 
Min- Amun 

Lacau and 
Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 31 

cul tic Temple Senwosret 1 
* royal 

Lacau and 
Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 32 

Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, pillar scenes 
11' & 12', king wearing 
cap offers nw jars to Min- 
Amun 
Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, pillar scene 
18', king wearing cap 
offers staves to Min- 
Amun - 
Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, pillar scene 
23', king wearing cap 
kneels presenting nw jars 
to Min-Amun 

cul tic Temple Senwosret 1 

cul tic Temple Senwosret 1 Lacau and 
Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 35 

Temple Lacau and 
Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 38 

cul tic Senwosret 1 
* royal 

Lacau and Karnak, chapel of c d  tic Temple Senwosret 1 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - iiidirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - ilirectly, b - 
indircctly; 4 - non-specific position in  epithet string; " special notes related to particular clements of context 



1 references) 

Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 39 

Senwosret 1, pillar scene 
2Y, king wearing cap 
embraces Min-Amun 

Lacau and 
Chevrier 1969: 
pl. 40 

Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, pillar scene 
28', king wearing double 
crown with Ka presents 
oar ? 

c d  tic Temple Senwosret 1 

Lacau and 
Chevrier 1966: 
35b 

Karnak, chapel of 
Senwosret 1, architrave 

cul tic Temple Senwosret 1 

Bochi 1994: 60 relief block from temple 
of Medamoud with heb- 
sed scene; written in full 
before face of king on 
red crown side and on 
white crown side 

royal Temple Senwosret III 

Habachi 1954: 
451 
Simpson 1995: 
fig. 9 
Gardiner & Peet 
1952: Pl. X, #23 

Tell ed-Dab'a, lintel of 
monumental doorway 
lintel from Abydos 

3b 
* royal, building 

2a 

royal 
buildine; 
cul tic 

Royal Senwosret III 

Funerary 
temple 

Amenemhet III 

stele at mining site of cul tic Foreign 
s tek 

Amenemhet III 
Magharah, scëne of king 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before tlirone name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 naine, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - sçpecinl notes related to particular elements of context 



1 references) 

receiving djed pillar from 
Thoth and Hathor 

Gardiner & Peet 
1952: Pl. XVIII, 
#56 

stele at entry to mine at 
Serabit el-Khadem, scene 
of king receiving ankh 
froin Hathor 

2b 
* royal 

royal 
cul tic 

Foreign 
stele 

Amenemhet III 

Gardiner & Peet 
1952: Pl. XXXVI, 
#Io4 

stele from Serabit el- 
Khadem, unknown 
provenance at site 

2b 
* royal; followed 
by description of 
official's 
expectation of 
his recep tion a t 
end of mining 
expedition 
3b 
* royal 

. . . . -. - 

royal Foreign 
stele 

Amenemhet III 
year 27 

Gardiner & Peet 
1952: Pl. XLIVA, 
#Il3 

steIe from Serabit el- 
Khadem, unknown 
provenance at site, scene 
of king on throne with 
fanbearer 

royal Foreign 
stele 

Amenemhet III 

Donadoni 1947: 
339.E18 

Medinet Maadi temple, 
vestibule, west wall, with 
scene of vurification 

cul tic Temple Amenemhet III 

Donadoni 1947: Medinet Maadi terniile, cul tic Temple Amenemhet III 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal naine, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; " special notes related to particular elements of context 



* cul tic vestibule-sanctuary door, 
outer west, king with 
Renenu tet 
Medinet Maadi temple, 
vestibule-sanctuary door, 
imer west 

Donadoni 1947: 
35û.PlI 

Temple Amenemhet III 

Donadoni 1947: 
506.R13 

Medinet Maadi temple, 
sanctuary west side, 
south wall, offering scene 
to Renenutet 

2a cul tic 
* royal, cultic 

Temple Amenemhe t III 

Amenemhet III Donadoni 1947: 
510SJ16 

Medinet Maadi temple, 
sanctuary west wall, 
offering scene to Sobek 
Medinet Maadi temple, 
west shrine, west wall 

Donadoni 1947: 
511 .XI3 

2a 
* cultic, militarv I Temple 

Donadoni 1947: 
513.X16 

Medinet Maadi temple, 
west shrine, east wall, 
mentions Sed festival 
Medinet Maadi temple, 
centre shrine, west wall 
Medinet Maadi temple, 
centre shrine, east wall, 
mentions Sed festival 

2a c d  tic Temple 
* royal, cultic 

Amenemhet III 

Donadoni 1947: 
515.Y13 

2a 
* cul tic 

Temple Amenernhet III 

Donadoni 1947: 
516.Y13 

2a cul tic 
* royal, cultic 

Temple Amenemhet III 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persoiial name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 



























Chart # 4 
I references) 

Urk IV: 832.8 temple at Heliopolis, 
commemorative text (1) 
over scene of king 
making offerings to sun 
god 
inscription in Karnak, 
colurrm of T11u tmoses III 

2a 
* royal 

Thutmoses III 

Urk IV: 841.16 cul tic Thutmoses III 
* cul tic 

~ r k  IV: 844.8 Karnak, near Hatshepsut 
obelisk 

cul tic Temple 

Temple 

Thu tinoses III 

Thutmoses III 
* roval 

Urk IV: 856.5 Akhmenu temple 
architraves (imer 
inscriptions) other 
architraves alternate dsr- 
h'w (outer) and "strong 
in conquering the nine 
bows (middle) 

2b 
* royal, inilitary 

royal 
cul tic 
mili tary 

Urk IV: 881.7 Medinet Habu, 
southwest architraves 

2b 
* roval 

cul tic Temple Thutmoses III 

Thutmoses III Urk IV: 885.5 inscription on alabaster 
vase, furnishings from 
temple north of 
Ramesseuni, 
Menkheverre-offers life 

cul tic Funerary 
temple 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 



Urk IV: 933.17 

Urk IV: 993.17 

nb irt-ht 

inscription on gold object 
in scene of reception of 
gold in tomb of 
Menkheperresoneb 
biographical inscription 
on statue of 
Menkheperresoneb 

stele at Montu temple at 
Armant 

Urk IV: 1244.12 stele at temple of Montu, I Armant 
JEA 38 (1952): pl 
11 
(Urk IV: 1252.3) 

margins of text of 
Thutrnoses III in the 
festival hall at Karnak 
describing institution of 

I references) 

2a 
* royal 

1 
* royal; "the 
lord of 
performing rites 
taught me 
inasmuch as he 
was efficient in 
(his lord's) heart, 
my lord praising 
me concerning 
my efficiency II 

i:' i ,fi::\ .L' 1 '.i O 

,&aracteri! I? $ 
T,!:?;;:!,qt,~,,[,~j::-,,$~i3 b'lgiji 

~)~$~:;!,-?[(lV:i~;;~;: : "1 

royal 

royal 

, . 
> > <  ;<~!'.~, '( ',.,*L: 

$~&,$,Wi 
$pi.;~/i$y;+~:,>~;$~i il(p":~;.$j 

+. &~.:i.'i;::;t,i r: 

Tomb 

Statue 

Thutrnoses III 

Thutrnoses III 

2a cul tic Stele Thutmoses III 
* roval 
2a royal 
* royal, cultic cdtic 

Temple Thutmoses III 
(year 23) 

j Key: 1 - isolatrd or not in th lary;  2 - before thronr name, a - directly, b - indirecily; 3 - before personal name, a - djrectly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 
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Chart # 4 
nb irt-bt (d references) 

Urk IV: 2048.16 

Macadam 1955: 
pl. IIc 

Macadam 3 955: 
pl. IId 

Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 12.32 
Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 16.40 

Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 21.48f 

statue of Amun and 
Amunet at Karnak 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

Kawa temple A, pronaos, 2a 
n. wall, W. of door over * royal 
scene of Amun offering 
life to king 

- -  - 

Kawa temple A, pronaos, 2b 
W. wall, king censes * royal, military 
offering table before 
~ o d s  
chest from KV#62 2b 

* royal 
alabaster chest from 2a 
KV#62 * royal, military, 

building; related 
to ''lord of 
diadems" 

bow from KV#62 2a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 

cul tic 

c d  tic Foreign 
temple 

cul tic temple 
military 1 
forei n f 
royal 1 Tomb 
military 
building 

military 

Tu tankhamun 

Tu tankhamun 

Tu tankhamun 

Tutankhamun 

Tu tankhamun 

Tutankhamun 

t Key: 1 - isolateci or no(. in titulary; 2 - before tiirone name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal naine, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet striiig; * - special notes related to particdar elements of context 





1 references) 

2a 
* royal 
2a 
* royal, cultic 

f unerary Tomb Tutankhamun 
1989: 45,108a KV#62 

I 

d ,172 Beinlich & Saleh chariot from KV#62, gold 
1989: 50,122aa Ieaf sheet with scene of 

cul tic 
military 

Tu tankhamun 

king striking enemy 
d.173 Beinlich & Saleh chariot from KV#62, gold 2a 

* royal, military 
rnilitary 
foreign 

Tomb 
1989: 50.122ee Ieaf sheet with scene of 

king as sphinx trampling 
enemies 

d.174 Beinlich & Saleh Hippopotamus-headed 
1989: 61.137 funerary bier frorn 

KV#62 
dl75 Beinlich & Saleh wooden strips frorn a 

2b 
* cultic 

funerary Tomb Tutankhamun 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal 
military 

Tomb Tu tankhamun 

I 1989: 62,150 chariot from KV#62 

d ,176 r Beinlich & Saleh alabaster vase (larnp) 
1989: 62,173 from KV#62 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "Iord of 
diadems" 

royal Tomb Tutankhamun 

I d.177 Beinlich & Saleh canopic shrine baldachin 
1989: 99.266F from KV#62 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 

royal 
funerary 

Tomb Tutankhamun 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before tlirone name, a - directly, L> - indirectly; 3 - before persoiial name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes reiated to particular elenlents of coiitcxt 









1 references) 

of diadems" in 
position 2a, 
parallel to 
epithet, "lord of 
al1 lands" 

Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 180.403(1 
right bottom) 

chest on legs from 
KV#62 

2b 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" in 
position 2a 

royal Tomb 

funerary Tomb 

Tutankhamun 

Beinlicl~ & Saleh 
1989: 186.418b? 

shabti from KV#62 Tutankhamun 

Beinlich & SaZeh 
1989: 186.418b 

shabti from KV#62 2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 
2a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of al1 lands" 

royal Tomb 
funerary 

foreigii Tomb 
funerary 

Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 192.487 

shrine from KV#62 Tutankhamun 

funerary 
Beinlich & Saleh 
1989: 197.512a? 
(60782) 

shabti from KV#62 2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before tlirone narne, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 nanie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes rclated to particular elements of context 









Chart # 4 
I references) 

Hypostyle Hall over 
scene of RI libating to 
O ~ d o a d  

* royal 

label near relief of king at 
- ~~~ -- 

military 
foreign 

Temple Seti I 
Karnak describing litary 
campaign to ~ e n o a m  and 
Lebanon related to scene 
of king binding captives 
label near relief of king at 4 

* military 
mili tary 
foreign 

Temple Seti I 
Karnak describing 
cainpaign against 
Libyans related to scene 
of king in his chariot in 
battle 
label near relief of king at 4 

* royal, mi 
military 
foreign 

Temple Seti l 
Karnak describing litary 
campaign against 
Libyans related to scene 
of king spearing a Libyan 
chief 
label near relief of king at 2a 

* royal; related 
to "lord of 

royal 
mili tary 
foreign 

Temple Seti 1 
Karnak describing 
campaign against 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - directly, LI - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elernents of context 



Chari # 4 

Libyans relates to scene 
of king offering prisoners 
and booty to Theban 
triad 
label behind relief of king 
at Karnak showing 
triurnph over enemies, 
behind scene of king witli 
his ka 
titulary on triumph scene 
at Karnak 

label above king at 
Karnak showing triuinph 
over enemies, over scene 
of king with his ka 
label above king at 
Kanais temple showing 
triumph over enemies, 
relate6 to scene of king 
trampling chiefs of al1 
foreim countries 

1 references) 

diadems" 

4 
* military, cultic 

2a 
* royal, military; 
reIated to "lord 
of diadems" 
4 
* military 

4 
* military 

cultic 
rnilitary 
foreign 

royal 
military 
f oreign 

rnilitary 
foreign 

royal 
mili tary 
foreign 

Temple 

Temple 

Temple 

Foreign 
temple 

Seti 1 

Seti 1 

Seti 1 

Seti 1 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-spccific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elenlents of context 



titdary on stela 
instituting offerings to 
Min-Amun residing in 
Buhen 

titulary on stela of 
rnining expedition to 
Serabit el-Khadem, 
relates to offering scene 
and text of king 
triumphing over 
foreigners 
titulary on stela from 
Amarah West showing 
king slaying prisoners 

titulary on monument 
worshipping royal 
ancestors from Qantara 
describing making of the 
monument 
titulary on monument 
worshipping royal 

1 references) 

2a 
* royal, military; 
parallel to 
epithet "lord of 
al1 lands" 
2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadeins" 

3a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of the two lands" 
2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

2a 
* royal, military, 

cul tic ( Foreign 1 Seti 1 
military stele 
foreign 

(Year 1) 

military 
foreign 

royal Temple Seti 1 
mili tary 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in tihilary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persoiial nanie, a - directly, b - 
iiidirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particiilar elements of context 











I references) 

related to "lord 
of uowerf' 

KR1 II: ,200.9 triumph scene at Ger f 
Husein 

4? 
"ili tary ?: 
broken context 
2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

military 
foreign 

Foreign 
temple 

Ramesses II 

KR1 II: 201.8 base-line titulary on 
triumph scene on pylon 
at Wadi es-Sebua' temple 

royal 
mili tary 
foreign 

Foreign 
temple 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II KR1 II: 204,9 epithets behind king in 
triumph scene in first hall 
of Derr temple 
parallel scene to above 

4 
* cultic, military 

cultic 
mili tary 
foreign 
military? 
foreign 

Foreign 
temple 

4? 
* royal, military? 
broken 

Foreign 
temple 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

KR1 II: 205.10 epithets of king in 
triumph scene in north 
~ a t e  at Abu Simbel 

4 
* military 

royal 
military 
foreim 

Foreign 
temple 

-- -- - -- 

3a 
* nb nijt irt-St 
(lord of victory 
who performs 
rituals); royal, 

- - 

royal 
~nilitary 
foreign 

~ o r e i p  
temple 

KR1 II: 207.2 epithets under scene of 
king slaying a Libyan 
chief in main hall of Abu 
Simbel, south walI 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - beforc pcrsoiial naine, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-çpecific position in epithet string; * - syecial notes related to particular elements of coiitext 





a 
w a  
2 2 -  
o u p  
.CI 

S+E 
- f u m  m m 5  
--A 9 
0 3 4  
2 X z  



I references) 

full titulary in main text related to "lord 
of diadems" 

Aswan stele, in titles 
around scene of king 
slaying foes before gods 
(Amun and Khnum) 
--broken contexts 

KR1 II: 344,8 4 
* military 

military 
foreign 

Foreign 
stele 

Ramesses II 
Year 2 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

KR1 II: 351.16 Luxor Pylon III, titulary 2a 
* royal, cultic 

cul tic Temple 
accompanying scene ot 
king offerina to Amun-re 

KR1 II: 444.7 Tanis, black-granite 3a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

royal 
military 

Statue 
colossus 
left dorsal pillar titulary 

Temple KR1 II: 458,5 

KR1 XI: 460,14 

Tanis, architraves from 
temple, broken context 

2a 
* roval 

cul tic Ramesses II 

Per-Ramesses palace 
pillars 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadeins" 

royal Royal Ramesses II 

KR1 II: 461.10 

KR1 II: 486,6 

Per-Ramesses palace 
inlay frag. of titularly 
Heliopolis (?), sphinx 

2a 
* roval 

royal Royal Ramesses II 

Statue Ramesses II royal 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throne naine, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal nanie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 



Cliart # 4 

base, titulary 

Hermopolis, standing 
statues 
Abydos, Seti Temple, 
Heraldic cartouches on 
door thickness to rear 
stairway 

same, paired with above 

Abydos, R II temple, 
east-side door to pylon 

1 references) 

* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

4 
* phrased as, 
" who performs 
the rites for his 
fathers the 
gods"; royal, 
cultic 
3a 
* phrased as, 
"who performs 
the rites for the 
Lord of the 
gods"; royal, 
cultic; related to 
"lord of 
diadems" 
2a 
* royal, cultic; 

inili tary I 

royal? 1 Statue 

royal Fuiierar y 
cul tic temple 

royal 1 Funerary 
c d  tic 1 temple 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

Ramesses II 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epitliet string; * - syecial notes related to particular elements of context 









Chari # 4 
nb irt-hl (cl references) 

crowned by 'l'heban 
Triad before Seti 1, over 
Seti 1 

west side 
diadeins" 

d.302 KR1 II: 64412 royal Statue Ramesses II 

Ramesseum, 1st hall, 2a 
scene barque of Mut, * royal 
behind baraue 

' royal 

cdtic 
Funerary 
temple 

Ramesses II 

d.304 KR1 II: 705.4 Deir el-Medina, Hathor 2a 
temple, frieze dedication * royal, building 
Beit el-Wali temple, 2a 
vestibule pillar, south * royal 
pillar, south side 

building Temple Ramesses II 

royal 
cultic 

Foreign 
temple 

- - 

Ramesses II 

Wadi es-Sebua temple, 
outer area, north sphinx, 
front of base 

2a 
"royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal 
military 
foreign 

Foreign 
statue 

Ramesses II 

Wadi es-Sebua temple, 
second court, 2nd west 
sphinx, pedestal 
inscription, west side 

2a 
* royal, building; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" and 

I royal 
nulitary 
foreign 
building 

Foreign 
statue 

Rarnesses II 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before thone name, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal naiiie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in  epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 





I references) 

over couple 
Buhen, sandstone stele 
fragment, over 
king,broken context 

K R 1  II: 775.15 3a 
* royal 

Foreign 
s tele 

Ramesses 11 royal 
cultic 

K R 1  III: 24.8 

KR1 III: 78.14 

limestone stele from Deir 
el-Medina of king and 

3a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of the 
two lands" 

royal 
cul tic 

Stele Ramesses II 
- 

vizier adoring 2 
goddesses, label over 

Sehel graffito of viceroy 4 
* royal 
2a 
* royal 

royal Foreign 
stele 

Ramesses II 

Rarnesses II 
Huy, label over king 
Wadi es-Sebua stele, of 
viceroy Huy, label over 

K R 1  III: 92.2 cul tic ~oreign 
stele 

king offering to deities 
Abu Simbel double stele, Foreign 

stele 
KR1 III: 105.13 

. 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems who 
seizes the white 
crowdf 

royal 
military 

Ramesses II 
date 1iri.c under head 
smitiiig scene 

KR1 III: 203, 8 Abu Simbel, rock stele 9, 
scene of king on throne 
peeted by fanbearer, left 

3a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 

royal 
mili tary 
foreign 

Foreign 
stele 

Ramesses II 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne name, a - clirectly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal nanie, a - directly, b - 
iiidirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epittiet string; " sspecial notes related to particular elernents of coritext 



Cc- 

?? 







I references) nb irt-ht 

KRI V: 36.2 Medinet Habu, pylon II, 2b 
* royal 

royal 
military 

Funerary 
temple 

Ramesses III 
presentation of prisoners 
scene 
Medinet Habu, E. high 
gate, scene of triumph 
over prisoners, epithets 
of king 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems like 
Amun" 

royal 
military 

Funerary 
temple 

Ramesses III 

Medinet Habu, E. high 
gate, scene of triumph 
over prisoners, base-line 
inscription 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems like 
Amun'' 

royal 
military 

Funerar y 
temple 

Ramesses III 

Ramesses III 

Ramesses III 

Karnak, Amun temple of 
Ramesses 111, East tower, 
triumph over prisoners, 
speech of Amun to king 

2a 
* royal 

military Temple 

Medinet Habu, forecourt, 
accompanies scene of 
king inspecting horses, 
end line 

2a 
* royal 

royal 
mili tary 

Funerar y 
temple 

Medinet Habu, first 
pylon, south tower, king 

2a 
* roval; related 

royal 
inilitarv 

Funerar y 
temple 

Ramesses III 

$ Key: 1 - isolated or not in tihdary; 2 - before throne riame, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - bcfore yersoiial natrie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special riotes related to particular elements of coritext 





ai- 
5 





nb irt-bt (d references) 

1 dedications, east wall, 
lower 

db357 1 KR1 V: 283.14 Karnak, temple of Amun 
of R III, ex terior 

d,358 

dedications, east wall, 1 podium 

d.359 

KR1 V: 284.7 

d.361 IKRIV:292.7 Luxor, rhetorical building 

Karnak, temple of Amun 
of R III, exterior 
dedicatioiis, east wall, 

KR1 V: 284.10 

6.360 

d.362 KR1 V: 296.12 Karnak wall stele, label 
over king offering to 
Amun; nb irt-ht replaced 
at Medinet Habu with 

podium 
Karnak, temple of Amun 
of R III, exterior 

KR1 V: 284.14 

Temple 2a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

~ a r n a k ,  pylon III, 
bandeau texts 

royal 
cultic 
foreign 

* royal, cultic 

2a 
* royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 
2a 

;lated to "lord 1 1 
of diadems" 

mili tary Stele 
* royal, military, building 

royal 
cultic 

cul tic 

Temple 

Temple 

Temple 2a 
* royal, militar y; 

royal 
rnilitar y 

building 
2b 

Ramesses III 

* royal, building; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

Ramesses III 

Ramesses III 

Ramesses III 

royal 
cultic 
building 

Ramesses III 

Stele Ramesses III 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throne ciarne, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal nanie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 



1 references) 

lord of making 
monuments 
Medinet Habu 
architraves, S. colonnade 

2a 
* royal, rnilitary; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

royal 
inilitary 

Funerary 
temple 

Ramesses III 

Medinet Habu, funerary 
chape1 of Ramesses II 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal 
funerary 

Funerary 
temple 

Ramesses III 

Tod, 18'h Dyn. kiosk, 
west wall, exterior 
bandeau tex t 

3a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 
2a 
* takes form, 
"Iord of 
performing rites 
in Ipet-Su Y'; 
royal, building; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

royal 
cul tic 

Temple Ramesses III 

unprovenienced table of 
offerings 

royal 
cul tic 
building 

Temple Ramesses III 

M. Habu II: 111 Medinet Habu, near royal Funerary Ramesses III 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne nanie, a - directly, b - iiidirectly; 3 - before persona1 name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epitlict string; * - special notes related to particular elenients of context 







1 references) 

d.379 KR1 VI: 8.2 

d,380 KR1 VI: 22.3 

"lord of power" 
KR1 VI: 4.8 ~ a r n a k ,  festal wall stele, 

scene of king before 
2a 
* royal, cultic, 
military; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" and 
"lord of power" 

royal 
cul tic 
inili tary 

Temple Ramesses IV 

gods, marginal tex t, lef t, 
inner column; (outer 
column identical except 
"lord of power" 
substituted for nb in-ht} 
Karnak, festal stele, over 
offering lists, broken 
context 

Temple Ramesses IV 

Abydos skele to the gods, 
introduction of main text 

2b 
* royal; related 
to ''Iord of 
diadems like 
Rehorakhtv" 

royal 
cultic 

Stele Ramesses IV 

4,381 KR1 VI: 31.14 Karnak, text on south 
obelisk of Tuthmoses 1 

2b 
* adds "in 
Thebes"; royal, 
militarv: 

royal 
cultic 
military 
foreign 
royal 
cul tic 

Obelisk Ramesses IV 

d.382 KR1 VI: 40.4 Karnak, solar roof shrine 
(Akhmenu) dedications 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 

Temple 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throiie nanie, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal ~ianie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - noii-specific position in eyithet string; * - special notes related to particular elements of context 







Chart # 4 
I references) nb irt-ht I 

court, west wall, below 
scene of processions of 

* royal, cultic, 
military; related 
to "lord of 
diadems like Re" 

cul tic 
rnilitary 

temple 

sons 

KR1 VI: 880.5 Karnak, great hypostyle 
hall, on column-bases, 
broken context 

2a 
"royal, military; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

royal 
military 

Temple Ramesses IV 

KR1 VI: 233.7 TT# 148, painted on robe 
of priest offering to dead 
couple 
TT# 148, painted on robe 
of priest offering to three 
dead coudes 

2a 
* royal 

funerary Tomb Ramesses V 

Tomb Ramesses V 

Statue Ramesses VI 

KR1 VI: 233.11 

KR1 VI: 286.5 

2a 
* royal 

funerary 

Karnak, statue of king 
grasping Libyan captive 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal 
mili tary 
foreign 

Karnak, statue of king 
supporting Amun, 
(usurped from R IV or V) 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal 
cultic 

KR1 VI: 327.16 KV #9, dedicatory royal Tomb 1 Ramesses VI 

t Key: 1 - isolateci or iiot in tihilary; 2 - before throne nanie, a - directly, b - iiidirectly; 3 - before personal name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; " special notes related to particular eleiiients of coi~tcxt 





KR1 VI: 540,7 

KR1 VI: 547.8 

KR1 VI: 547.16 

nb irt-ht 

Karnak, court of pylons 
VII-VIII, east postern 
gate, king offered 
flowers by high priest 
TT #65, scene in shrine of 
broad hall, 12 statues of 
kings behind barque of 
Amun offered to by king, 
bandeau text 

TT #65, scene in shrine of 
broad hall, 12 statues of 
kings behind barque of 
Amun offered to by king, 

. references) 

"maker of 
monuments" 
and "lord of 
diadems" 
2a 
* royal 

Za 
* adds to epithet, 
"for his father 
Amun, king of 
the gods"; royal, 
building; parallel 
to statement 
concerning 
Amun y lacing 
him on the 
throne 
4? 
* royal, cultic 

royal 
cultic 

royal 
cul tic 
building 

cul tic 

Temple 

Tomb 

Ramesses IX 

Rarnesses IX 

Ramesses IX 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throiie nanie, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before persona1 iianie, a - directly, b - 
indirectIy; 4 - non-specific position in eyithet string; * - special notes relateci to particiilar eleiiients of context 



Chart # 4 
I references) 

text behind barque; 
context broken 
TT #65, broad hall, front 
wall, barques of Tlieban 

KR1 VI: 553.5 2a 
* royal 

cul tic Tomb Ramesses IX 

triad offered to bv king 
- 

2a 
* royal; relateci 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal Ramesses X KR1 VI: 678.13- 
14 

Usurped statue of 
Ramesses V, left frame 
lines 

KR1 VI: 703.9 Karnak, temple of 
Khonsu, architraves in 
hypostyle hall, west side; 
[nb irt ht alternates witli 
nb tawy on east side) 
Karnak, temple of 
Khonsu, door jambs in 
hypostyle hall, east 
(restored, order may be 
wrong) 

2a 
* royal, building; 
related to "lord 
of cliadeins" 

royal 
cul tic 
building 

Temple Ramesses XI 

KR1 VI: 707,12 2b 
* royal 

Temple Ramesses XI royal 
cul tic 

KR1 VI: 707.12 Karnak, temple of 
Khonsu, door jambs in 
hvpostvle hall, west 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 

royal Temple Ramesses XI 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throne nanie, a - directly, b - iiidirectly; 3 - before persona1 nanie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - çpecial notes related to particular eleinents of context 



I references) 

(restored, order may be diadems" 

KR1 VI: 707.14 

KR1 VI: 712.15 

Karnak, temple of 
Khonsu, door jambs in 
hypostyle hall, west 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 
diadems" 

royal Temple Ramesses XI 

Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
festival of Opet scenes, 
label on king offering to 
barge of Amun 

3a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of the 
two lands"; 
modified titulary 

royal 
cul tic 

Temple Ramesses XI 
(Herihor) 

KR1 VI: 718.5 Karnak, Khonsu temple, 2a 
"O y al, mili tar y, 
building, cultic 

royal 
mili tary 
building 

Temple Raniesses XI 
(Herihor) picture of pylon, 

dedications painted on 
flagpoles 
Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
Herihor offers to barques 
of Theban triad, text on 
top of sl-irine 
Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
Herihor offers to barques 
of Theban triad, text 

Temple KR1 VI: 72L14 
- - - -- - - - - 

2a 
* royal, military, 
building 

royal 
cul tic 
military 
building 
cultic 

Rarnesses XI 
(Heri hor) 

KR1 VI: 722,9 Temple Ramesses XI 

t Key: 1 - isolated or not in titulary; 2 - before throne nanie, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal iianie, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elernents of context 





I references) 

Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
forecourt, second east 
side architrave, west 
(outer) face 
Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
forecourt, second east 
side architrave, west 
(outer) face 

Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
forecourt, second east 
side architrave, east 
(inner) face 

Karnak, Khonsu temple, 
forecourt, first west side 
architrave, west (inner) 
face 
Karnak, ~honsu-temple, 
forecourt, first west side 
architrave, west (inner) 

2a 
* royal, cultic; 
related to "lord 
of diaderns" 
2a 
* royal, cultic; 
related to 
"ce1ebrator in 
the liouse of 
Khonsu, in the 
good place" 
2b 
Qoyal, military, 
cultic; reIated to 
"lord of 
diadems" 
2a 
* royal, cultic; 
related to "lord 
of diadems" 

- - 

2a 
* royal; related 
to "lord of 

royal 
cul tic 

royal 
cultic 

royal 
cul tic 
military 

royal 
cul tic 

royal 

Temple 

Temple 

Temple 

Temple 

Temple 

Ramesses XI 
(Herihor) 

Ramesses XI 
(Herihor) 

Ramesses XI 
(Herihor) 

Ramesses XI 
(Herihor) 

t Key: 1 - isolated or iiot in titulary; 2 - before throiie naine, a - directly, b - indirectly; 3 - before personal name, a - directly, b - 
indirectly; 4 - non-specific position in epithet string; * - special notes related to particular elenlents of context 





Chart # 5 
Nb irt-ht in Tutankhamun's Tomb 

eaked lid r 
pedestd far 
gold? statue of 
king 

headed funerary 
bier 

I antecharnber 012: 32 I l 
alabaster chest 
(mamage 
contract? 
chest) 
bows 

staves 

chariot 
equipment 
(gold le& 
sheet - king 
strikes enemy) 
chariot 
equipment 
(gold leaf 
sheet - king . 

as sphinx 
trampIes 
enemies) 

antechamber 

antechamber 

antechamber 

antecharnber 

wooden strips 
hum chariot 

016: 40 

021:48f; 
021: 48g (1); 
021: 48g (2); 
022: 48j (1); 
031: 77b 
025: 50jj; 
036: 98 
045: lO8a 

antechamber 

antechamber 

antechamber 

antechamber 

burial 
chamber 

050: 122aa 

050: 122ee 

061: 137 

d.172 

d.173 

d.174 

061: 150 

001: none 

d.175 

6.217 



Chart # 5 
Nb irt-ht in Tutankhamun's Tomb 

alabaster vase 

Canopic shnne 
baldachin 

treasury 

alabaster treasury 
canopic shrine 

cartouche- 
form box 
(contained 
royal regalia) 

treasury 

treasury 

scarab bracelet 
segrnented 
box 

treasury 
beasury 

shawabtis 

I 

treasury 

bow case treasury 

gameboard 
- 

annexe 
case 
chest on legs 
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Chart # 5 
Nb ia-ht in Tutankhamun's Tomb 

shawabtis 

L 
shrine 192: 487 

box (for toys?) 207: 585 

ivory bracelet 208: 583q 
gameboard 209: 585r 
case 

' ALI page references hom Beinlich and Sdeh 1989. 
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king ready to shike 
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II: 111 

king inspects 
horses 
king ready to s d c e  
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window of 
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animalsi 
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processions of SON 
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second court 
second court 

Rameses II king 
one of several gods 

inner room 
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1st court, 
below scenes 
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portico above 
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VI: 392A 

VI: 392D 
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king presents 
prisoners 

king presents 
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king gr=Ps 
prisoners 
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from daughter 
king rece~ves and 
caresses daughter 
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surrounding door 

north wall of 
passage in 
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below scenes 
exterior of 
centrd tower 
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centrd tower 
private 
quarters 

doorway to 
private 
quarters 
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CHAPTER Fl[VE 

Analysis of nt-' 

And gradudy he had trained her and made her into an 
active, organized woman who looked up her engagement book 
every moming, made plans and programmes for the day ahead 
and then waiked her way through them to retire to her room at 
night, tired with the triumphant tiredness of the virtuous and 
du- 

Anita Desai: Clear Lighf of Day. 

The previous chapters have investigated the d e n t  Egyptian concept 

of ritual through the word, ir-kt. This chapter will test the integrÏfy of the 

results of this investigation through evaluating the semantic field of another 

ancient Egyptian word that was used to sigrufy ritual, nt-'. If the resdts of 

the semantic field for ir-ht are representative of the Egyptian concept of ritual, 

then the semantic field of nt-< should overlap with that of ir-ht to a large 

extent In this chapter, the word nt-' will be andysed and the use of this word 

in ancient Egyptian texts wiU be sunreyed for cornparison with the categories 

of use already estabLished for ir-kt. 



5a The Composition of the Word nt-' 

The expression n t c  can be understood as a compound word made up 

of a genitival n and a noun, '. This understanding would presume a feminine 

antecedent that had dropped out or was understood such as kt. Thiç 

compound would then have the meaning, "belonging to the ' " (cf., Gardiner 

1957: 572:. Alternatively, the expression could derive from the relative 

adjective nty written in an archaic manner as nt (Gardiner 1957: 5 199) and a 

noun. This wodd have the meaning, "what belongs to the '." The Worterbuch 

(1: 156, I I :  197) defines nt-' as "Besfimrnung, Brauch, Herkommen," which reflects 

the use of the word rather than its original meaning. Obviously, 

understanding the meaning of the noun ' is essential to understanding the 

origiri of thiç expression. This noun is widely understood to be a word that 

refers to a document (eg., Redford 1970: 43, n.1; Lorton 1974: 114; Harari 

1990: 422-423), although it is sometimes suggested to be a word for arm (VIA5 1: 

156). As Lorton (1974: 114,162, n.1) has pointed out, the common writing of 

nt-' with the papyrus-roll determinative (-, Gardiner Sign List YI) and the 

range of contexts in whidi this word appears suggest that the proper 

understanding foi this element in the compound is a word referrhg to 

documents.= 



5a.l The Word ' 

An examination of the ancient use of the word ' dows for a more 

precise understanding of the meaning than simply "document." The 

Worferbuch (Wb 1: 158) gives "Schrifshïck, Urkunde" and notes its use in titles. 

Additionally, the Worterbuch (Wb I:159) lists its use in the Old Kingdom to 

describe a le@ right An examination of the sources that contain the word ' 

indicates that its use was most common during the Old Kingdom. These 

references suggest that ' was used to indicate a written document that had 

legal or official purposes. In the Abusir PapyrÎ the word ' is used in 

inventories to refer to a leather (or papyrus) roll that had been erased 

(Posener-Kriéger 1976: 366). The same word may have been applied to the 

documents that formed this archive (Posener-fiéger 1976: 2). 

The majority of examples, however, suggest that ' was used to refer to 

a document that had already been written and had legal or official purposes 

rather than a blank scroll. For example, the legal nature of the word is dear 

in a 4& Dynasty text that says "he made a document of his claim against the ka 

prïest" (Urk 1: 13.4).2 The oficial nature of the tex& is Uusbated through 

connections to the king. For example, the importance of a document being 

prepared in the presence of the king is emphasiçed: "his majesty caused that 

he make the document there, writing beside the king himself' (Urk 1: 232.14). 

Further demonstrating the royal connections is the fact that the term royal 



(nzw) modifies some uses of the word ', "document". In another 4th Dynasty 

text, it is stated: "their names are there according to the royal document" (Urk 

1: 4-16)? Similarly, this phrase appears in titles hom the Old Kingdom, 

"scribe of the royal documents" (Urk 1: 25-13), "overseer of scribes of the royal 

documents" (Urk 1: 60: 14) and somewhat similady, "royal scribe of documents" 

(Urk 1: 47.6) .4 Finally, the "house of royal documents" (Urk 1: 284.15) Ïs 

attested. 

Mer the Old Kingdom, the word ' becomes less conimon as other 

words that refer to written texts, such as rn@ t (Wb II: 187), slgt (Wb IV: 261), SCt 

(Wb IV: 418-419), Sfdw O/Vb IV: 461), and drf (Wb V: 477) corne to be used 

commonly.= The use of ' after the Old Kùigdom does supply a due as to the 

nature of the Old Kingdom texts that were being referred to by this word. 

Durhg the Middle Kingdom the word ' was used hequently in the CoEn 

Texts, although this may represent an archaistic use since the funerary texts 

were conservative- One common use in these texts was to d e r  to a record of 

ritual events. For example, in Coffin Text Spell183, the offerings that the 

deceased expects to be offered in the funerary rites are said to be Listed on the 

' (de Buck 1935: III.78f&g).6 

In the New Kingdom the tex& that were referred to as ' were 

ad.minist.rative documents that tended to feahire lists of people or things that 

would have legal force. Examples of such documents wodd include the 



town register that appears in Papyrus B.M. 10068 (Peet 1930: pl. 14.2V2) and 

the Turin Taxation Papyrus (Gardiner 1948: 37.11). These tex& compare 

favourably w-îth the kind of text represented by the Abuçir Papyri. It may be 

that the word ' origindy referred to such an administrative document that 

Iisted people, materids, or procedures for offiaal and legal purposes.7 As 

administrative and lepl  documents became more complex toward the end of 

the Old Kingdom (Baines 1984: 694), new words came to be applied to 

different types of documents replacing the more common and simple '. If 

this theory is correct, then the emphasis on official and legal uses of the ' 

reflects the kind of document prevalent in the early literate period - registers 

- whose primary use at this period was as legd or adminisirative records. 

If the core meaning of the word ' is a listing of information as an 

official record, then the literal, and perhaps original, rneaning of the 

compound word nt-' would be "belongirig to the document"8 Within this 

literd meaning is the fact that the document being referred to is not any 

written document, but one that is a record, taking the form of a register or list 

that had prescriptive force. It shodd be noted that examples of the 

compound word nt-' that are preserved today do not predate the 12* Dynasfy 

(see diart #7), thus they occur after ' had ceased to be in common use. This 

situation makes it difficdt to know if nt-' originated durhg the Old Kingdom, 



rdecting conternporary usage, or if it was a conscious archaising 

emphasising the old and thus traditiond. 

5a.2 -al meanine: - of nt-' 

The proposed original meaning of nt-', "bdonging to the (prescriptive) 

document," certainly corresponds to a couple of aspects of ritual noted as 

characteristics of ir-ht. First, the word contains the sense of reiiance on 

written or traditional practice (see section 3c.5, pp. 129-130). Second, the 

word contaiw connections to official, royal, and Iegal aspects of society (see 

section 3c.4, pp. 125-127). While these are important elements of ritual noted 

in Chapter 3, they do not constitute enough of an overlap in meaning to 

confirm that the analysis of ir-ht is representative of the concept of rihial in 

ancient Egypt Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the occurrences of nt-' 

to evaluate its use in relation to the categories of cdtic ritual, funerary ritual, 

agressive ritual, and work as ritual. 

Unlike in the case of the compound word, ir-bt, scholars already have 

noted many of these categorieç d uses of nt-'. For example, Knichten (1986: 

143-144) notes among its meanings: 

un "usage", une "coutume", une "habitudef' (joumaüère), 
un "règlementf', un "traité" (international), un "ordre de 
préséance" (à la Cour), une "cérémonie religieusef', un 
"rite", un "service rituel", et même une "phase" (de la Lune). 



Kruchten (1986: 143), however, analyses these varied meanings as 

aspects of the "lois humainesrr and the "lois  naturelle^'^ between whidi the 

ancient Egyptianç did not distlnguish, rather than as aspects of ritual. 

Similady Godet notes as meanings for nt-': 'customr, 'habitr, 'rite', 'rihial', 'to 

organize', 'stipulationsr, and 'customary agreement' and notes that àt 

"approaches the EngIish expression 'liturgy' in the sense of prescribed 

routine or the like" (Godet and Levine 1998: 263-264). Goelet also points to 

the divine planning behind the use of nt-' (Goelet and Levine 1998: 265). 

5b Uses of nt-' 

In order to analyse these van'ous meanings in relation to the ancient 

Egyptian concept of ritual that arose out of the analysis of ir-ht cond-ucted in 

Chapter 3, the uses of nt-' were categorised in a simiIar manner. Fram this 

categorisation, it was dear that the categones d t i c ,  funerary, aggressive, and 

work were represented among the uses of nt-'. However, not d the 

occurrences of nt-' fit into such groupings; fherefore, it was necessary to add 

the category 'customr . 

5b.l Cultic Ritual 

Just as with ir-kt, it is clear that nt-' was used to refer to cùitic ritual. 

First, rituds referred to as nt-' can be connected to the gods. For exatmpte, 



priests were instructed: "do not be remiss concerning any of your rftunls, be 

pure and clean with god's proceedings (ht n ~ ) "  (chart #7, e.18). Similarly, in 

an inscription of Thutmoses III, it is stated: "who perform the ritun1 of god's 

proceedings before my father Amun-re at the calendar festivals" (chart #7, 

e.27; also see e.37, e.58). 

As the last example makes dear, the Egyptianç expressed the idea that 

rituaIs (nt-') were performed for the gods in a pattern of use similar to that 

observed with ir-M. A similar assertion was made by Thuhnoses III in the 

establishment of worship: "it was My Majesty who found aJl beneficences in 

increasing monuments as embellishments for the future by means of ribals, 

by means of purification, by means of regulations, by means of provisionS of 

this chapd for my father, Amun" (chart #7, e.17). This statement compares 

well with one made by Ramesses III that uses ir-ht where Ramesses says that 

he performs rites to his father Amun (chart #3, c.149). Also noteworthy in 

these statements is the fact that the n t c  are d e s d e d  as being 'performed' (ir), 

w h f i  also compares with the performative nature of cultic rites already 

noted as typical of the ancient Egyptian concept of ritual. For example, 

rituals are performed for Ptah: "My Majesty caused that aLl rituals of the 

interïor9 be performed for his father Ptah-south -of-his-wall in Thebes" (chart 

#7, e.19, also see chart #7, e.20). 



As was the case with Mt, rihi& designated by ntc were described as 

king performed by priests in temples. In one of the earliest examples of nt-', 

Ikhhemofret dairned: "1 caused the hour priests of the temple to [///] 

toward their duties. 1 caused that they know the rihcal of every day and of 

calendar festivals" (chart #7, e.O1; dso see chart #7, e.02 e.25). The religious 

building codd be a hwt-na as Ï n  the previous example or a r-pr: "those who 

perforrn in every rite, that is every rifunl that is performed in this chapel" 

(chart #7, e.24; also see diart #7, e.26).'0 

The performance of cultic rituah was not lunited to priests, however. 

People not identified first as priests codd be described as performing rituds 

in a cultic context Thutmoçes III was descnbed in relation to religious 

practice, as entering "into rituals more than scribes or pnests" (chart #7, e.28). 

Similarly, Ramesses III instnicts the Vizier To to "perforrn her (Nekhbet's) 

Rfuals in the temples of the Sed festival" (chart #7, e.65). These uses of nt-' 

c m  be compared to çimilar patterns of use observed with ir-@ (see Chapter 3, 

3c.l) where it was noted that the sarne terrninology was applied to the 

performance of rites regardless of the officiant. 

For at least some cultic rïtuals that were designated using the 

expression nt-', a state of purCity was considered important- In the Nauri 

decree of Seti 1, Seti said of his foundation of the temple: "everyone is caused 

to know (his) ntuals in every regulation of purify" (chart #7, e.36). This 



staternent iç quite similar to the instructions given to pnests to be pure and 

dean in god's proceedings (diart #7, e.18), whidi is mentioned above. Thiç 

state of purify also was noted in relation to cultic rites designated as ir-ht (see 

Chapter 3, section 3c.l). 

One strong element of the use of n t c  for cuItic ritual is an emphasis on 

its customary or traditional nature. Hatshepsut, in the Speos Artemidos 

inscription, connects the rituds she observed to primeval times: "the ntunls of 

its arrangement, which he made at the beginning of time, are restored" (chart 

#7, e.09)." It should be remembered that the "Eust ümes" were a potent idea 

to the ancient Egyptians, embodying a time of original and perfect creation 

that set the pattern for future proper behaviour as guided by ma'at (Morenz 

1973: 167-168; Barta 1984: 158-161; Westendorf 1986: 870; Hornung 1992: 39, 

47). In other texts, there is mention of performing rituals "of every day" or of 

festivals specified according to the calendar (e-g., chart #7, e.01, e.20, e.27, 

e.39). These references to set periodic performance not ody  highlight custom 

or tradition, but also the repetitive nature of these rituals. 

Emphasis also could be placed on performing rituals in a specific 

manner that suggests attention to d e s .  For example, Ramesses III stated: "it 

is according to the celebrations of Ptah that 1 endowed his provisions, his 

rituals, and his duties" (diart #7, e.62). Similarlyl it was said of priests that 

'lthey perform their V / / 1  properly according to all rituals of this temple" 

(chart #7, e.25)? This attention to tradition and d e s  also is suggested by the 



need to educate people in the proper performance of nt-'. This education is 

rdected in statements where daims of "causing someone to know" the ritual. 

Both Ikhernohet (chart #7, e.01) and Seti 1 (chart #7, e.36), in examples quoted 

above, daim to educate performers of cultic rituals in this way. 

From these examples of cultic rituds referred to using the word nt-', it 

can be said that nt-' pardels many of the characteristics noted when ir-kt was 

used to refer to cultic rites. Clearly nt-', when combined with the verb ir, had 

a performative qualïty (eg., chart #7, e.19, e.20, e.24, e.26, e.27, e.39) .13 In 

addition, the performances were accomplished with physical objects as is 

indicated by references to offerings (htpw - see chart #7, e.03, e.58). Cultic 

rituals were performed for the gods, in temples, often by priests who 

conducted the rituds periodicdy according to custom and instruction. 

Given the original meanuig of the word n tc ,  it can be assumed that the 

written nature of such custom and instruction was understood by the ancient 

5b.2 Funerary and A~messive Rituals 

The occurrences of nt-' referring to hinerary r i b a l s  are not as 

nurnerous as the occurrences of ir-kt applying to such rites. This may be in 

part because the majority of the exarnples of n t c  date to the New Kingdom. 

The majority of the occurrences of ir-@ referring to funerary rites predate the 



New Kingdom (see chart #3).14 On the one hand, this Iack of evidence means 

that the information about funerary rituals referred to as nt-' is not as rich as 

that provided for ir-bt. On the other hand, the examples that are preserved 

provide interesting pardels to the examples with ir-kt presented in Chapter 3 

(3c.2) in that they refer to rihials of offering, the process of rebirth in the next 

world, the process of living in the next world, and aggression in the mythic 

world. Also rare in reference to nt-' are examples that relate to a g p s i v e  

rituals. As has been noted, aggression in relation to funerary bekf does 

appear with nt-'; therefore, aggressive rituals wiU be discussed within this 

study of nt-' and funerary rituals. 

The one exarnple of nt-' that relates to the offering of funerary 

provisions is controversial. Assmann (1983: 265.19,266.n.i) transliterates nt-' 

with a question mark and notes that the grouping might better be understood 

as Zw ' - having the meaning, "die Hand a u s s t r e ~ . "  If the text is read 

retaining the nt-', then it could be understood as: "provisions of the ritual of 

the guide by his follower" (chart #7, e.56). While this combination of nt-' and 

'w is not paralleled, it cm be compared to the spelI £rom the Co& Text that 

refers to the guide ('w) offering water to the deceased at the wag festival and 

the festival of Thoth (CT I,276a, SpeU 64)? Unfortunately, this passage is 

very poorly presemed and thus it is difiicult to make a conclusive decision 

conceming the correct reading. AdditionalIy, it is difficult to determine 



whether funerary o f f e ~ g s  are being h s s e d  or whether it is d t i c  

offerings to the Sun. 

There are a couple of examples of the use of nt-' that describe rituals 

that occm as part of the process of rebixth of the dead and their e n q  Înto the 

West. The process through which Osiris, and by extension the dead person, 

was revived after death through the reunification of the body was described 

as a nt-' ritual: "he being united by means of your ritual" (chart #7, e.74). The 

judgement of the dead was described in similar temis in the Instructions of 

Merikare: "that day of judging the wretched, the hour of performing ritunls" 

(chart #7, e.06).16 These n t d s  would be similar to the rites described as ir-St 

that were mentioned as being practices performed on the island of Serser (see 

Chapter 3, section 3c.2 - p.106). 

Finally, there are a set of rituals referred to as that are related to 

proper living once the dead had reached the West. These r i t u d s  are found 

described in the soIar hymns that are m e n  on many New Kingdom tombs 

and funerary papyri.17 One element in Me in the West that is referred to as a 

nt-' is the rihial of the joumey of the sun across the sky in the solar boat. This 

joumey, whïch is repeated daily, is referred to as n t c  iri both the solar hymnç 

used in the cul t  and in these funerary tcxts.18 For example, in chapter 20 of 

the Leiden hymn to Amun, the worshipper says: "how you cross [the sky], 

Horakhty, performing your nfual for yesterday daily" (chart #7, e.48). In the 



sun hymns found in tombs the sun is addressed in relation to his voyage in 

similar phrases: "his ritual being performed daily, he was not hindered in his 

performance of yesterdayf' (chart #7, e.54; ako see chart #7, e.53, e.55, e.57). 

Finally, in chapter 15 of the Book of the Dead the movement of the sun 

through the West during the hours of night is described using nt-': "when you 

have completed the hours of night, likewise you presented them and you 

completed (them) according to your ritual" (chart #7, e.34). 

The activities of the gods in the West, as described in the Book of the 

Dead, also were described as nt-' under certain conditions. In chapter 183 of 

the Book of the Dead, the worshipper, after assuring Osiris of the 

performance of proper offering rites, praised him saying: "all your 

govemance being potent like his rituals from beforef' (chart #7, e.51). In 

chapter 127 of the Book of the Dead, in a section referrïng to the hiumph of 

the gods over their enemies, Thoth is described as: "bom according to ritual" 

(chart #7, e.50). This association between Thoth and funerary ritual presents 

another correlation between rituaIs described as ir-ht and nt-'. As was noted 

in Chapter 3 (3c.2 - p.103-104), Thoth was luiked to the setting down in 

writing of the rituals appropriate to the dead. Also, it is appropriate that 

Thoth is comected to hiumphing over the enemies of the gods in a funerary 

and solar context because Thoth was integral to the solar joumey and 

repulsing the enemies of Re? In this context, it is relevant to note that in el 

Bersheh tomb #7, the overthrow of rebels is referred to as a ritual 



performance: "the great wab priest of Thoth in overthrowing the rebels [upon 

the day] of perfomiing rituals" (chartIf7, e.02). 

This last example also inhoduces the use of nt-' to refer to aggressive 

rituals. The Litany of Re also contains a use of nt-' that dudes to aggressive 

actions: "they did not perform their nhrals agauist Osiris Seti before the 

butchers" (chart #7, e.49). Again, this example demonstrates an overlap 

between ir-bt and nt-' as aggressive rituals related to funerary practices were 

noted as being referred to as Ir-ht in Chapter 3 (3c.3). In particular, rites 

related to the overthrow of the rebels, especidy events associated with the 

slaughter of Apep, were described as ir-& (p. 115-116). The two examples 

using nt-' dso describe the overthrow of rebeIs and refer to the butchers in a 

manner that nuiç pardel to similar uses of ir-B. 

While not used as hequently for funerary rituals as ir-@, these 

exampIes of nt-' provide some interesting parallels to the uses of ir-ht that 

were dismssed in Chapter 3. It is clear that nt-', like ir-ht, described rihids 

that were related to entry and life in the alterlife. These rituals had close ties 

to the ritual rebirth of Osiris and the journey of the solar boat with Re. Both 

of these activities included the battling of rebels, an activity also referred to as 

nt-' or ir-kt. Induded in the descriptions of the battIe with the rebels were 

- references to the god of writing, Thoth. While a comection with Thoth rnight 

be expected with an expression that referred to the written text like nt-', this 



tie codhms the relationship between ritual and this god that was noted with 

funerary rites and ir-B. What b ~ g s  these ideas together is the perfomative 

and periodic nature of these activities as w d  as the& crucial nature in 

relation to the maintenance of world order. The dearest example of this is the 

solar journey, which the solar boat repeated every 24 hours thereby 

maintaining the world order that Re had inçtituted in primeval limes? The 

aggressive rituds, sometïmes performed by Thoth, kept the rebels hom 

disnipting this journey. 

5b.3 Work as Ritud 

The expression nt-' frequently was used to desaibe the duties 

connected to work In Chapter 3 (3c.4) it was concluded that work c d e d  ir-ht 

encornpassed career duties, often rdated to the king, that were based on 

tradition or written instruction. The examples of work duties caJ.Ied nt-' 

display simüar charactenstics. AdditionalIy, as with the work activities 

cded  ir-l$, the duties called nt-' c m  be divided into royal and generd work. 

One kùid of work that the ancient Egyptians considered as nt-' was the 

performance of royal duties. An inscription at Karnak said of Thuûnoses III: 

"because he gave ritual as lord of ail lands, the nine bows are bound together 

under his two sandals" (chart #7, e.08)." The duties of kingship being 



descrîbed here are those that involve the king subduing foreign lands and 

instituthg Egyptian d e  thereby bringing ma'at to ail lands. This example, 

therefore, is comparable to the duties of kingship represented by the triumph 

scenes that are labelled with the title nb irt-ht (see Chapter 4). 

The king also could perform simüar duties to create or maintain order 

in Egypt itself. Horemheb, after the perceived upheaval of the Amama 

period, was described as bringing order to Egypt through ritual that was 

based in primeval standards: "that was when he had set this land in order, so 

that he might ritualise it in accord with the time of Re" (chart #7, e.30)F A 

similar statement concerning Seti I's rule was inçcribed in his temple at 

Abydos: "making peacefd the Two Lands @y) his rituals, the land is again 

like the First Occasion" (chart #7, e.38). 

The connection to the god Re and the perfect primeval time seen in 

these exarnples is not just indicative of the idea that the work done by the 

king was based on early tradition. Additiondy, these connections represent 

dear connections between the king's actions and those of the gods, in 

particular the soIar god. This idea can be seen in parallels where ceremonies 

that were conducted by the king on earth are paralleled by the solar god on a 

cosmic scale. For example, in a solar hymn found in the tomb of the vizier 

Paser, the solar god was praised saying: "nobody established what is under 

and what is upper except for you alone, @y) your ritual of stretching the cord 

you form the Two Lands" (chart #7, e.52). This idea clearly runs pardel to 



the description of the king founding temples through the ceremony of 

stretdiing the cordB and thus it can be said that the ntud performed by the 

king gains in significance through this connecfion to divine ritual. The 

impression that the work of the king could be considered to partake of a 

nature of divine activity is further reinforced by the description of Rarnesses 

III hom Medi.net Habu: " they see him Iike Re at d a m ,  they being under the 

govemance and rifunls of the h g r f  (chart #7, e.60).24 

Work designated as nt-= was not only performed by the king, but also 

by courtiers as part of court ceremonial. In the Prophecies of Neferti, the 

coustiers were described as performing ritual greetings to the king: "they 

went out, they having paid their respects according to their ritual of every 

day" (chart #7, e.07). Horemheb, in his decree stela set up at Karnakf used 

the expression nt-' to refer to ceremonies he wanted performed at corn. For 

exampIe, Horemheb dairned: "1 have testified concerning procedures of the 

audience chamber and the ntud of the interior of the royal nursery" (chart #7, 

e.32; dso see chart #7, e.31,25 e.33).26 It also is clear that the expression nt-' 

was applied not only to specific ceremonies, but to the overall work duties of 

a courtier. The Instructions of Amenemope dedares itself to provide, "all 

regdations of entry of elders and the rituals as (royal) friends" (chart #7, 

e.75). Similarly, it is said of an old courtier who can no longer physically 

observe the proper ceremonid behaviour: "losing in bows, restirig in his 

spine, hk nfua'. it neglects ifs place" (chart #7, e.29). 



Not all the work called n t c  was royal duties or court ceremonid. For 

example, in the tomb of Rekhmire, the text over a scene of the vizier 

irispectuig artisans explains that RekhmVe Îs: "causing that every man know 

hiç duties, consisting of the ritual of every occupation" (chart #7, e.22). A 

similar statement was made conceming work performed for the Residence 

City=: "in order to perform every occupation of the Residence City according 

to their n f d  of every day" (chart #7, e.23). One interesting aspect of these 

examples is that, at least partidy, these occupations are comected to the 

king- In the second example, the people are performing work to support the 

royal establishment. While not as clearly connected to the king, the first 

example does suggest that the vizier, the chîef representative of the king, is 

stating that he will make everyone knowledgeable conceming his work thus 

preserving order in Egypt? 

One interesting observation concemuig nt-' as it refers to work is that it 

allows some questionable references to things done by priests, which do not 

seem to be cultic rites, to be interpreted as work. These activities codd 

include the repair of tempIe property: "look, it has been commanded that you 

punfy the chape1 of Abydos. Artisans are given to you for its nhd together 

with hour priests of the temple of these districts and the storehouse of the 

god's offerings" (chart #7, e.03). It is possible, in Light of this example, that 

some of the references to rihials in relation to religious buildings and priests 

might indude not only cult ritual, but also work requiied for the building and 



maintenance of temple estates (eg., chart #7, e.09, e.19, e.20, e.24, e.25, e.26, 

e.61, e.63, e.64)? 

In reviewing the use of the expression n t c  as applied to work, there are 

a number of skiking similarities when compared with the use of ir-ht for 

work. First, many of the examples of nt-' were in comection to work 

perfonned in relation to the king and court ceremonid much as was 

discussed for ir-ht (see 3c.4). Second, the skilled duties involved in the 

performance of a job dso were similar to the performance of genexal duties 

that were present in the examples of -t discuçsed in Chapter 3 (3c.4). These 

similarities are evident in a number of specific examples. The example of 

Washptah (chart #3, c.12) performing rites in the Privy Chamber is pardel to 

the examples of nt-' used to describe the ceremonies and work of the royal 

courtiers discussed in this section (chart #7, e.07, e.31, e.32 e.33,75). Another 

set of paralle1 examples cornes from the tomb of Rekhmire. In this tomb, both 

ir-kt and nt-' were used to refer to the duties involved in a career that were 

performed according to instruction (compare chart #3, c.120 and c.121 with 

chart #7, e.22). Finally, there are parallel examples related to the 

performance of official commissions. The expression Mt was used by King 

Izezi to refer to the work that Çenedjemib was performhg in royal 

construction projects on command (chart #3, c.19). Similarly, the Vizier 



Ankhu used nt-' to rder to the work that Amenysoneb was to perfom in 

renewing the temple at Abydos on command (chart #7, e.03). 

Qearly, the work described by these two tenns share some essential 

qualities. Work designated by the term ritual was formal and offiaal often 

king based on a connection with royal activities. These royal activities 

included the duties of kingship, the performance of court ceremonial, and the 

czmyhg out of royal or official commissions. Another characteristic of ritual 

work was that thiç work was being performed based on tradition or written 

instructions, This tradition is rdected in the idea that actions were based on 

primeval b e s  (chart #7, e.30, e.38) or that someone needed guidance to 

perform them successfdyY This need for guidance is implied in Rekhmire's 

need to cause that people know the duties of their occupation (chart #7, e.22) 

and in the opening of the Instructions of Amenemope, which claims to 

provide instruction on the duties necessary to be a courtier (chart #7, e.75). 

Similar to the findings in regards to work called ir-ht, work designated as nt-' 

is an entire set of activities, not a single activity. The work of performing 

royal ceremonial or the job of an artisan under the vizier would have 

involved a dustering of skills performing a series of activities. 

In addition to the characteristics that are shared 50  a large degree 

between work cded  ir-i~t and nt-', there is one characteristic of ritual w-ork 

that is more apparent in the examples using nt-'. This characteristic is an 

emphasis on the repetitive nature of the work This repetitive quality was 



indicated using the phrase, "of every day" (chart #7, e.23, e.31). This quality 

is typical of the use of nt-' across the categories and is responsible for one 

common translation of this expression - custom.~ 

5b-4 Custorn as Ritual 

As has been seen in the exampIes that have been examined to this 

point, there is a strong emphasis on periodici~ with the ribals c d e d  nt-'. 

While the rites called are not without some reference to repetition (eg., 

chart #3, c.62 c.109, c.143), thïs feature is not as prevalent as it is with nt-'. 

This characteristic is strong enough that some examples of the use of nt-' seem 

to have custom as their primary meaning. Consequently, it is necessary to 

analyse these occurrences separately from those that dearly fit into the 

categories that match those used to analyse the primary uses of ir-ht. The use 

of nt-' to refer to custom fa& into two primary categories, daily programme 

and legal agreement 

The expression nt-' occasionally occurs in a context that would suggest 

its primary meaning was a personal daily programme or custom. A well- 

known early example of thiç situation is found in the Westcar Papyrus. The 

success of the wonder performed in the story of the cheating wife relies on an 

adulterer going " d o m  to the pool according to his rîtun1 of every day" (chart 

#7, e.04; dso see &art #7, e.05, e.66). Given the formality of the other 



contexts of n t c  and the origin of thiç expression in record books, it is unlikeIy 

that this use of nt-' is exactly equïvalent to habit. Additiondy, since the 

action of the story relies heaviIy on the man making his trip to the pool, it is 

lÏkeIy that the ancient Egyptian author chose a word that let the audience 

know that the man was bound to go to the pool. As a resdt, the meaning of 

nt-' is doser to something like programme where the d a i s  activities were 

written down ahead of time and followed throughout the day. It also is 

possible that this example could be understood as n t c  meaning work. In this 

instance, the man would be gouig d o m  to the pool as part of his required job 

duties. In either case, the context requires that nt-' refer to an activity that 

had a certain degree of fomality and periodicity in that it was predictable? 

This kind of predictable behaviour based on a written text also is 

typical of another type of use of nt-' - that of a legal agreement. The examples 

of nt-' in this context share a quality of being a customary and obligatory 

agreement between two parties. For example, in the tomb of Rekhmire, the 

captured Çoreigners, workuig as slaves for the estate of the temple of Amun, 

are given provisions in accordance with some kind of customary procedure: 

"giving to them linen, oil, clothes, according to their ntud of annual 

requirements" (chart #7, e.21). Similarly, the high pnest of Arnun 

Amunhotep is given supplies according to a customary or binding 

arrangement cded ntc: "giving to you the basins of gold and silver in accord 



with the r i h l  of the servant" (chart #7, e. 70; also see chart #7, e.71, e.72, 

e.73). These examples are interesting in that they have similar characteristics. 

They involve the movement of goods, some on a periodic schedule (cf., chart 

#7, e.21 and e.71), involving personnel connected to the temple. These 

examples can be compared favourably with an example that was placed 

within the work category. In th& example a work receipt of a potter said: 

"received as revenue of the potter, completed according to his rirual of every 

day" (chart #7, e.66). While thiç example may refer to the work of the potter, 

it dso may refer to legal agreements or contracts for daily production that the 

potter has made. From thiç cornparison, it is possible to understand the 

relationship between work, legal agreements, and customary behaviour that 

brings these activities together under the term nt-'. 

Many of the examples of the use of nt-' to refer to a Iegal agreement 

corne £rom international agreements. The context of n t c  in these texts implies 

a certain periodicity that suggests a customary pattern and hence has 

innuenced the translation of this expression as "custornary agreement" 

(Spalinger 1981: 303,n.13). For example, in the Annals of Thutrnoses III, the 

foreign ports were supplied for the Egyptianç by the locals "according to their 

?-itual of each year" (chart #7, e.11; also see chart #7, e.12 e.13, e.14, e.15, e.16, 

e.211.32 

The formality of such agreements, however, is suggested by the 

manner in which nt-' is used in the treaty between Ramesses II and the king of 



the Hittites, Hattushiü III. This expression is used a number of times in the 

treaty to refer to the formal written arrangements between the two kingdoms. 

The written quality of the treaty is made obvious in the text itself: "as for the 

words of the rihrd that the Great Ruler of Hatti performed together with 

Ramesses II Meriamun, the Great Ruler of Egypt, in writing on this çilver 

tablet" (chart #7, e.46). Clearly, from this example it can be concluded that nt- 

did not refer to the document its& (the silver tablet), but to the content of 

that document. Additionally, it can be noted that there was a customary basis 

to the te- of this neaty when the kings agree that they will abide by temis 

of former treaties: "as for the proper rifun1 that had been here" (chart #7, e.45). 

It also is relevant to note that the treaty reflected conditions laid down by the 

gods much like other examples of nt-': "the rifunl causing to be established the 

plans which Re made and whidi Seth made" (chart #7, e.43). Finally, the 

hoped for outcome of the treaty, order and hamony, was precisely defined in 

the description of the agreement as: "the good nbnl of peace and brotherly 

affection so good peace and good brotherly affection are pennitted to occur 

between us forever" (chart #7, e.41). 

It is possible to understand the reason behind the selection of nt-' by 

the author(s) of the document based on the origird meaning of this 

expression as an inshuctional record. 33 Qearly, the treaty is a listing of 

stipulations each party must observe and this compares favourably with the 

use of nt-' and ir-ht in the context of royal decrees (e-g., section 5b.3, chart #7, 



e.30, e.31, e.32, e.33; section 3c.4, diart #3, c.53, c.55, c.56). While the use of nt- 

to refer to a treaty can be understood in relation to the original meaning of 

this expression, a deeper understanding can be achÏeved by considering how 

the characteristics of the use of nt-' observed in other contexts relates to this 

treav. It is evident hom the discussion above that the ancient Egyptian 

understanding of the nature of the treaty they enacted had some basic 

elements that are common to other ritual activities. 

The fïrst element of ntud that is integral to the treaty of Ramesses II 

and Hatushili III is performance. The treaty relies on each party performing 

specific physical actions. For example, the treaty specifies that they would act 

as allies and go to war if either party was attacked (KRI KI: 228.3-11). 

Simüarly, both d e r s  promised that they wodd r e m  fugitives to their 

respective lands (KR1 II: 229.3-11). Therefore, the treafy demonstrates the 

three elements of ritual that were observed as part of ritual (see section 3c.5, . 

pp. 127): word, the written treaty; object, the military gear or the fugitives; 

and action, the physical acts of going to war or moving of people. 

The second element of n t d  that is a constituent of this heaty is 

periodicity. This element occurs in two different ways. First, there is an 

emphasis on the fact that the treaty is not new, but part of an ongoing set of 

behaviours between the two kingdorns. For example, at a couple of points in 

the document there is reference to former treaties or periods where the 

relationship between the two parties were in accord with the ternis of this 



new heaty (KRI II: 227.2-3; 228.1-3). Also of importance is the fact that the 

treaty is aligned with the primeval arrangement of the gods (KRI II: 227.2; 

227.5), something also witnessed in regards to the ritual actions already 

analysed in this chapter. Second, there is a sense that the behaviours agreed 

to in the treaty are ones that must be repeated o v e  the life of the d e r s  and 

their descendants in order to meet the terms of the treaty. For example, both 

d e r s  vowed that the "children of their diildren" would have a relationship 

of "peace and brotherly affection Iike our nature forever" (KRI II: 227-1344). 

Additionally, in the vow both kings are making, they state: "we grasp it so 

that we may perform in accord with this proper govemance" 1T: 228.3)." 

The h a I  elernent that represents a simüarity between the treaty and 

other ritual behaviours is the desired outcome of the treaty. With ritual, it has 

been noted in this study (section 3c.5, pp. 131-132; section 4c.1, pp. 200-206) 

that worId order in accord with ma'at was the desired result of perfomiing 

rituals. It is clear that the desired outcome of this treaty for both parties was 

an ordered relationship based on the desire of the gods that produced "peace 

and brotherly affectionf' (see for example, chart #7, e.41). 

From this review, then, it cari be established that the treaty between 

Ramesses II and Hattushili III conformed to primary characteristics of ritual 

in a number of essential ways. First, the treaty rested on a written document 

that set out a list of instructions for each king to follow. This characteristic is 

concurrent with the original meaning of the expression nt-'. In addition, this 



characteristic is typical of the characteristic of rituais being based on written 

docuznents or tradition as observed with the use of ir-ht. Second, the treaty 

represents a requirement of the parties to the keaty perfomiing physical 

action with objects based on words. This quality of ritual was seen most 

strongly with the phrase ir-ht. Third, the heaty had definite reference to 

repetition in tirne, both in the past and in the future. Repetition was an 

essential element of ritual seen in relation to nt-' and nb ia-ht. The final 

characteristic of ritual that was present in the treaty was that the desired 

outcome of the treaty was order. Again, the performance of ritual to bring 

about order was noted partidarly in relation to nb irt-ht Clearly, describing 

the treaty as a ritual between Ramesses II and Hatushili III was appropriate 

given the ancient Egyptian concept of ritual. 

5c Analysis and Conclusions 

Frorn the preceduig survey of the use of the expression ntc ,  it is 

evident that its use closely overlaps with that of ir-M. This use can be aivided 

into the sarne categories of ritual as were used in the analysis of ir-ht - cultic, 

hinerary, negative, and work. However, it was necessary to add the category 

of "mstom." From these results, it can be concluded that nt-' and ir-ht had a 

pardel relationship, but at this point it is necessary to analyse and evaluate 

that relationship. In order to carry out this analysis, the qualities of activities 



called nt-' need to be reviewed. After these qualities have been outhed, then 

it will be possible to analyse the degree and character of the relationship 

between nt-' and ir-ht. This andysis is important in order to confirm that the 

study of nt-' does not contradict any major characteristics of ritual in ancient 

Egyptian thought hom the study of ir-ht and nb irt-ht, but rather compliments 

that study. FUially, it is important to discuss the chronological development 

in relation to both terms for ritual. 

5c.l Analysis of the Uses of nt-' 

From the study conducted in this chapter, it is clear that the expression 

nt-' was used to refer to rituals that c m  be categorised as cultic, funerary, 

aggressive, and work. From the use of thiç expression for these four 

categories, it can be conduded that just as with 3-ht and nb irt-kt, the activities 

that were called nt-' included both sacred and secular activities. These two 

areas of activity are witnessed by the cultic and work references. However, 

within the activities to which nt-' refers there are qudities that cut across 

these categories. It is important to delineate these qualities before fqhg to 

compare the use of nt-' with ir-l-~t ruid nb irt-ht. 

The -st, and most obvious quality of nt-' is its reference to the written 

record. This quality c m  be witnessed, not only in the literal meaning of the 

expression, "belonging to the (prescriptive) document," but also from the 



context of its use. For example, in the treaty between Ramesses II and 

HatushiIi III, nt-' is connected to the act of the words of the ritual being 

recording on a tablet (chart #7, e.46). It dso iç appropriate, in relation to the 

written nature of this expression, to note that the god of writing, Thoth, is 

mentioned in the same context as nt-' (e-g., chart #7, e.62, e.50). 

Another strong quality of the rîtuals referred to as nt-' Ïs that of 

performance. Already in the earliest examples, nt-' appeared with the verb ir 

thereby highlighting the performative nature O£ the ritual activities. 

Addi tiondy, the performative action associated with n t c  c m  be noted in the 

predominance of contexts that involve physical action. By way of illustration, 

in the examples of nt-' surveved in this chapter, beyond references to 

perfomiing (ir), this expression is related to actions Ue: corning and going 

(e-g., chart #7, e.04, e.05, e.28, e.32, e.75); overthrowing enemies (e-g., chart #7, 

e.02); 'stretching the cord' (eg., chart #7, e.52); supplying (e-g, chart #7, e.11, 

e.13, e.21); filling manufacturing orders (eg., chart #7. e.66); bowing (e-g., 

chart #7, e.29); guarding (e-g., chart #7, e.35); and uniting body parts (e.g., 

chart #7, e.74). 

Periodicity is another quality of rîtuals cded n t c  that is common to 

many examples in the corpus. This quality normally was expressed through 

reference to the repetition of the ritual at regular intemals in time. For 

example, activities often were described as occurring daily (e-g., chart #7, 



e.01, e.04, e.05, e.07, e.23, e.31, e.48, e.54, e.66), annually (e-g, chart #7, e l l ,  

e.12, e.13, e.14, e.15, e.16, e.29 or at calendar festivals (e-g., diart #7, e.01, 

e.09, e.20, e.27, e.39). 

It is equally dear that the Egyptians believed that the Btuals called nt-' 

had a strong foundation in custom, hadilion, or primeval times. This idea 

sometirnes was expressed through the use of phrases like offering to the 

emead "according to their ritud" (chart #7, e.58)x or endowing rituals 

"according to the celebrations of the shrine of Ptah" (chart #7, e.62), whidi 

suggest a traditional manner in which to perform rituds. As was clear in the 

treaty between Ramesses II and Hatushili III (see chart #7, e.43), ntuals also 

could be grounded in tradition by being linked to the gods or to primevd 

ümes. For example, rituals c d e d  nt-' were linked to either the restoration of 

activities performed "at the firstff (chart #7, e.09) and "since existence 

(began)" (chart #7, e.68) or ritualishg the land "in accord with the time of Re" 

(chart #7, e.30) and "like the First Occasion" (chart #7, e.38). Finally, ntuals 

occasionally were described as having been performed forever (e-g, chart #7, 

e.53, e.55, e.57). 

Obviously, if  rituals were based on such a traditional footing, it was 

necessary to educate people in their proper performance. This need to 

educate the performers of ritual does appear in the texts in the corpus. The 

earliest extant use of nt-' is related to a daim by Ikhemofret that he caused 

that the priests "know" the ritual (chart #7, e.01). Seti 1 made simila. claimç 



in regards to priests (chart #7, e.36), Rekhrnire caused everyone to "know hiç 

duties consiçting of the n h l s  of e v q  occupation" in regards to training 

workers (chart #7, e.22), and Amenemope's goal Ï n  his Instructions dearly 

was to educate courtiers in th& rituals for court ceremonial (chart #7, e.75). 

Given this need the ancient Egyptians felt to educate people in the 

performance of ribals, it is not surprishg that there was an emphasis placed 

on king sure that the rïtuals were performed properly. This idea most 

cornmonly was expressed using the word mty (Wb II: 173-174 [mtr]) to indicate 

that the ritual was performed according to tradition and instructions (see 

above, discussion of chart #7 e.25, p. 314 and note 12). 

Given the emphasis placed on the background of ritual in custom and 

the need to educate, it c m  be conduded that there was an o£Eicial quality to 

ritual. This idea is cortfirmed through the number of occurrences of nt-' in 

royal or divine contexts. Only three examples of the use of this expression 

have no apparent reference to the gods, the king, or the royal court (i.e., chart 

#7, e.04, e.05, e.66). This fact implies that one essential quality of ritual was 

f orrnality . 

The final qu* that is apparent in a number of examples of the use of 

nt-' is a comection to order. Most commonly, thiç comection was a belief in 

the ability of rituah cded nt-' to create order in the world. This idea was 

expressed most commonly in respect to the work of the gods or kings. As 

was described previously, it is dear that the expected outcome of the treaty 



was an ordered relationship between the Egyp tians and the Hittites. This 

same outcome was expressed in relationship to the h g  of Egypt and other 

foreign countnes. For example, it waç said of Thutmoses III: "because he 

gave ntud as lord of a3.l lands" (chart #7, e.08; &O see chart #7, e. 10). 

Similady, the king was described as bringing order to Egypt through the 

performance of ritu&. For example, Seti 1 was described as "making 

peacefd the Two Lands (by) his rituals, the Iand is agaùi like the First 

Occasion" (chart #7, e.38; also see chart #7, e.30). Finally, the go& also 

shared in the task of performing rituds to bring order to the land of Egypt. 

This idea is dearly stated in the solar hymns: "by your ritual of stretchùig the 

cord you form the Two Lands" (chart #7, e.52) and, as was mentioned before, 

the solar joumey ençured order (see pp. 320-322, n. 20). 

From this analysis of nt-', it is dear that there were a number of 

quaüties that were common across the categories of use of this expression. 

Rituals called nt-' were activities that were based on a written guide that had 

a performative quality. These rituals were conducted repeatedy as set times, 

idedy anchored in custom that originated in the archetypa1 era of plimeval 

tirnes. Due to these qualities, it was necessary that performers of ritual be 

educated so that they performed their rituals properly. Rituals also had an 

official or formal quality that connected rituds to the divine or royal spheres. 

Finally, the desired outcome of the performance of ritual was order in the 



5c.2 Cornparison of nt-', ir-ht, and nb irt-ht 

At this point, it is possible to make direct comparisons between the 

words for ritual that have been analysed in this study. At a basic level, it is 

clear that the characteristics of use - cultic, funerary, aggressive, and work - 

are common to all terms. The primary difference in use related to these 

categories between nt-' and ir-ht/nb ia-ht is a matter of emphasis and 

frequency within these categories. For example, for the category funerary 

ritual, there are far fewer examples for n t c  than for ir-kt. Related to this 

situation, is the fact that there is no mention of the lector priest performing 

rituals, something that was common of rites called ir-ht (see chart #3, c.26, 

c.27, c.42, c.43, c.45, c.60, c.61, c.106, c.143; and see discussion in Chapter 3, 

section 3c.2, pp. 102-104). This difference between the two terms is not fatal 

to seeing both ir-ht and nt-' as temis used to refer to ritual. The most probable 

cause of this dillerence is chronological since almost all of the occurrences of 

references to the lector priest corne hom the Old and Middle Kingdom, a 

time when there are few occurrences of the expression nt-'. 

Another problem in assessing the differences in emphasis and 

frequency is that nt-' does not appear as commonly as ir-ht and nb irt-ht. This 

resdts in the situation where parallels between the expressions might be 

represented by a small number of occurrences or a single occurrence in the 



case of nt-'. For example, it was noted, partidarly in relation to the royal 

title nb irt-ht and, to a lesser degree with ir-kt, that tlfrere was a connection 

between ritual and the king constnicting monuments (see section 4c.1, pp. 

200-201; section 3c.4, p.121). Within the corpus, there iç only one dear 

occurrence of n t c  that provides a connection between ritual and royal actions 

which codd be considered as the construction of a : monument (chart #7, e.17). 

If the categories are considered as a whole, t h e  primary difference 

between nt-' and ir-ht/nb irt-ht would appear to be in the la& of emphasis on 

aggressive rites with the expression ntc.  While not: entirely absent from the 

occurrences of nt-' (e-g., chart #7, e.02, e.49), there axe  no examples of claims 

of people performing rituals against 0th- people's tombs. The opposite 

situation is represented by the fact that there are n o  examples of ir-ht referring 

to treaties. W e  it could be argued that the occurrrences of aggressive rites in 

funerary tex& for n t c  (e-g., chart #7, e.02, e.49) and the use of ir-ht in relation 

to royal decrees (e-g., chart #3, c.53, c.55, c.56) might be related uses of these 

tenns, the total la& of clear examples suggests a dilference in emphasis 

between the two words, 

The most logical explanation for this difieremce Lies in the original 

meaning and use of theçe words. Since ir-ht had the onginal meanuig 

'performing procedures,' both its antiquity and refcmence to physical 

manipulation may have caused it to be favoured to* describe the kinds of 



activities involved in performing rites against a tomb (see discussion in 

section 3c.3, pp. 112-113). Similady, the documentary, legal, and prescriptive 

nature of the treaty may have caused a preference for the use of the 

expression nt-' given its proposed original meanhg -belonging to the 

prescriptive doczument'. Equally important may have been the fact that such 

treaties were somewhat foreign to Egyptian practice36 and hertce, a 

potentially more archaic tenn wodd not necessarily have been preferred. 

Given these factors, it is evident that the differences in emphasis and 

hequency of use between nt-' and ir-lJt/nb Wt do not present signihcant 

issues for the understanding of the cognitive category ritual. Rather, it 

should be understood that any differences observed are representative of the 

dZerence of original meanhg of the words and the chronological differences 

in use. 

If the qualities of ritual that cut across all categories of the use of nt-' 

that were reviewed previously are considered, it can be concluded that they 

too parallel what was outluied for Mt and nb irt-ht. If the qualities of rituds 

called nt-', which were discussed in section 5c.1, are compared with the 

qualities of rites called u t  that were discussed in section 3c.5, they fd into 

the same general types. 

The most obvious quality noted with respect to rites called ir-kt was its 

reference to physical action (3c.5, pp. 128-129). For ir-kt, this quality was 



noted across all categories of use. Physical action also was noted as a strong 

quality of the rituals cded  nt-' (5c.1, p. 335). Like ir-ht, the quality of physical 

action cut across aU categories of activîties called nt-'. An exampIe of a 

physical ritual that was called both ir-ht and nt-' was the ritual of entry where 

either a priest entered the presence of a deity (e-g., chart #3, c.62, c.138) or a 

courtier entered the presence of the king (e.g., chart #7, e.07, e.32, e.75) 

observing the proper rihials set for that occasion. Such physicality was dso 

noted in relation to the context of the title nb kt-kt, most notably in relation to 

the king repulsing the forces of chaos through rnilitary hiumph (section 4c.1, 

p p  202,204). 

One aspect of use noted in relation to the physical nature of ritual 

called ir-k~t was the fact that it often was combined with two other aspects: 

object and speech (3c.5, p. 128). This fact was notas comrnonly noted with 

the examples of nt-'; however, the combination of these three things clearly 

was an important aspect of the treaty document. It is probable that the three 

elements dso were a factor in other rites cded nt-' such as court ceremonid 

and the h e r a r y  rituals where actions such as bowing might be connected 

with set speeches of greeting or prayer and manipulation of objects such as 

offerings or symbols of office. 

The qu- first noted with nt-' was its reference to the written record 

(5c.1, p. 334). This aspect of use for M t  also was found to be as important as 



the physicd nature of rites, cutting across ail characteristics that were 

discussed (3c.5, pp. 129-130). In both cases, the god of writing, Thoth, was 

noted as being associated with the context of these words. Given this reLiance 

on the written word, it is not surprising that an emphasis on the customary 

nature of rituals was also cornnion to both ir-ht and nt-'. The ritual actions 

performed often were desmbed as king based on a traditional style of rites 

(compare chart #3, c.26, c.35, c.38, c.42, c.43, c.45, c.70, c.93, c.100, c.119, c.132, 

c.133,c.138, c.139, with chart #7, e.09, e.20, e.30, e.39, e.58, e.62, e.75). Such an 

emphasis on performance based on written tradition also was present in 

relation to royal performance and thus could be related to the title nb kt-ht 

(see discussion in section 4 4 ,  pp. 211-212). 

In the case of both nt-' and ir-ht, this emphasis on written instructions 

and refiance on traditional observance seems to have necessitated the 

education of those who performed rituds. This realiv is represented best by 

the use of the word rh, -to know' or 'to leam' (Wb II: 442-444). Knowing or 

Iearning rituds is referred to in both the nt-' and ir+t corpora (e-g., chart #3, 

c.65, c.136; chart #7, e.01, e.22, e36). The king as nb irr-ht dso educated 

officiais (chart #4, d. 93). Further evidence of this concem over doing rituals 

correctly according to written instructions, tradition, and education is the fact 

that it was said that rihials were performed mty, 'properly' (eg., chart #3, 

c.119; chart #7, e.25). Qearly, the ancient Egyptians were concemed not only 



with the idea that rituais were performed, but also with the wmj those rituals 

were performed. 

Periodicity dso was a quality that appeared in respect to both words 

for ritual; however, it was more prominent with nt-'. As was seen above, it 

was common for the rituais c d e d  n t c  to be described as having been 

performed annually, daily, or regularly according to a time set by the 

calendar (see p. 335-336). This kind of specific comment on performing 

rituds on a regular basis was rare with ir-kt. For example, Khaemwaset 

addressed the pnests of the Apis cult as those who performed rites calIed ir-ht 

every moming (chart #3, c.143, also see chart #3, c.109). A similar idea of a 

periodic performance of rites as royal ceremonial was described beirig 

performed whenever the courtier entered the Privy-Chamber (chart #3, c.12). 

CIearly, rnany of the cultic and funerary rites would have been understood by 

the ancient Egyptians as necessdy being repeated on a regular basis given 

their standard religious practice.37 Given this fact and the presence of a few 

examples of ir-bt with a fime reference, it is probable that the difference in the 

number of references to periodicity between nt-' and Mt is not significant. It 

is possible that the sdection of nt-' over ir-ht to refer to rituals having a strong 

penodic quality was a case of emphasis. An Egyptian would have selected 

the expression nt-' in order to stress the repeated and customary nature of the 



rihial being described based on the stronger intrinsic qualîfy of custom 

related to the origin of the expression nt-'. 

A quality of forrndity was cIearIy connected with nt-', ir-ht, and 

obviously nb Xrt-ht. This formality is not only ïndicated by the need for 

performlng rituals properly through attention to instruction and tradition 

through education, but also by the frequent comection of ritual to royalty 

and divuùty. ClearIy, the examples of ritual that fall into the cultic and 

funerary categorïes have this formal quality. What is signihcant is that th.% 

f o m d  quality dso is found in the work category. As was noted previousIy, 

work calied nt-' and ir-ht was connected to royalty to a large extent (see 

section 3c.4, especially p. 125, and sections 5b.3 and 5c.l). 

Findy, a concem with the production of order through ritual was 

promurient in the described outcome of ritual, be it nt-', ir-ht, or nb irt-kt. This 

concem with order was discussed for nt-' in relation to the actions and 

decrees of the king (see 5c.1, pp. 337-338). This concept was expressed clearly 

in the treaty between Ramesses II and Hattushili III (see 5b.4). This attention 

to order was very clear iii relation to the use of the tit le nb kt-kt in conjunction 

with the role of the king as a rnilitary Ieader who conquers the forces of chaos 

seen as foreigners, rebels, or wild anùnals (section 4c.1, pp. 204-206). In the 

case of ir-ht, it was noted that one stated airn of perforrning rites was to cause 

order through making people, living or dead, flourish (section 3c.5, pp. 230). 



Clearly, performing work cded  ir-l~t was considered by the Egyptians to 

produce order and guarantee success in the final judgement (section 3c.5, pp. 

131-132). This connection between ritual and order Ïs suggested M e r  by 

the appearance of nt-' and ir-k~t in contexts involved with judgement (eg., c.06, 

c.41, c.49, c.93, c.119, c.133; chart #7, e.06). 

From this cornparison of the categones of use and qualities of these 

words for ritual it iç dear that there is considerable correspondence between 

i r - l~t  and nt-'. The next issue, then, is whether there is any evidence that the 

ancient Egyptians identifïed these two terms with each other. Ln fact, there 

are some examples of uses of these two terms that suggest that the ancient 

Egyptians did comect them as related in meaning. First, the expression nt-' 

was occasionally in close contact with @ no For example, Thutmoses Ill 

i n s ~ c t s  priests: "do not be remiss conceming any of your rifuals, be pure 

and dean with god's proceedings" (chart #7, e.18; dso see chart #7, e.27, e.37). 

Simitarly, there is an example of ir-ht in close contact with ': "equipment was 

made in accordance with what was made in its document being al l  rites 

perfomed for an empowered spiritff (chart #3, c.43). More importantly, there 

are a couple of examples where ir-ht and nt-' actually occur in the same 

context. Exarnple e.24 gives possible evidence for the conscious 

identification of the two ternis through the m of predication: "those who 

perform in every rite (ir-ht), that is every ritual (nt-') that is performed in this 



chapel" (chart #7, e.24; d s o  see chart #7, e-261-38 Therefore, it c m  be 

concluded that these two terrns were identified with each other during the 

New KÏngdom, if not earlier. 

In reviewing the connections between Mt and ntc,  it can be concluded 

that there was significant overlap in the semantic fields of these two 

expressions. The basic characteristics of the use of these expressions for 

referring to cult ritual, funerary ritual, aggressive ritual, and work ritual were 

alike. Additionally, the qualities of ritual that cut across these categones - 

physicality, written and traditional precedent, need for education, formality, 

and the promotion of order - show great similanty as w d .  Finally, the fact 

that there was a conscious identification of these expressions by the ancient 

Egyptians strongly suggests that they refer to comparable activities. Given 

that the ternis ir+t and nt-' referred to the same categones, similar qualities, 

and were consciously identified with each other, it can be conduded that not 

only did these expressions share significant overlap in regards to their 

semantic field, they also were understood by the amient Egyptians as 

referring to the same cognitive category. As a result of this conclusion, it cari 

also be stated that the initial investigation of k-ht in order to reconstmct the 

ancient Egyptian cognitive category 'ritual' was accurate. 



5c.3 Chronolo~cal Analysis 

As in the study of ir-ht there haç been little consideration of 

chronologicd development in this analysis of the expression nt-'. Unlike in 

the case of ir-@, however, the preserved examples of n t c  primariIy date to the 

New Kingdom. This situation leaves less room for an evaluation of 

devdopment of use; however, it does appear that the main categories of use 

and qualities of r i t ua l  are constant across the presemed examples of nt-'. The 

use of nt-' does seem to rke and fall in popularity during certain reignç. In 

general, it would appear that nt-' was popdar during the reigns of 

Hatshepsut and Thutmoses III, Horemheb, Seti 1, Rarnesses II, and Rmesses 

III. The significance of this pattern is diff ïdt  to assess without a clearer 

knowledge of patterns of textual presemation than currently obtain. Despite 

this fluctuation in popularity, the fact that the basic characteristics and 

qualities remain rdatively constant through time further supports the 

condusion drawn in relation to the chronological analysis of ir-kt (section 

3c.6), fhat the ancient Egyptiar. concept of ritual was stable throughout the 

pharaonic period. 

At this point, it is essential to r e m  to the pattern of kequency of use 

of ir+t that was noted in the chronological analysis of thiç term (section 3c.6). 

There, it was noted that this term appeared more frequently in the Old 

Kingdom than in later periods. It probably iç not coincidental that the 



reduction in occurrences of i d ~ t  coincided with the growth in use of the 

expression nt-'. The convergent devdopment of two te= without one 

displacïng the other is not unknown in ancient Egyptian language. One 

example of such a pair of words is h m - n ~  and r-pr. Spencer, in her study of 

the Iscicography of the temple (198437-55), demonstrated that while these 

two terms originally had separate meanings their meanuigs converged, but 

both words continued in use. The most obvious explanation for the patterns 

of use observed in relation to ir-ht and nt-' was that they, like hwt-np- and r-pr, 

originated separately and came to refer to the same concept, commonly king 

used interchangeably. If this hypothesis is tme, then k-t~t, "performing 

procedures," based on the available evidence, was the earlier term and 

refiected a thne when the written text, while important, was notas common 

as later in time (cf. Baines 1984: 694-695). Later, as the written text became 

more common and dearly was a way of recording the proper form of 

performing rituals, the expression nt-', "belonging to the (prescriptive) 

document," became an appropnate way to desmbe ritual. It is probable that 

nb irt-ht was a tit ie used by h g s  before the use of nt-' to refer to ritual became 

common. It is most likdy that kings retained this title because of the greater 

weight it carrïed as an older and thus more traditional expression. 



5c.4 Conclusions 

From this sunrey of the semantic fieId of the scpression ntc, it is dear 

that there Ïs a substantial overlap with the semantic field of ir-kt. The major 

categones of the rites referred to by Wt - cultic, funerary, aggressive, and 

work - were found to fit the categories of use for nt-'. Another category, 

custom, was added to the categories used to analyse -t in order to account 

for th% use of nt-', although it is possible that these uses of this expression 

were related to the category of work Additiody, it was found that the 

qualities of rihial, which cut across the categories of use, were similar for both 

terms and also f i t  many aspects of the royal title nb irt-ht. These qualifies 

included: physicality; wmïtten and traditional precedent; need for education; 

formality; and the promotion of order. The prirnary merence between nt-' 

and ir-ht related to the qualities of ntud was a matter of emphasis. The 

reasons some qualities may have been more emphasised for one term and not 

the other probably lie in the original meaning of each term. As diçcussed in 

the introduction to this chapter, the expression nt-' had the original meaning 

'belonging to the (prescriptive) document', which emphasised the orïgins of 

the instructions for performhg the ritual in written fom. This reference to 

writing may explain why this term did not corne into cornmon use untü. the 

Middle Kingdom, when literacy was more widespread and the textual corpus 

more cornplex. It is likely, then, that ir-ht and nt-' were pardel terms that had 



converging meanings. The Iater arriva1 of nt-' and the convergence in 

meaning between the two expressions explain why the use of Mt became 

less frequent by the New Kingdom. 

In the final analysiç, it cm be said that both mt and nt-' were 

expressions that referred to ritual. Consequently, it can be conduded that the 

attributes proposed for the cognitive catkgory 'ritual' in ancient Egypt, based 

on the study of ir-kt, are correct. 

* There are problems associated with the interpretation of ' as arm (hand) or document 
(credentialç, record) in relation to the appearance with or without the bookroil determinative. 
For example, see Fischer 1964: 16, n, 2; Faulkner 1973: VOL 1,194, n.3; VOL 2- 45,m30; 248, nZ 
As a r d t  the presence or absence of this determinative is not helpfui in determinhg the 
meaning of ' in nt-'- 
2 For further examples see Urk k 1712,307.19; Vandier 1936: 37 (6); m o t  1946: 64, ri, 4; Gunn 
1948: 28, (3); Goedicke 1956: 30; Posener-Krieger 1976: 479. 
3 For further examples see Urk 1: 211,4.15; Meeks 1980: 77.0549; Meeksl981: 78.0601; Meeks 
1982: 79.04433, 
4 This holder of the Iast titIe is &O described as a rh-nsw, which, if th& title actuaiIy shouid 
be read ir-ht nsw as proposed by çome scholars (see above, section 3c.4, p.126-127), could be 
important for understanding the early reIationship between text and rituai. For further 
examples of titles combining ' and nsw s e  Urk 1: 31.13,94.8,280.15, 
5 AIl except m@t in this kt begin to be used in the Middle Kingdom according to the 
Worferh~h. For a wider selection of words rdated to anâent Egyptian -books' see Schott 
1990. 
6 For similar exampIes see de Buck 2935: IV- 31a (speU BI), 42c (speil290), 389a (speH351); V. 
15% (speH389), 173d (speil400); VI. 51b (speU482), 128b (spell533), 2951 (spell672), 300f 
(speli 672), 308p (speU681); W. 164f (speli 949). 
7% inkrpretation accords weU with Redford's (1986: 129,142,n.62) understanding of ' in 
the OId Kingdom royal archives, Redford deçcn'bes royal archives for this period as having 
administrative documents (iedgers, ') and annalistic documents (gnwt). 
This is the generdy accepted understanding; see Lorton 1974: 114 ("what beIongs to the 

document"); Redford 1970: 43, nl ("relatùig to the document"), 1986: 219, n61 ("that which 
conforms to the regdation"); Goelet & Jkvine 1998: 263 ("that which beIongs to the book"). 
9 The word b w  is difficult in thiç example since it has a range of meanings that provide iittie 
information about the nature of ritual king described- In the Worterbrcch (m: 368-370), the 
meanings given mcludes the generai - interior or home- to more specific reference to an 
interior, private room or the royal paiace. This causes specific probiems for understanding 



the ritual bemg descriid because it cannot be determïned whether there is a sense that it is a 
royal ritual, a private ritual, or just a typicd ritual for the temple. 

See Spencer (1984: 22-55) on these terms- For hwt, Spencer (1984: 25-26) suggests a building 
devoted to the funerary cult of the king or queen and priva& irtdÏviduals during the New 
Kingdom or a cuit temple. The hwt also could be used to refer to the estate that produced 
o f f e ~ g s  and matenaIs for the temple or funerary d t  For r-pr and hwt-nçr, Spencer (1984- 
55) proposes that in essence they both meant temple by the MiddIe Kingdom- The two krms 
refer to the main temple rather than the entire tempIe comp1e.x or administration, The r-pr 
was the pIace of offerings origuiaUy, while the hwt-np was the cuit centre of a god. As a 
result of the convergence of meaning of these two te-, to distinguish them in translation 
hwt-ngr will be translated as 'temple' wMe r-pr will be trandated as 'chapeI'- 
11 See Gardiner 1946: 46, a9 for the diLficulty with the writing of p k t  n tpw. h o ,  note the 
grammaticai structure here - it confonns to the pattern observed by Assmann (1989: 58-59) 
where it is necessary for kings to repeat actions to maintain order that gods ody  needed to 
perfoxm once- The royal action is expressed using imperfective sdm.f stressing repetive action 
(Gardiner 1957 5 4425) vs. the perfective fonn for the god's actions. 
*The use of the term mty (Wb II: 173-174, mtr - "richtig, rechfrnassig, genau) in relation to nt-' 
also is found when nt-' is used to designate a treaty- Goelet and Levine (1998: 263, n 33) 
suggest that mty reinforced the "orderly nature" of nt-' in relation to its reference to 
"established custom:" See Çurther in section 5b.4 where the use of nt-' is discussed m relation 
to custom and the treaty. See Gardiner 1952: 16, n-6. where he gives the meaning "evenness 
or normality, and so applies naturaily to what is time-honoured, traditional, or the like." 
Given these anaiyses, mty will be translated as 'properly' in this study to capture the idea of 
orderly nature and custom suggested as appropriate in the context of the expression nt-'. 
13 It aiso should be noted that the word ir, when combined with nt-', rnay have a techrücal 
meaning related to obseruing a pre-existing customary set of procedures. For a discussion of 
th& use of ir, see Kmchten 1981: 166-168. This use does not exchde the performative use of ir 
in these specifïc cases or a sense that 'obsenring' involved performative action. 
14 This la& of funerary data may relate to a change in attitudes to what was proper in tomb 
and funerary tex& related to a rise in the expression of more personal concem through 
hymns and prayers in the New Kingdom (cf- Lichtheim 1988: 2,134). 
1' This example from the Co& Tex& is not without problerns either. The reading of 'w is 
based on a mcult reading by de Buck (1935: 1,276, n2*). 
16 This example is not entirely dear given the way it is written as to whether it refers to the 
judgement of the dead, the judgement of the living in court, or possibly both- For a 
discussion of th5 issue see Lichtheim 1973: 107, m4. 
17 For these solar hymns see Assmann 1983 and references provided. 
18 For discussions of the relationship between the sun hymnç used in the cult, the funerary 
papyri, and in the tomb decoraüve program see Stewart 1966: 29-31 and Assmann 1983: x- 
XÏV- 

19 See Chapter 15 of the Book of the Dead and the solar hymn Text 158b in kssmann (1983: 
216, n-d) where Thoth is given this role- 

The relationship between order (ma-at) and the solar deity is clear in Egyp tian texk. For 
discussion s e ,  for example, Zandee 19W. 54,68; Barta 1984: 160-161; Asçmann 1995: 32-35, 
50-53. 
a See discussion of this example by Redford (1970: 43, ml) where he notes the sense of nt-' 
reIated to royal Ieadership. This sense of nt-' is found in a number of other examples (chart 
#7, e-10, e-30, e-38, e.59, e.60) and can be related to the king as a giver of rituai and thus order 
as expresed in the tide nb kt-ht. 



* The content of this phrase and the grammatical structure here (&.n.f - d m . 0  are 
interesthg in relation to the discussion of Assrnann (1989: 58.59)- Thiç sentence would seem 
to confonn to the examples Assmann uses of the king initiating sets of states that need to be 
constantIy maintaineci whde the god Re originated the state once, 
z3 For an example with similar wording see the description of the founding of a temple by 
Senwosret 1 (P- B e r h  3029, deBuck 1938- 50, IL24) where fhe courtiers Say to the king: "your 
deasions corne to pas,  the h g  is appearing in the Uniting-of-the-Two-Lands, in order to 
stretch [the cord] in your temple." 
24 For a discussion of the relationship between nt-' and see Goelet and Levine 1998: 262- 
271. Godet's interpretation provides interesthg insights hto  the p a i ~ g  of these two words 
in relation to beaties. Goelet suggests that s b  referred to the actuai relationship between the 
counfries as planned by the go& while n t c  referred to the actual document GoeIet stresses 
the use of s b  to descr i i  diM-ie intervention and thus does not deai with the example under 
discussion here, although the implications of this idea are interesüng to the issue of the 
Egyptian idea of world order and the gods. 
25 See grammatical discussion in Knichten (1981: 166-168) for iry-i, where this word 
emphasises the sense of applying an established procedure, Çee note #12 above- 
xi For this text and commentary on the uses of nt-' within it see Kruchten 1981, espeady 
pp-166-108. 
~7 For the meaning, "Residence City" for b w  in the ReWunire texts see van den Boom 19M: 
48-49. 
28 See van den Boom (1988: 310-331) for a summary of the duties of the vizier. Of particular 
interest to this study, he noted that beside his work as deputy of the king, the vizier was 
responsi%le for the management of the pr-nsw and its personnel, oversaw the operations of 
the b w ,  personaliy instructed Local urban authorities and appointed Ieading local officials. 
29 The connection between bdding construction, aaftsmanship, and the priesthood may be 
indicated by the titIe wr typw ipnwt (Greatest of the Master-Craftmien - FaulIcner 2981a: 64) 
hdd by the high priests of Ptah in Memphis (Wb I: 329). As Gardiner (1947: 1-38") noted, the 
god Ptah was related to aafts and thus so were hiç pries& as part of their duties. 
Additiondy, he notes that the high priests were known to assist in the construction of tombs. 
1 would iike to thank Mary Ann Pouls Wegner for bringing this titk to my attention. 
30 This is the primary understanding of the expression in Faulkner's dictionary (1981a: 142). 
31 Lorton (1974: 165  n-2) has suggested that n t c  in ehiç case referred to "letters of 
assignation," However, given the fict that the n t c  was 'of every day', it wouid seem unlikely 
that, given the regularity irnplied by the story, he wodd have had a daily Ietter for each 
appointment 
2 See Lortonrs (1974: 214) discussion of these tex& where he interprets the use of nt-' very 
closely to the origin of the expression as coming from a written document 
3 Compare the work on the meaning of nt-' in the beaty in Redford 1970: 43, n..l; Spalinger 
1981: 303-304,322; Harari 1990: 422-425; and Godet & Levine 1998: 263-264; where the b a i s  
of understanding of how nt-' came to applied to a treaty is based on its derivation from the 
word for document ('). 
3.i Note the emphasis on the notion of repetition and continuity of the actions to which the 
kings c o d t t e d  themselves in this section of the treaty. This is particularly interesting in 
relation to the statement earlier in the treaty of the gods Re and Seth making such a 
relationship between the powers once in the past For a discussion of these ideas see 
Spaünger 1981: 310-325, 
35 For a recent discussion of the use of nt-' in the Great Harris Papyrus see Grandet 1994: 235, 
n.912 where he describes it as a custom put in writing. 



36 For the Çoreign character of treaties for the Egyptians of this period, see Godet and Levine 
1998: 257. 
37 Here 1 am thinking of the daily temple cuit, reguiar offerings made at the tombs, and the 
specid festivals ceiebrated monthiy or annuaiiy. 
38 The m of predication is understood in this passage as d d b e d  in Gardiner 1957: 996. 
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Chart #7 
nt-' (e references) 

KR1 II: 227.5 

KR1 II: 227.6 

KR1 II: 228.1 

KR1 II: 229.11 
(par tiall y 
restored) 

KR1 II: 232.5,6 

Gardiner 1905: 
22. IIJ6 
(Leiden Hyinn 
to Amun) 

[///]nt-' n dit rnn p3 shr irw pr' 
irw swth 

ptri irw sw Stishw p3 sr '3 n brl 
m nt-' 

ir p: nt-' mty wiiw dy 

Ir n:y mdwt n p: nt-' 1rw.n p: sr 
'? n Sti irrn rC-msw-niri-imn p3 
hk: '3 11 kmt 
hb 

- 

pz htm n pz nt-' irw @&w 

&w.wi.ti hrsbty hr irt nt-'.k n sf 
m hrt hrw 

the ritual 

[///]the ritual causing to be 
established the plans which Re 
made and which Seth made 
look, Hattusil the great ruler of 
Hatti has perfornied himself 
accord in^ to ritual 
as for the proper ritual that had 
been here 
as for the words of the ritual that 
the Great Ruler of Hatti performed 
together with Ramesses II 
Meriamun, the Great Ruler of 
Egypt, in writing on this silver 
tablet 
the seal of the ritual that Hattusil 
~erformed 
how you cross [the sky], Horakhty, 
performing your ritual for 
yesterday daily 

custom 
(trea ty) 

19th Dyn. 

custom 
(treaty) 

19th Dyn. 

custom ( 1 9 t h  Dyn. 

(treaty) 

(treaty) 
custom 19tI' Dvn. 

custom 19th Dyn. 
(treaty) 
funerary 18t11 Dyn. 









Chart #7 
nt-' (e references) 

KR1 VI: 458.13- 
14 
KR1 VI: 458.14, 
15 
Louvre 3292 
(inv,\.6 
Budge 1923: 41, 
column 1.2-4 
(Amenemope) 

tp-rd nb n 'kw'kw smsw ni-' m 
smrw 

accord with his ritual for everv vear 
to satisfy in accord with the ritual 
for silver with [///] 
total silver of the ritual: 4 

he being united by meaiis of your 
ritual (deceased identified as Osiris) 
al1 regulations of enhy of elders 
and the rituals as (royal) friends 

custom 

custom 

tunerary 

work 

2Ot11 Dyn. 

20111 Dyn. 

20th Dyn. 

215' Dyn. 
(Ramesside 
origir-t$ 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion: Ancient Egyp tian Ritual 

"That's a great ded to make one word mean," ALice said in a 
thoughtfd tone, 

"Men 1 make a word do a lot of work like that," said Humpty 
Dumpty' "1 aiways pay it extra" 

"Oh!" said Aiice, She was too much puzzied to make any other 
remark. 

"Ah, you should see 'ern corne round me of a Saturday night," 
Humpty Dumpty went on, wagging his head gravely from side to side, "for 
to get th& wages, you know-" 

Lewis Carroll: Thrarigh fhe Looking Glnss 

From the evidence collected in the studies of ir-ht and nt-', it is now 

possible to reconstruct the cognitive category "ritual" in ancient Egypt. It is 

clear £rom this evidence that ritual included the major categories: cultic, 

funerary, aggressive, work, and customary behaviours. The typical uses of 

the t e m  ir-@ and nt-' suggest that the ancient Egyptians considered not aU 

activities that fit into such categories as ritual, however. Activities that were 

cded  ritual had to embody a dustering of qualities typical of rihial in 

addition to belonging to one of the previously mentioned categories. It is 

these qualities that provide some of the most interesthg insights into the 

nature of amient Egyptian ritual. 



6a The Nature of Ancient Egyptian Ritual 
* 

The first major category of activity that the ancient Egyptians cded  

ritual was cultic performance. Various activities including offering, libating, 

and censing, which were performed by kings and pnests, were called ir-kt 

and nt-' (see Chapter 3c.l and 5b.l). Such ritual performance is indicated 

dearly in relation to the king when Thutmoses III claimed that he entered 

"into rituals (nt-') more than scribes or priests" (chart #7, e.28). Similar 

wording is used in relation to priests as is evident in Khaemwaset's address, 

"Oh, all prophets and lector priests who perform rites (ia-ht) in the temple of 

Apis every moniing" (chart #3, c.143). This relationship between cultic 

performance and ritual also is evident in the strong comection between the 

royal title nb mt and tempIe contexts (noted in 40% of the corpus - see 

figure #4.1). Equally significant is the evidence for the conscious role that the 

king took as nb irt-kt in ensuring the ongoing and proper performance of 

cultic ritual. This idea is demowtrated by the cl- the king made both for 

endowing rituals (e.g., chart #3, c.115 and chart #7, e.17) and for educating 

priests in their proper performance (chart #7, e.36). 

The second category of activity that the ancient Egyptians considered 

as havïng a ritualistic character was funerary practice. The major funerary 

practices that were considered ritualistic included the presentation of 

offerings and prayers to the deceased, activities associated with the process of 



rebirth in the next world, and activities associated with living in the next 

world. Partidarly connected to the performance of funerary rituds for the 

deceased were the Iector priests (e-g., &art #3, c.43), dthough "loved ones" 

(e-g., chart #3, c.77) also were expected to perform rites for the dead (see 

diçcussion in Chapter 3c-2)- Also important to h e r a r y  rïtuals were the 

activities surrounding the judgement of the dead and the transformation of 

the dead into an empowered spirit (see Chapter 3c.2, pp. 107-108 and Chapter 

5b2, pp. 318-319). Finally, a number of activities performed as part of the 

world of the West, Lüce the daily voyage of the solar boat and the repelling of 

Apep, were descrïbed as rituals (see Chapter 5b.2). 

This last mentioned ritual, the repelling of Apep, brings attention to 

the third category of activiiy, that of aggressive ritual. The ancient Egyptians 

considered a number of acts, induding the mythical act of repelling Apep, as 

ritualistic. As was descrïbed in Chapter 2, the pattern of some rituals being 

aggressive or violent has k e n  noted in cross-culhrral studies of ritual (Bell 

1997: 153-154), dthough it has not commonly been considered in discussion 

of ancient Egyptian ritual. In general, the aggressive activities that the 

ancient Egyptians considered as r i t d  feature either the overthrow of evil 

figures, like Apep, or the disruption of the established order in this M e  or the 

next The latter type of aggressive ritual is exempIified by "overthrowing the 

rebels upon the day of performing rituals" (chart #7, e.02), an activity that 

was related to both the mythic world and the real world. The real world 



overthrowing of rebels is best demonstrated by the use of the royal title nb irt- 

@ in close connection to scenes and descriptions of the king slaying enemies 

(see Chapter 4c.1, p. 204-205, also see Chapter 3c.3, pp. 115-116 and Chapter 

5b.2, pp. 319-320). An example of the former fype of aggressive ritual is the 

destruction of materials and spells necessary for the survival of the deceased 

in the next world (see Chapter 3c.3, pp. 112-114). In addition, there is some 

indication that the overthrow of the social order codd be thought of as an  

aggressive rite as exernplified by the reference to the overthrow of the h g  

being a performance of rites (chart #3, c.64). 

The fourth category of activities cded  ritual was work or the duties of 

an office. The idea that perfonning the activities involved with work is 

ritualistic is not unique to Egypt, but has been noted in 0th- cultures (e-g., 

see Middleton 1977: 85). From the examples of ir-N and nt-' that refer to 

work, it is clear that the work that was identified as ritual was not casual, but 

represented a set of activities that were typical of what was required in a 

career or to perfonn the duties of a particular office correctly (see Chapter 

3c.4, pp. 123-124 and Chapter 5b.3, pp. 325-326). Many of the examples of 

work that the ancient Egyptians termed ritual related to the king through his 

role as nb irt-b (see Chapter kl), court ceremonid, or royal commissions. 

This aspect of work as ritual is exemplified in the Inçtnictions of Amenemope 

where it describes "the rituals as (royal) Mends" (chart #7, e.75). The work 

did not have to have direct royal connections, however, as is demonstrated by 



the reference to duties of artisans and sailors being cded ritual (e-g, diart #7, 

e.22; diart #3, c.20). 

FinalIy, the last category of activity that the ancient Egyptians 

connected to ritual was customary behaviours. The pnniary types of 

cuçtomary activities that were called ritual were the daily programme an 

inavidual might foLlow and the carrying out of a legal agreement (see 

Chapter 5b.4). The best known examples of these two uses of ritual in 

relation to custom are the story in the Westcar Papyrus where the adulterer 

goes "down to the pool according to his ritual of every day" (chart #7, e.04) 

and the namïng of the treaty between the Hittites and Ramesses II as a ritual 

(e-g., see chart #7, e.46). 

It is not immediately apparent what unites these various categories of 

activities together as ritual for the ancient Egyptians, however, there are a 

nurnber of qualities shared across these categories that were noted in the 

study of both terms (see Chapter 3c.5; Chapter 4c.land Chapter 5c.l-c.2). 

Given -the varied nature of the five categories of activity discussed above, 

these qualities that the activities had in common must have been significant 

to what constituted ritual to the ancient Egyptians. Based on the analysis of 

the contexts of ir-ht, nb irt-ht, and nt-', the foUowing list of qualities of ritual 

can be assembled. 

Ritual to the ancient Egyptians was performative. Both the presence of 

the verb ir and the physical nature of many of the activities that were 



descrïbed as ritual indicate thiç aspect of rituaI. RituaI also had a formal or 

ofncid diaracter. Many of the activities cded  ir-ht or nt-' were comected to 

the king, the royal court, or the world of the divine. Thiç formality also is 

visible in the strong emphasis on rituais being performed based on tradition 

or on a written text. This basis for ritual in tradition and text meant that in 

many cases the ancient Egyptians expressed a need that the performers of 

ritual needed to be educated in the proper performance of those rites. This 

was very apparent in relation to the descriptions of the performance of work 

where the king and oficïals needed to be educated in their duties and 

educate others- 

These elements: physical performance, formality, and the written text 

dso become important as the main components of a performance of ritual. 

Successfd ritual performance seemed to have needed the combination of 

word, bodily action, and the manipulation of objects in a prescribed manner. 

Another element of this prescnbed manner of performance, aside from the 

formal and eaditional d e s ,  was that they be performed repetitively, often 

according to a calendrical schedule. FinaUy, there was a shong relationship 

between ritual and order in the cosmos. In ancient Egyptian thinking order 

in the world of humans, gods, and the dead could be created, perpetuated or 

dismpted by the performance of ritual. 

The definition of these important qualities of ritual provide a skong 

bask for analysis using the qualities of ritual that Bell suggests for evaluating 



ritualising activity (see Chapter 2b, pp. 22-25). In reviewing the six qudities 

of ntud discussed by Bell, (formalism, traditionalism, invariance, d e  

govemance, sacral syrnbolisrn, and performance), it is dear that the ancient 

Egyptian concept of ritual contains elements of all of these qualities. What 

needs analysing k which of these qualities is emphasized and in what ways. 

The quallties of invariance and performance are aspects of ancient Egyptian 

ritual, but show less depth within the material in this study of ir-ht and nt-' 

when compared with rule governance, formalism, traditionaliçm and sacral 

symboliçm. 

There probably were elements of invariance in some ancient Egyptian 

rituals; however, the descriptions studied in this work do not strongly reflect 

this quality. From what is known of cultic rituals, it is probable that they 

wodd have performed them with attention to precise and controlled 

repetition of actions, but the ancient Egyptians did not dwell on the details of 

this in their texts. Invariance in ritual performance may be hinted at in text 

c.36 where it is claimed that "performing rites rightly is what the god loves," 

however, this could equally refer to rule governance or &aditionalism. 

Performance certainly was an important aspect of ancient Egyptian 

rituai. A strong sense that rituals were performed in a physical manner was 

noted repeatedly throughout this study. This having been said, there was 

little emphasis placed on the performance being public in the textual 

descriptions of ritual. While it is known that rituals called Mt and nt-' were 



performed publidy, (for ewample the ritual executions connected with the 

title nb kt--' and festivals Eke the Sed festival) the public nature of these 

rihrals is not referred to by the use of descriptive ternis in Egyptian. 

Rule govemance, formalism, and traditiondisrn seem to have been 

Ïnterwoven in ancient Egyptian ritual. W e  it is possible at times to separate 

these qualities of ritual in the evidence, the interweaving of these qualities 

suggests that to the Egyptians they were comected. The primary evidence 

for d e  govemance in the examples coLIected in this study are references to 

regdations (eg., chart #7, e.36, e.37), the existence of objects connecteci to 

ritual that must have been governed by compIex d e s  such as the 20-square 

game, and the d e s  put fonvard in the treaty documents that were cded  

rituals. 

The d e s  themselves seem to have been considered fomal in that 

there were strong associations with the worlds of the palace and the divine. 

An example of such formaiised actions in relation to the palace is the 

references to complex series of formalised behaviours on the part of the 

courtiers that were called ritual, "the heralds of the haIl of judgement as to 

their procedures conceming consecrating throughout the entire house, the 

royal entourage according to their attending, the Council of Thuty according 

to the2 ritual" (chart #7, e.33; also see chart #3, c.12; chart #7, e.32, e.75). The 

rituals performed before the gods seemed to have the same formaüsed 

character as can be seen in the description of the service of Hathor, "it is as an 



overseer of prophets of Hathor, lady of Kusae, that 1 spent a great part of this 

time passing and entering before Hathor, lady of Kusae, upon seeing her and 

performing rites for her with my two hands" (chart #3, c.62). From these 

examples, it would seem that there were sb-ong rules for perfomiing rituals 

that featured formalised actions. 

What is more interesthg is that for these same rule-bound, formal 

actions there was often a claini of traditionalism attached to them. For 

example, many of these same rituals clairned a baditional basis for their 

performance. In the Horemheb decree quoted above (e.33), he is not claiming 

to have instituted new palace procedures, but rather to have observed 

traditional ones, as Kruchten (1981: 166-168) has made clear. The Egyptians 

made simiIar claim. in relation to treaties (see Chapter 5b.4, p. 332-333) and 

the instihition of cultic rites (eg., chart #7, e.09). This appeal to tradition for 

the origin of ritual was noted frequently in this study, especially in reference 

to the "primeval tirnes" (e-g., Chapter 5c.1, pp. 336). 

What is of further interest in this appeal to tradition is that the last 

reference to primeval times as a source for ritual suggests a link to the Iast 

quality that Bell suggests for analysis, sacral symbolism. In placing the origùi 

of certain rituals in the primeval times, the ancient Egyptians were linking 

those rituals to a special world thereby giving the rïtuals themselves a special 

quality. Such sacral syrnboliçm appears in both sacred and secular rituals in 

ancient Egypt and is closely integrated with the ancient Egyptian woridview. 



This quality of ritual cm be seen in the locus for ritual behg set apart in 

special places such as the palace or temple. E q u d y  important as a form of 

"specialness" is giving ritud a connedion to people who are separated out as 

extraordinary, such as the king. This relationship with sacral symbolism 

would explain why many of the references to work as ritud are comected to 

the king (see Chapter 5b.3). 

The relationship between the king and ntual Ïs a partidarly rich 

element of sacral symbolism in ancient Egyptian thuiking For example, the 

king when performing rituals is compared to a god (e.g., chart #3, c.112) 

thereby the king is distinguished from normal humanity. However, the 

position of the king as nb kt-@, the leader of rihial in the world, also sets the 

king apart. The sirongest element in royal sacral symboliçm in ancient 

Egyptian ritual is its link to the concept of ma'at. As has been noted in this 

study, there was an intimate Link between ritual, kingship, and ma'at ( s e  

Chapter 4c.l). As Bell (1997: 159) suggests is signihcant for sacral symbolism 

in ritual, the comection of ritual and ma'at "evokes a higher realîty ... through 

the balance of the cosmos." In addition, the role of the king as the guarantor 

of order in the universe, the role of ritual in preserving and creating that 

order, and the position of the king as nb irt-ht, work together to bring 

considerable power to ritual in ancient Egyptian sociev. Clearly, ritual was 

an important dement in the ancient Egyptian woridview, and in the power 

relationships in society. 



This analysis of the qualities based on the work of B d  brings out the 

importance of several primary aspects of ancient Egyptian ritual. First, d e s  

and formal performance were sigdicant to rihial. Second, it was important 

to the ancient Egyptians that their rituals were grounded in tradition. These 

factors explain the need for education in ritual often expressed in ancient 

Egyptian texts (see Chapter 5c.2, p. 343). FirtalIy, ritual was given a special 

place in the amient Egyptian worldview through sacral symboliçm. The 

intùnate connection between ma'at and ritual gave ritual an important place 

in relation to social relations, work, and religious beliefs. It can be conchded, 

therefore, that the cognitive category of ritual in ancient Egyptian thought 

included a varÏety of activities related to cultic practices, funerary practices, 

aggressive behaviours, work, and custom that were bound together with a 

specific set of qualities that the ancient Egyptians rdated to the maintenance 

of ma'at The most significant of these qualities wrxe physical performance of 

fomal rites utihing the three elements of speech, action, and the 

manipulation of physical objects sanctioned by tradition. 

6b Issues of Translation 

The final question that must be addressed in this study is how the 

tenns ir-ht and nt-' should be translated as a result of this word study. As was 

indicated at the beginning of this work, the expressions ir-kt and nt-' were 

translated consistently as "perforrning rites" and " ritual" for the purposes of 



darity.2 This method works well when the reader's understanding of ritual 

matches the semantic field of the muent termm From the results of this study 

of 3-bt and nt-', it is probable that the reader's understanding of ritual will not 

match the ancient Egyptian understanding- 

The fact that modem concepts of ritual are dFfferent d e s  the issue of 

the translation of ir-ht, nb kt-@, and nt-' critical. For example, on the one hand 

it wodd be confusing for many readers if the references to work or treaties 

were translated using the term rituaI.3 O n  the other hand, translating the 

references to performing rituds for the king (e-g., chart #3, c.04) or 

performuig rites against a tomb (e-g., chart #3, c.44) too generically as "doing 

thingsf' misses the original precision of the ancient Egyptian concept of ritual. 

The kanslator of the ancient Egyptian texts must find a balance between these 

two extremes that pays attention to the modem reader's concept of ritual and 

the ancient intention given their concept of ritud. M e  every text wiU have 

its individual contextual issues, it can be suggested that whenever it is 

possible "ritual" or a modifier such as "ritualistic" be used in the translation 

of ir-ht and nt-'. If this f om of translation is not possible, then a translation 

that is sensitive to the ancient Egyptian conception of ritual should be 

attempted. For example, in the case of ir-ht and nt-' being used in relation to 

work, it could be translated as "carrying out the formal duties of the ~ f i c e . " ~  

Such a translation captures some of the qualities that placed this activity 

within the ancient Egyptian conceptual category of ritual without confusing 



the modem reader. So while we might Say with Alice, "that's a great deal to 

make one word mean," the coherence of the category of ritual in antient 

Egyptian thought d o w s  us to understand what the ancient wrïters meant 

and translate it into our own cultural terms. 

The main purpose of this study was to determine what constituted 

ritual to the ancient Egyptians. It is recognised that understanding concepts 

from other cultures is diffidt, as the comments of Goody and Thomas 

indicate. It was necessary, therefore, to design this investigation into ritual in 

such a way that the ancient Egyptian concept of ritual was reveded without 

too much influence from the modem conception of ritud. The most 

accessible method for doing th& was the reconstniction of the semantic field 

of ancïent Egyptian te- for ritual. As this study has demonstrated, such an 

approach can indicate what kinds of actïvities were c d e d  ritual. 

As a result of this word shidy, in conjunction wîth theoretical 

approaches h m  the field of ritual studies, it also has been possible to 

articulate the qualities that were typical of ritual. These qualities proved to be 

particularly interesting in that not only were they essential for understanding 

why certain activities were cded  ritual, but they also demonstrated the 

importance of ritual in ancient Egyptian society. Most sigmficantly, this 

word study has enriched modern understanding of the relationship between 



ritual, kingship, and ma'at. This partidarly was achieved through the re- 

evduation of the royal title nb ùt-ht. It was determined that this specific titIe 

did not refer to the king in a s a d  function, but had wider reference to the 

h g  as a leader and creator of ritual and as the performer of the office of 

hgship .  This wider reference not only applied to the issue of the title nb kt- 

ht, but also to the category of ritual itself. One of the most important 

contributions of this study is the finding that ancient Egyptian rihial referred 

to a variety of sacred and secdar activities. These aaivities were bound 

together through their reference to formal and traditional behaviours that had 

influence on the forces of ma'at and isfet in the world. 

- - 

Çee Schulman 1988: 4-5,51-57 and 1994: 267-270 for comments on the public and ceremonid 
nature of thiç ritual 
2 This method follows the suggestion of Souberger 1973: 160. 
3 TrançIating either ir-ht or nt-' into English as "rituai" when it refers to work could easily be 
niisinterpreted by a reader as referring to the worker perfonning cultic o f f e ~ g s  in a temple 
For example, in the tornb of Rekhmire the reference is to the dufies of a rnagistrate, not his 
religious duties: "look, it is the shelter of a magishate to perfonn ri- according to 
insnUctions8' (chart #3, c-120). 
4 In the case of the Rekhmire example quoted above, it could be trandated as: "look it is the 
shelter of a maetrate to carry out the formal du fies of the office according to instructions." 
It should be noted that thiç translation does cause the loss of the knowledge that the ancient 
Egyptians connected the duties of the office to other ritual behaviours, but it does capture 
some of the reason that the expression k-ht was selected as appropriate. 
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